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Acknowledgements, Apologies, Foreward

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, APOLOGIES, 
FOREWARD

 
 First things first: we are sorry. ‘The Scattered Pelican’ could not 
publish its previous issue in print for many reasons ranging from administrative 
to academic to financial.  We deeply apologize for that, and we understand the 
disappointment we might have caused to the contributors wishing to see their 
well-researched articles in printed form. However, we would like to assure you 
all that it is available on our website and is legit. We will try our best to make 
sure every issue here on gets published digitally and in print, and on time. 
 We would like to begin by thanking our contributors first. Without 
you, the journal has no existence. Thank you for putting your faith in us, for 
sharing your writings with us, for being vulnerable. It is your passion for 
academic scholarship and your faith in us that keeps us going. 
 Next, our peer reviewers. As you all know, our journal follows the 
process of double-blind peer reviewing. We are very grateful to all the reviewers 
who took out time from their precious and busy schedules to look over the 
contributions and gave very constructive and helpful feedback. We could not 
have asked for a reviewing process more rigorous than this. 
 We would also like to thank the previous members of our team-
- Alexandra Irimia, Busra Copuroglu, Helga Ruppee and Panxin Zhong for 
their help and contribution to the journal, and we wish them luck with their 
future endeavours.  
 We are very very thankful to Christian Ylagan, for all the important 
advice, for helping with the design, and for always assuring us that he will be 
there for the journal and for us whenever we need him. Christian is also the 
founder of ‘The Scattered Pelican’, a fact we acknowledge here with immense 
pleasure.
 We are also grateful to Dr. James Miller and Dr. Rafael Montano, for 
handling all the changes in the team with patience, and for trusting us with all 
the decision-making, logistics and finances. It is, and will always be, rare to 
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find such teachers who provide you complete freedom and trust you with all the 
responsibilities. Thank you Professors. 
 Lastly, we would like to thank Sylvia Kontra and Dawn Gingerich, 
our Graduate Assistant and Administrative assistant respectively, whose energy 
and efficiency at work are unmatched. We take inspiration from them, and are 
grateful for all the complex administrative tasks they manage so our journal can run 
smoothly. 
 Following the Comparative Literature Graduate conference in March 
2019, we decided to have the theme for this issue as ‘Coding/Decoding/Recoding’. 
How do we make sense of the world where everything is increasingly digitized, 
codified and encrypted, and where everything leaves a trace? What are the ways in 
which we can capture this complex reality? Fortunately for us, we received papers 
ranging from subjects like linguistic interface, queering art, literary authorship, inter-
medial adaptations and cinematic re-interpretations, amongst others. Approaching 
the theme from such broad-ranging topics is at least a start towards capturing the 
complexity of our codified world. 
 As I write this, the world is encapsulated in the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
Since lots of services are closed right now and we are not sure about when our 
administrative services will begin again, we are not publishing the next call for 
papers with this issue. I request the readers to keep an eye on our social media 
accounts as well as our webpage for our next call for papers. 
 Wishing everyone good health and I hope you enjoy reading this issue.

Abhimanyu Acharya, Western University
Editor-in-Chief
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THINKING THE AFTERMATH OF LOBOTOMY: 
SOMETHINGS I KNOW FOR CERTAIN

Regna Darnell, Western University

 I am honored to be invited to speak to an audience of graduate students, 
especially because this audience crosses so many of the interdisciplinarities that 
have characterized my five decades in the academy. I am a teacher and my 
students and former students are my legacy to society, the continuity of what I 
have learned and attempted to pass on. This conference, an annual event I have 
participated in several times before, captures the very best of what a university 
can offer – the freedom, both academic freedom’s guarantee, in principle at 
least, to speak freely and openly, and the leisure (of sorts; yes I do know about 
balancing deadlines with a life that continues unabated outside these walls) 
– nonetheless, leisure to think about things and to share our thoughts with 
others. I am an advocate of what I call “the pedagogy of the non-class,” an 
informal cohort of mostly graduate students that has evolved over more than 
a decade to provide an open-ended forum for reading and thinking together 
outside the formal curriculum; it is sometimes associated with an official class, 
mostly not.  I acknowledge the current crew, several of whom are here today; I 
have learned a great deal from all of you.

We meet today on the traditional territory of the Anishinaabe, 
Haudenosaunee, Leni Lenape and Attawandaron peoples. This land’s most 
proximate contemporary stewards are the Chippewa of the Thames, Oneida of 
the Thames, and Muncey Delaware First Nations. We are guests here and that 
entails an obligation to decolonize our relations.
 Let me continue by reassuring you that I have not, literally, undergone 
a lobotomy. But I do find it a useful metaphor to address the cumulative capacity 
of human memory to “lose” the trivial, and repress whatever does not fit into a 
largely subconscious set of values and priorities, to reframe it in more palatable 
terms. We could not function without some such mechanism to sort the masses 
of data filed in our minds/brains. We will return to the implications of this 
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dilemma. I suggest that much of the work of the intellectual, particularly 
the interdisciplinary one, is to subvert that mechanism of selective memory 
through critical reflexivity, becoming conscious that our standpoints are 
multiple, emergent and ever evolving; moreover, they are pregnant with real-
world consequences, far from innocent.
 The lobotomy part comes from a hackneyed science fiction plot in 
which the bad guys create a killing machine by wiping the hero’s memory and 
moral compass. But enough remains of the hero’s underlying self to creep back 
into questioning his inhumane orders, ultimately turning him to resisting and 
destroying the masters of his oppression. What fascinates me is that the details 
do not return gradually, as we are told they do in amnesia; rather, principles 
that arise one by one reach a threshold at which they add up to a critique, a 
plan for action, a search for others to join forces and revolt. Interestingly, this 
hero/protagonist is always a he; we will turn in due course to what an earth- 
or world-grounded female hero might look like, in the persona of Pandora as 
channeled by Ursula K. Le Guin in Always Coming Home, one of my favorite 
novels. We will find therein a parable that I read as a plea for qualitative 
research, for ethnography in the anthropological sense of meticulous and 
respectful attention to the particular, for dialogue constituting an alternative 
ontology which is necessarily a relational ontology. Story, memory and 
mindfulness intersect in a future society rejecting the legacy of written records 
abstracted from personal relevance.
 Returning to the lobotomized hero, he ultimately rebuilds a stronger 
self than the one appropriated by outsiders, lost and then reclaimed. This 
reconstituted and empowered self is enabled to take on injustices that could 
only come to surface awareness in the aftermath of suffering and consequent 
struggle for return. Heroism rises to a new dimension, extending the struggle 
for freedom and well-being to others who suffer, whether persecuted groups, 
individuals or communities.
 Let me offer a concrete example: Contemporary Indigenous elders, 
usually in urban centers, offer effective counselling based on cultural principles 
and community support, especially for youth. Many of these elders have 
turned their own lives around under similar circumstances. That they choose 
to share their experience of also having suffered gives their teachings authority 
and verisimilitude. Because they know of what they speak, they are accepted as 
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role models for the process and possibility of recovering selfhood and rejoining 
community. Because they understand the nature of their and our oppression, 
they are well positioned to lead effective resistance at the community level, as 
well as for the general public to understand what is at stake for the society as a 
whole. 
 All this talk of lobotomy may seem a tad melodramatic, but then 
good metaphors often are. I adopt the metaphor to suggest that the cumulative 
quality of lived experience enables both reflexivity and capacity, indeed 
responsibility, for action. The accumulated detritus of everyday life may seem 
random as it occurs, but hindsight recognizes its patterns, the continuities as 
well as the ruptures and reworkings.
 So far, I have ignored the conference title. But this sideways approach 
has already set out the ways that the variations of CODING might serve as 
conceptual tools, as things to think with, in the idiom of the late Claude Levi-
Strauss. The three terms, however, are in the wrong order for the track I want 
to pursue. Coding must be addressed first. Coding has the potential to be static, 
monolithic, mechanical, even pedantic. Mind you, I do understand that coding 
things, even counting them, is sometimes the only way to make sense of them. 
Variability is not random; however, its measurement often entails an insidious 
hierarchy of prejudgment of value that we need a different kind of method to 
address, at least if we aspire to subvert the social injustices that operate below 
our conscious awareness. I suggest that DECODING and RECODING offer 
us a more robust method to reveal process, to emphasize becoming rather than 
being. The processes of memory and mindful action mimic the way the human 
mind/brain processes information.
 We can achieve some of this rejigging of priorities away from the 
purely statistical or mechanical simply by using the resources of the English 
language that this conference audience shares. My own book titles, Theorizing 
the Americanist Tradition, Historicizing Canadian Anthropology, Tracking 
Anthropological Engagements, Historicizing Theories, Identities and Nations all 
reflect attempts to infuse disciplinary and interdisciplinary discourses with 
the pregnant processual energies of ‘-inging,’ a term that I adopt from Robert 
Desjarlais’s Shelter Blues.
 Pluralizing the concepts that are normally seen as autonomous, their 
core meanings unassailable by context, provides another useful mechanism of 
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“defamiliarization,”an anthropological term for the experience of difference 
that calls attention to the previously unremarked possibility of something 
having been otherwise. Once something has occurred, it has a 100% probability 
from any future point in the stream of ongoing experience. It takes conscious 
effort to retrieve awareness of alternatives at the moment of experience.
 For example, my home discipline of anthropology countered the 
nineteenth century social evolutionists’ unilineal sequence from savagery to 
barbarism to civilization by presenting ethnographic evidence that cultures 
in the plural have diverse histories and courses of development, and that 
they are not necessarily arranged in a hierarchy. We may now need a further 
pluralization enabling us to recuperate the older humanities sense of culture 
as an attribute of the cultured person; on the assumption that by speaking of 
civilizations in the plural, we contest the ethnocentric definition of civilization 
imposed unilaterally by the powerful West in its own image to underwrite 
ongoing racism, chauvinism and colonialism.  
 The prescient work of linguist and anthropologist Edward Sapir 
in the 1920s proposed using alternative indices of value to compare societies 
(Sapir; Darnell): the “genuine” culture of the North West Coast Indigenous 
fisherman [sic] provided a self-satisfying life starkly opposed to the mind-
numbing alienation of the hapless (female) telephone operator whose 
employment was alienated from her private life. One can almost hear Sapir 
sneering – a feminist he was not. More sanguinely, Sapir was also nearly alone 
among linguists, then and now, in speaking lyrically of the “beauty” of the 
structures of languages, be they familiar Indo-European ones or the so-called 
“primitive” ones that lacked a written tradition. He treated them all as equal 
in fascination, complexity, and value and analyzed their structures in their own 
terms (Sapir).
 Deleuze and Guattari assert that the mind is more like a grass than 
a tree, a rhizome rather than an arbor. But access to a rhizome is difficult 
in any systematic way; the only viable method is to begin from an arbitrary 
but relatively stable point and follow its trajectory into a line, a line of flight, 
or perhaps of fancy. The pattern would be different if one chose to begin 
elsewhere.  The child’s kaleidoscope offers a visual image: let’s shake it and 
see what happens!  The new pattern and others that w/could follow from it 
caution us against taking as an endpoint what might otherwise have appeared 
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to be the steady state of a single version of astatic pattern. It was also Sapir who 
quipped that “all grammars leak” because linguistic patterns reflect remnants 
of past patterns at any given moment of observation and foreshadow changes 
underway.
 In any case, rhizomatic logic works pretty well at a phenomenological 
or even a reflexive level, but not so well for putting things in tidy order (coding 
them in the terms I adopt here) or explaining to someone else how you came 
to know what you know and why they should care.  “So what?” is a daunting 
question because it is necessarily in the eye of the beholder.
 Stories work pretty well for shaking things up, so I propose to 
tell you some stories.  They are personal stories because I can speak in most 
depth when reflecting upon what I know from my own experience. I deploy 
my lobotomy metaphor to explore what I have chosen to call “some essential 
things I know for certain,” as a method to delve into how I sort out the insights 
of five decades in the academy. Like the beleaguered hero surviving lobotomy, 
I am often struck by the impossibility of conveying the details of what I know. 
Some I do not remember; my memories are rendered inaccurate by time and 
recalibration in light of ensuing experience; and no one would want to hear all 
of what I remember. Where is the mechanism to pare it down to essence, to 
the consistency of underlying pattern? Our lobotomized hero begins from that 
essence I am unable to define.
 With the arrogance of a younger self, I saw my career trajectory 
as crossing subject matters and disciplines. Interdisciplinarity renders the 
dilemma of unquestioned assumptions both more acute and more easily 
resolvable. I was minimally deterred by the ties that crossed over and connected 
fields of endeavor, seeing each new opportunity as a unique fork in the road. I 
jousted, more or less sequentially despite their cumulative mutual resonances, 
with linguistics, history, poetics and oral literature, espousing anti-racism 
and standpoint-based disciplines (primarily women’s studies and Indigenous 
studies), law, environmental policy, biomedicine, university governance and 
research ethics. I took some pride in viewing myself, to myself, as in Isaiah 
Berlin’s dictum, a fox – creative, agile, always moving on to new ideas. It was 
absolutely clear to my impatient younger self that hedgehogs, those with a 
single idea relentlessly pursued, were boring. I suspect that Berlin thought so 
too, because his preeminence as a public intellectual was in good part due to his 
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capacity to engender conversations across silos that ordinarily serve to divide. 
The organic intellectual must be a master communicator. You can’t cross such 
lines unless you believe you might learn something from talking to people who 
reason from premises different from those you are accustomed to and reach 
conclusions that could not have occurred to you by thought experiment alone, 
i.e., in the pristine isolation of the scholar safely secluded in an ivory tower.  
 Early in my career, I tried the traditional academic persona on for 
size. I smoked a pipe and briefly sported a tweed blazer with elbow patches. 
Multiple times over the years, colleagues have advised me not to smile for 
official portraits, as though it were somehow unseemly to appear open to 
engaging the viewer. It did not take me long to realize that I was not going to 
grow up to be one of the old boys who ran the academy – and I quickly realized 
I didn’t really want that anyway. Rather it seemed more urgent to make the 
walls of the ivory tower more permeable. Internally that meant challenging 
the hierarchy within, getting involved in institutional governance at as many 
levels or scales as possible and allowing them to cross-fertilize one another. 
Externally it meant inviting and welcoming First Nations communities and 
individuals into the university and ensuring them a meaningful share in its 
governance. In practice, internal and external bleed into one another. I aspired, 
and still aspire, to make my fieldwork, my theoretical work, and my personal 
life of a piece – not identical but arising from the same values and principles. 
That I have chosen to work largely from within the system is a contradiction I 
continue to struggle with.
 In retrospect, all this seems to me to have been a foregone 
conclusion. The point of implicit contention was and remains the way my 
mind works – restless, easily bored, skipping connections, preferring big 
picture to details, ready to move to new engagements after a pattern emerges, 
leaps of imagination, meanings constructed simultaneously over multiple 
permutations of the literal and the metaphorical, tolerance for ambiguity that 
the psychologists call cognitive dissonance. A solitary childhood punctuated 
by books, mostly fiction, taught me to suspend disbelief and to absorb the 
premises of alternative worlds in their own terms. These idiosyncrasies have 
been fundamental to my journey as a theorist. Sadly, however, I discovered that 
such a practice of everyday life makes many people nervous. I didn’t do that on 
purpose.  Other people often don’t make sense to me. I didn’t and don’t know 
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how to be other than as I was, and am.
 Considered chronologically, the pieces of my life and career began as 
separate enterprises, or so it seemed in the flux of living them. As I muddled 
on, a few underlying principles of connection wove together disparate strands 
of seemingly unrelated topics that turned out to be very much the same under 
the surface. These are the things I think I know for certain.  Because they are 
essential rather than substantive knowledge, the patterns are transportable from 
one subject area and disciplinary context to others. I now unmask a mischievous 
hedgehog under the diversity of my surface engagements. I will trace a single 
extended cluster illustrating the materialization of these principles in the real 
world in response to changing societal context, maturity, opportunity and my 
own evolving standpoint. Time and space preclude discussion of other clusters 
with similar structures, though I will gesture to a few along the way.
 My initial professional training focused on three areas I once 
thought I pursued quite independently. 1) History of anthropology (HoA) 
began as a commitment to do real research as a student; archives were 
accessible in Philadelphia, especially at the American Philosophical Society 
(APS), of which I am now a member, and my MA thesis eventually became 
a book. HoA was a largely solitary enterprise in those early days.2) I fell into 
linguistic anthropology because my supervisor also did that and he attracted a 
wonderful cohort of graduate students in the ethnography of communication. 
This approach resonated with my undergraduate double major in anthropology 
and medieval English literature. Although I did not understand it that way at 
the time, I approached the latter as a cross-cultural and linguistic exercise.3) 
Native North Americans entered the picture fairly accidentally too. Everyone I 
worked with as an undergraduate at Bryn Mawr and later at the University of 
Pennsylvania seemed to be an Americanist. That’s where available documents 
in history of anthropology were most extensive; it also became my area of 
specialization in documenting cross-cultural variations in language use as 
part of an interdisciplinary research team. After writing a library dissertation 
I sought a job where I could do fieldwork close to home and keep tacking 
between being a historian of sorts and linguist of other sorts.
 I spent the next 21 years at the University of Alberta, in Plains Cree 
country, and became an Algonquianist, also of sorts, since I was always more 
interested in the making of meaning than in the structure of language per se. 
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Along the way, I am told that I am still remembered there as nearly single-
handedly responsible for the University’s maternity leave policy. I believe that 
tenured academics have a responsibility to stand up for the rights of more 
vulnerable colleagues, students, research collaborators and their communities, 
friends, etc. In the same vein, I developed a Cree language and culture program 
co-teaching with native speakers; this methodology was fundamental to the 
founding of the School of Native Studies in 1985.
 After moving to the University of Western Ontario in 1990, I 
undertook fieldwork in southern Ontario, primarily with the Anishinaabeg, 
whose language is closely related to Cree.  That developed into an ongoing 
relationship with the Walpole Island First Nation near Wallaceburg ON (in 
partnership with the Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry’s Ecosystem 
Health research team and Interdisciplinary Program in Public Health)to 
assess the human health effects of industrial pollution from Sarnia’s chemical 
valley and explore the social and cultural determinants of health.
 I learned much from close encounters with research and clinical 
scientists. Without having already delved into the definitions of mind 
and body in Franz Boas’s paradigm statement The Mind of Primitive Man, 
however, I might not have understood the importance of emerging evidence 
that Epigenetic modification of genetic material through hormone expression 
provides a mechanism to challenge eugenic assumptions that Indigenous 
peoples who claim intergenerational trauma are not making it up. Nor are they 
responsible for their own plight because they make bad lifestyle choices; these 
charges cannot be applied to well-documented studies of WWII Dutch famine 
victims. Boas, widely recognized as the founder of Americanist anthropology, 
amassed an enormous anthropometric database for the1910-12 U.S. Census 
Commission demonstrating plasticity (although the term is anachronistic) 
rather than genetic determinism. The binary distinction between mind and 
body dissolves when factors of history, environment and culture demonstrably 
modify genetic traits; Boas was far ahead of his time and the evidence available 
to him.
 These clusters of individual things that I know have come together 
in ways I could never have predicted in my ongoing SSHRC Partnership 
Grant to prepare a documentary edition of Boas’ professional correspondence, 
in collaboration with descendant communities from which Boas collected 
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his famous (or infamous depending on your point of view) “five-foot shelf ” 
of Kwakiutl (now called Kwakwaka’wakw) ethnography. I was able to draw 
on my own decades of archival scholarship in history of anthropology and 
linguistics. As a scholar and as editor, working closely with the University of 
Nebraska Press, I have honed a systematic argument already present in my 
dissertation, that HoA is or should be integral to the reflexive practice of all 
anthropologists, and that it is necessarily written from the standpoint of the 
historian, of whatever disciplinary origin. That there are histories rather than 
a single monolithic history of anthropology entails redefining “history” as an 
ongoing process of becoming present; the present itself becomes a moving 
target, rather than a set of ostensibly objective facts about what happened in 
the past. In addition to the Franz Boas Papers series, I edit Critical Studies in 
History of Anthropology and Histories of Anthropology Annual. These titles are 
conscious efforts to move history of anthropology forward as a theoretical field 
closely tied to anthropological praxis.
 The model of collaborative community-based fieldwork that 
emerged through language revitalization work with the Plains Cree continued 
at Walpole Island First Nation and the larger Three Fires Confederacy of 
which it is a part. I was able to share this model with the APS in developing 
their protocols for Indigenous community control of access to the extensive 
documents held in their archives. I applied the same collaborative model in 
designing Western’s First Nations Studies program as its founding director.
 In addition to the APS and Nebraska Press, the partners in my 
current research include a tribal council of the Kwakwaka’wakw, the Union 
of B.C. Indian Chiefs, and several Canadian universities. This new fieldwork 
in B.C. drew on and integrated things I already knew. The governing body of 
the Boas Project is an Indigenous Advisory Council with a mandate to deal 
appropriately with culturally sensitive materials, to digitally repatriate materials 
long inaccessible to communities, and to build capacity within descendant 
communities. Issues of language revitalization, the language of the texts, the 
information contained in them that is no longer known to contemporary elders, 
and the time dimension of evolving relations between Indigenous communities 
and Settlers were all familiar territory that I could not have navigated without 
my prior experience.  
 In an effort to make the Boas documentary project “sexy” and to 
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respond to SSHRC’s obsession with “Knowledge Mobilization,” a December 
2018 Conference here in London, ON explored relationships of land, 
language, and the mis-communication that operates across the boundaries 
of language families. Practical implications are enormous for Indigenous 
plaintiffs attempting to express in Canadian courtrooms the inextricable 
relationship entailed in the structures of their languages between land and 
personal/community identity. In the process, the Boas Project has refined the 
concept of knowledge mobilization as a commitment to collaboration at all 
stages of research and dissemination rather than merely as something tacked 
on at the end as evaluation of something completed.
 My commitment to activism draws the Quaker pacifism and anti-
Vietnam protests of my Philadelphia years together with recognition of the 
social injustice permeating Indigenous-State engagements, in Canada and 
globally. Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission report in 2015cries 
out for increased recognition by mainstream Canadians of the conditions 
of power that have oppressed and continue to oppress communities seeking 
redress. Michael Asch, a co-investigator on the Boas Project, argues that “we 
are all treaty people” and we must move forward together. It is not my job as 
project director to speak for communities but rather to walk alongside them, 
to learn by listening, to seek effective forums to amplify the voices to which I 
listen, and to put some of them in contact with one another and with larger 
audiences, including academic ones.
 My argument is not teleological. I suggest only that one’s 
opportunities draw together things that have been building for a long time. 
Every person must identify the essential things they know for certain in order 
to maximize the unique modes of their potential engagement with the world.
 Let me turn now to my core text. As far as I can tell, Always Coming 
Home was a critical flop. Sometimes I think I must be the only person who 
has read it. I haven’t had much success getting students to savor the disjointed 
surface structure as serving a discernable purpose. Crucially, moreover, I do not 
read it now as I read it in the 1980s when I was drawn primarily to its narrative 
experiment arising from the Native North American ethnographic roots 
familiar to Le Guin since childhood. Today, it resonates more deeply with my 
reflections on the discontents deeply embedded in the fabric of contemporary 
society that question whether there might not be a better way to conduct our 
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affairs, a way to temper them with alternative, more relational, visions.
 Tendrils of Le Guin’s characteristic sensibility resonate both from 
her anthropologist father Alfred L. Kroeber and her folklorist/writer mother 
Theodora Krakow Kroeber (Quinn) in her reconstruction of what California 
Indian life ways might have become in a post-apocalyptic future. Archaeologists 
reconstruct past cultural worlds, based on inference from material objects 
(now more relationally and collaboratively called “belongings”), sometimes 
supplemented by archives and oral histories. Accessibility of the past to 
contemporary gaze is restricted by arbitrary and incomplete accidents of 
preservation or retrieval capacity for financial, technological or other reasons. 
Le Guin’s method, in contrast, is based on reflexive inference.  She approaches 
the Valley intuitively, seeking to access a way of life whose essence is invisible 
and intangible. The Valley of the Kesh is the stable ground/space, the portal 
that transports her from the modern archaeological site into the Kesh world 
and back to her own. She invites the Reader to participate in her journey.
 The Kesh speak for themselves in alternating genres of life history, 
poetry, ethnography, music, language and art. This paper will explore the role of 
Pandora, the alter ego of the author, the ethnographer who struggles to make 
sense of the Kesh world. She refuses to observe the Kesh from a distance, with 
“everything under control” (Le Guin 53). Coding does not get her where she 
wants to go. Imagination, using all of her senses, reveals a fluid pattern between 
and beyond the static form of material objects that flows beyond their existence 
in a single time/space continuum.
 Pandora is always “worrying” about something and addresses the 
Reader directly to clarify that she knew what would come out of the box 
Prometheus left but still chose to open it.  Prometheus is “Foresight, Fire-Giver, 
the Great Civilizer,” the bringer of progress; from his position of Olympian 
power, he called it hope (Le Guin 148). But Pandora does not seek power or 
speak from a position of holding it as entitlement; she fears its price. Even if 
the box is empty, however, opening it gives the Kesh, and perhaps Le Guin 
and her Reader, “some room, some time. Time to look forward, surely; time to 
look back; and room, room enough to look around” (Le Guin 148). The Reader 
is left to muse on the vicissitudes of time and space, to intuit why “room” and 
“time” are desiderata that offer an alternative future for us and a different past 
for the Kesh, a past in which neither we nor Pandora might exist.
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 Pandora tasks herself with teaching us how to look. The Scrub Oak 
is her metonym for the essence of the Valley. It “has no useful purpose” and it 
sits on a ridge with no “overall shape,” “center” or “symmetry” (Le Guin 239). 
Scruboaks, each slightly different, share an essential property of scrub oak-
ness. “But the numbers are wrong [….].You don’t count scrub oaks [….].[They 
are/It is] innumerable. It is not accidentally but essentially messy” (Le Guin 
240).  Pandora is adamant that the scrub oak, standing in for the “wilderness” 
(the essence of which exists outside human perception or control] has nothing 
to do with the observer. The observer, Pandora or the Reader, must work hard 
to unlearn the expectation of formal structure in order to experience this 
diversity. “The civilized mind’s relation to it is imprecise, fortuitous and full of 
risk” (Le Guin 41). Pandora cautions the Reader entering the Valley that one 
cannot simply see it and then move onto the next spectacle. Pandora’s need 
for dialogue leads her to postpone in infinite regress the Reader’s presumed 
eagerness to impose closure. Pandora has undertaken a journey of her own, as 
a self-appointed guide determined to engage the Reader in dialogue. “I can’t 
go without you” (Le Guin 339).
 Pandora contrasts the Valley and its robust oral tradition with her 
own society’s obsession for keeping records, for valuing counting things over 
considering their essences. Her conversations with the Archivist offer an 
object lesson in what really matters, to whom and for how long. The Archivist 
is the keeper of written records that have little to do with the everyday life 
experience of the Kesh (Le Guin 314). People bring her things that should 
not be discarded but have no ongoing use so the she can decide what to keep 
or discard.
 The Archivist acknowledges that the decisions are “difficult… 
arbitrary, unjust and exciting.” Annual secret “destruction ceremonies” are held: 
“Members only. A kind of orgy. A fit of housecleaning – the nesting instinct, 
the collecting drive. Turned inside out, reversed, unhoarding” (Le Guin 315).
The purge mitigates individual responsibility by transferring the burden to a 
specialist assigned to carry it.
 The Archivist explains that her role also has a mitigating back 
door in the otiose computer called the “City of Mind.” “They want a copy of 
everything. We give them some” (Le Guin 315). This too entails a principle of 
selection: 
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Books no one reads go; books people read go after a while.  But they 
all go.  Books are mortal. They die. A book is an act; it takes place in 
time, not just in space. It is not information but relation. (Le Guin 
315).

 
 Pandora is horrified and protests that electronic storage takes 
minimal space/room but allows the computer to preserve much of the so-
called civilization that preceded the Apocalypse and regulates the affairs of the 
Valley. The City of the Mind is presumably objective, an unseen hand behind 
the scenes whose operations are not subject to questioning or even awareness. 
This deus ex machine allows the Kesh to rebuild a life analogous to the one 
of the land’s first peoples, the California Indians in whose worlds Le Guin 
was steeped from childhood. Pandora values information storage and retrieval 
because the passing on of information is “the central act of human culture” (Le 
Guin 315).But is this an ethnocentric judgment without evidence or reflection?
 For Le Guin, as for Pandora, information has intrinsic value for 
anyone who wants or needs it. Certainly, the academy is attuned to this position 
and I take for granted that this audience shares it to some extent or another. 
Like the Kesh, we protect our venerable records, books, and artifacts by keeping 
them out of use and separate from everyday life. We have special institutions to 
do this: libraries, archives, museums, perhaps even classrooms with their smart 
technologies – both physical and relational walls separate them from everyday 
engagement.
 When it comes to our own personal records, memories, reflections 
– like the ones I share with you here – most of us want to believe that they 
will be preserved, that our identities somehow will live on through them; and, 
of course, that others in the future will care enough to access the records we 
preserve. Perhaps the commitment of anthropologists to a narrative and life 
history approach in ethnography predisposes us to apply the same methods to 
ourselves. Or perhaps it is just human nature? I have had several institutional 
inquiries/invitations about the fate of my professional papers and have had a 
literary executor for many years; but every year, I discard more that I cannot 
imagine anyone else will ever want to read. It continues to exist only insofar as I 
can tell someone what it means to me and presume that my understanding will 
resonate with theirs. Of course, I hope that those who have heard my stories 
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will pass on the ones that have been important to them in the experience of 
their own lives, albeit restructuring them in ways that would doubtless make 
me cringe. The reciprocal entailment, of course, is that I am obligated to pass 
them on insofar as I am able. I have recently participated in two projects to 
interview distinguished anthropologists, whatever “distinction” means in 
this context; the one for the Canadian Anthropology Society runs to ten 
30-minute segments. Out of curiosity, I have watched these for a number of 
colleagues and learned much that enriches and deepens my understanding of 
how colleagues, even people I thought I knew quite well, weave together the 
essential things they know in ways that surprise me.
 New media formats require a new way of thinking. Many are neither 
interactive nor dialogic. What about a conversation between the interviewer 
and someone, even someone who might care about the ideas being discussed? 
The European culture of belles-lettres is better at this.  In The Dialogic Emergence 
of Culture, edited with Bruce Mannheim in 1995, the late Dennis Tedlock 
argued that culture does not exist until it comes into being as a by-product of 
dialogue. Culture in this dynamic sense can never be definitive or replicated 
precisely by different interlocutors on other occasions and in other contexts.  
We must evaluate it in relation to our understanding of the standpoint of 
the interviewer. Tedlock’s framing essay charges that anthropologists’ written 
ethnographies privilege one voice in the dialogue to the exclusion of the other. 
The dialectic process is circumscribed even though they know better. Either 
the ethnographer paraphrases, interpreting what the consultant said with an 
occasional brief quotation for the sake of verisimilitude, or the consultant tells 
their story in their own words while the ethnographer respectfully declines 
to engage. Both strategies imply an aspiration to objectivity that is alien to 
the ethnographic imagination, perhaps in a misguided intention to make 
anthropology appear more authoritative and “scientific.”
 Wouldn’t it make more sense to redefine science and scientific 
method in terms appropriate to dialogue and intersubjectivity? I believe we 
must create a new vocabulary and insist on reclaiming it as “science.” For 
example, we might talk about communities rather than populations; about 
reliability in terms of closure when one hears no new stories even though each 
individual story retains its unique details. This is what I have called “generic 
narrative” and it is very like Le Guin’s Scrub-Oakness; about validity as 
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evaluated by context and consistency. This is the proper method and “truth” of 
history, geography, and literature as well as of ethnography (Boas).Tom King’s 
Massey Lectures, The Truth about Stories, provide another version of Boas’s, 
Tedlock’s, Le Guin’s and Darnell’s argument.
 The Archivist’s reply to Pandora upends our cherished but normally 
unexamined assumptions and priorities. “Tangible or intangible – either you 
keep a thing or you give. We find it safer to give it […].Keeping grows.” It 
outgrows the bounds of keeping track of what is kept, whereas “giving flows” 
(Le Guin 315). She argues to Pandora that giving is more complex, “perhaps” 
because it requires “discrimination,” a more disciplined intelligence: Ordinary 
people do not want the burden of responsibility for deciding what to keep and 
what to discard. The Archivist neatly reverses Pandora’s question. “What if I 
asked you […] if you had considered my peculiar use of the word ‘safe,’ and 
if you had considered the danger of storing up information as you do in your 
society?” She elaborates her challenge: 

Who controls the storage and the retrieval? To what extent is the 
material there for anyone who wants and needs it and to what extent 
is it ‘there’ only for those who have the information that it is there, 
the education to obtain that information, and the power to get that 
education? […]How much real information is available to ordinary 
non-government, non-military, non-specialist, non-rich people? 
What does ‘classified’ mean? What do shredders shred? What does 
money buy? In a state, even a democracy, where power is hierarchic, 
how can you prevent the storage of information from becoming yet 
another source of power to the powerful – another piston in the great 
machine. (Le Guin 315-16)

 
 Pandora and the Archivist begin with apparent polar positions and 
oddly reverse themselves as they come to understand each other’s position. 
The Archivist, accustomed oral communication among people who know one 
another in contexts beyond a single debate, seeks common ground, assuring 
Pandora that she values machines that are part of her life, like “an old friend” 
– that is, machines to which she has a relationship that disengages machine-
ness from the system of information manipulation she attributes to Pandora’s 
society. The Archivist’s exceptions are based on personal relationships and 
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contemporary concerns that expire along with relevance.
 Pandora’s defense of lack of censorship, free public libraries and 
computer media is feeble at best:

Nothing is lost, nothing is forgotten, and everything is in little bits. 
But you know, even if we don’t burn it, we can’t take it with us. Many 
as we are, there’s still too much to carry. It is a dead weight [to] bear 
the load of civilization into the future. (Le Guin 147)

 
 The Archivist “worries,” usually Pandora’s job, and apologizes 
for making her “sad” – a relational response that flows naturally from an 
oral culture grounded in face-to-face relations.  Pandora and the Archivist 
reconcile their positions, finding common ground, tacitly acknowledging the 
need for a critique of Pandora’s civilization. Le Guin’s Acknowledgements, 
titled “Pandora no longer worrying,” (506) confirm her dialogic intention and 
the invitation to the Reader to join.
 We are left with the question of Pandora’s complicity. Does telling 
her tale mitigate the guilt? The apologetic is the message to her own time as 
well as to the Archivist: “Listen, I tried to give them time, that’s all, honestly. 
I can’t give them history. I don’t know how – but I can give them time […]. 
All I did was open the box Prometheus left with me. I knew what would come 
out of it.” Pandora’s society destroyed the sustainable ecological balance of 
their world, whereas the Kesh were spared population explosion. There were 
few of them and they trod lightly on the land, attuning their movements to its 
animals, plants, and the Valley’s changing states. So space becomes “room” and 
time becomes the lens Le Guin/Pandora provides, by dissolving the barriers 
between past, present and future into shifting standpoints and potential cross-
overs. The essential things that Pandora knows merge into potential dialogue 
with the Reader in the hope that an alternative future may still be possible.
 Pandora has not undergone a lobotomy, but she has suffered a crisis 
of conscience. The tension between foresight and hindsight and the results of 
her encounters in the Valley leave a burdensome aftertaste of responsibility. 
Do Readers also see seemingly inevitable disasters and find no viable way 
forward?  Is this truer in our time than when Le Guin wrote in 1985?
 This is the context in which I now finally wonder (more than worry 
as Pandora does) about what my essential things are. An important part of 
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Le Guin’s legacy is that many of her problematics have been taken up by 
contemporary writers dealing with memory, mindfulness and the implications 
of storytelling and oral tradition for the passing on knowledge gained from 
experience through face-to-face interaction. I turn briefly to consider two 
contemporary works of dystopic fiction that also challenge the reader to worry, 
albeit in very different ways, about the persistent and escalating discontents of 
our civilization. The reconciliation heralded by the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission has not been forthcoming. Since 2015, reconciliation has 
yet to be understood as an onus on the non-Indigenous population, not as 
a responsibility and additional burden on Indigenous victims who are more 
appropriately preoccupied with their own healing.
 Metis author Cherie Demaline’s The Marrow Thieves channels 
her anger by taking non-comprehension, disrespect, and carelessness of 
consequence to their logical conclusion in a dystopic future society so polarized 
that reconciliation is no longer possible. The novel is both expresses the shared 
Indigenous experience of exclusion and belittlement and challenges mainstream 
failure to address systemic discrimination and commit to decolonization of 
mainstream institutions, policies and public attitudes.
 Her first-person narrator is a young man coming of age and learning 
to balance the reciprocal talents and responsibilities of the female and male 
roles that sustain the Indigenous capacity to dream, a capacity lost by the 
mainstream society. Indigenous dreamers must retain the dreams that enable 
them to reclaim life on the devastated land for the remnants of a once-and-
now-again proud society. In this genocidal world, Indians are hunted down 
by agents of mainstream (colonial) authority and killed to harvest the bone 
marrow that contains their dreams so that whites can be healed. The narrator 
flees to make his way “North” to freedom and learns the skills of living on the 
land from the male elder of the ad hoc family that takes him in. As a hunter 
providing food for his family through action and physical skill, he pities the girls 
who remain in the camp until he realizes that the female elder teaches them 
what remains of the languages none of them speak fluently in the aftermath 
of brutal residential school repression. She tells them the stories that transmit 
the dreams she carries from past generations through oral tradition. This is the 
stuff on which the new world must be built. While the younger generation 
learn skills appropriate to their gender, the two elders groom them to become 
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mindful of their learning and become leaders who no longer depend on their 
teachers in the migration north to freedom and survival.
 The late Metis author, Richard Wagamese’s ambiguously 
autobiographical novel Indian Horse deploys the capacity of memory to heal 
through reflexivity, returning long-buried trauma to surface awareness through 
the Indigenous gift of storytelling that the narrator has long ignored. As a 
condition of escaping institutional confinement, Saul Indian Horse is forced 
to confront his own trauma and learn to manage the untrammeled anger 
underlying it. Writing his story restores positive memories of when he loved 
the game of hockey that allowed him to escape residential school incarceration. 
The reader follows his blandly descriptive narrative of developing his talent at 
residential school, escape to join increasingly prominent professional hockey 
teams as the only Indigenous player, and the disintegration of his career into 
violence and addiction. He recounts a cycle of increasingly vicious competition 
in which he was forced to fight back by the everyday language and experience 
of white racism (Hill), trapped in this destructive cycle because he carried the 
vicarious dreams of cohorts who loved the game but knew they would never 
escape the drudgery and exploitation of the small northern Canadian mining 
towns. Telling his story allows Saul to confront the alternation of love and 
hate, the festering shame of the bargain that was the price of his initial chance 
to play a game he loved and for which he had great talent. Acknowledging 
the trauma repressed in his memories and naming the violence done to him 
opens him for the first time to the possibility of healing. He is able to plan a 
future of coaching young Indigenous athletes to compete in all-Indigenous 
leagues that circumvent the vicious racist backlash against non-white players 
that destroyed his own CFL career and led him to addiction and self-reproach.
 Both Demaline and Wagamese speak bluntly from an unapologetically 
Indigenous standpoint.  Their primary audience is Indigenous, with its 
moral grounded in the relationality entailed by the commitment to transmit 
experience-based knowledge to future generations. No such responsibility or 
expectation of reciprocity is attributed to the mainstream society. The Reader 
is more explicitly addressed by Le Guin. Hers is a more contemplative voice 
focused on the choices rather than the trauma of the apocalypse in the Kesh 
past. Several decades later, the more direct confrontations of identity politics 
in contemporary fiction locate multiple points of entry to change the current 
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truth about what Tom King has called “the inconvenient Indian” (Inconvenient 
Indian).These works do not personify the Reader as Le Guin does; nor do they 
take for granted that dialogue is a realistic expectation. And yet, all three are 
moralists and there is hope at the bottom of Pandora’s box.
 I find that hope in the rubric I have used frequently to summarize 
what I do and care about: Theory, Ethnography, Activism. They must be 
of a piece and jointly constitute a method for how a troubled world might 
reconstitute itself. What happens next is up to all of you, both individually and 
collectively.
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LITERALLY, A LITERARY CRISIS: AUTHORSHIP 
IN ASHADH KA EK DIN AND EBONG INDRAJIT 
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ABSTRACT
 Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit are two classics of modern Indian 
theatre that virtually launched the theatrical careers of their playwrights Mohan 
Rakesh and Badal Sircar respectively. Both Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit 
represent the struggling writer facing-off against an alienating society. In this 
paper, I analyze these plays through the lens of Mikhail Bakhtin’s architectonic 
framework of the relationship between the Author and the Hero in aesthetic 
activity. With this reorientation, I argue that the playwrights dramatize a crisis 
in the very act of authorship through the plays. Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong 
Indrajit are self-reflexive examinations of their playwrights’ own positions 
within the contested terrains of modernity in post-independent India, and 
their authorial crises are dramatized through the evolving relationship and 
final discordance between the archetypal characters of the Author and the 
Hero. 

Abstract Keywords: Post-independence, Indian theatre, postcolonial 
modernity, Bakhtin, authorship, Mohan Rakesh, Badal Sircar

INTRODUCTION
 Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit are two classics of modern Indian 
theatre that virtually launched the theatrical careers of their playwrights. The 
first, written by Mohan Rakesh in Hindi and published in 1958, immediately 
resonated in literary, critical and theatrical circles (Rakesh ix). The play was 
staged by amateur groups soon after, and received the Sangeet Natak Akademi 
Award for Best Play in 1959. Ebong Indrajit, written in Bengali by Badal 
Sircar in 1963, was published in the July 1965 issue of the journal Bohurupee in 
Calcutta (Katyal xvi) and was performed the same year by the group Souvanik 
in Calcutta. In the same year, while Badal Sircar was himself in Nigeria, he 
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turned into the “enfant terrible of the playwriting scene” overnight (Katyal 
27). Both Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit represent the struggling writer 
facing-off against an alienating society. In this paper, I analyze these plays 
through the theoretical lens of Mikhail Bakhtin’s structural framework of 
the relationship between the Author and the Hero, elaborated primarily in 
his essay “Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity,” and collected in Art and 
Answerability: Early Philosophical Essays. With this reorientation, I argue that 
the playwrights dramatize a crisis in the very act of authorship through the 
plays. Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit are self-reflexive examinations of 
their playwrights’ own positions within the contested terrains of postcolonial 
modernity within post-independence urban Indian theatre, and their authorial 
crises are dramatized through the evolving relationship and final discordance 
between the archetypal characters of the Author and the Hero. 
 In Ashadh ka ek din, Mohan Rakesh resurrects the figure of Kalidas in 
order to question the viability of the iconic poet and dramatist in contemporary 
Indian literature and culture. Kalidas had been placed at the center of a “national 
literary and cultural renaissance” by late colonial nationalists, echoing the value 
attributed to classical Sanskrit literature, particularly the work of Kalidas, 
by European Orientalists. In the post-independence period, this adulation 
of the past was revived and erroneously equated with the decolonization of 
Indian culture by cultural nationalists, preserving the Orientalist attitude (A. 
Dharwadker 9). Contrary to contemporary cultural expectations, Rakesh’s 
Kalidas is a sensitive, self-absorbed artist, thoroughly disconnected from the 
real world, who “departs reluctantly from the poetic landscape of his origin” 
to pursue fame and fortune in the metropolis Ujjayini, where he has been 
offered the position of the court poet (A. Dharwadker10). Kalidas soon loses 
himself in the fame and power of courtly life and abandons poetry for politics, 
but nevertheless remains unhappy with this life. A brief visit to his village on 
the way to Kashmir initiates a crisis which culminates in him abandoning 
his governorship and returning to the village for good. By dramatizing the 
authorial crisis that Kalidas faces when his familiar world is overturned by 
the forces of postcolonial modernity, Mohan Rakesh creates a self-reflexive 
allegory of his own condition as a playwright writing in a rapidly changing 
India. 
 In Ebong Indrajit, the Writer finds urban subjects undramatic. 
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At the beginning of the play, he tells Manasi that he has “nothing to write 
about”. Manasi suggests writing about the audience, and the Writer calls up 
four gentlemen from the audience who had arrived late and were looking for 
their seats. They are Amal, Vimal, Kamal and Indrajit and they become the 
characters of his play. In a series of interlacing vignettes, the Writer morphs 
into various characters in the lives of Amal, Vimal, Kamal and Indrajit as 
they progress “from home to school. From school to college. From college 
to the world”. Reflecting on the lives of these characters and later Manasi, 
the Writer attempts to isolate the dramatic material from the commonplace, 
authoring his own version of their experiences. The Writer struggles to write as 
he follows the characters through their mundane lives, even as Indrajit realizes 
the monotony of urban life and struggles to find the meaning of existence. The 
Writer’s mother keeps interrupting the action reminding him that he needs to 
eat, and Manasi appears intermittently asking after the progress of his work 
and listening to his troubles to guide him through his crisis. The play ends 
with Indrajit and the Writer identifying with each other as the “cursed spirits 
of Sisyphus” who must keep walking the endless road (Sircar3; 19; 59). Like 
Ashadh ka ek din, Ebong Indrajit is Sircar’s self-reflexive exercise in working out 
the new terrains of authorship within post-independence urban Indian theatre, 
assessing the demands of the time. 
 In both plays, modernity emerges as detrimental to the poetic 
sensibility. In Ebong Indrajit modernity renders Amal, Vimal and Kamal 
unsuitable as characters for the Writer’s plays. The daily conditions of urban 
life turn everyone into the same person, and the Writer does not find the 
life that he is familiar with intriguing enough to write about. Immersed in 
the mundanity of urban life, Indrajit loses his dreams and realizes that he is 
like everybody else – completely ordinary. In Ashadh ka ek din, the metropolis 
does not inspire creativity, and all that Kalidas manages to write in the city of 
Ujjayini is the “cumulative effect” of his life in the village. He abandons poetry 
and turns to the “temptations of lordship and convenience” as a reaction to his 
previous life of abuse and deprivation in the village (Rakesh 175). Although 
his position of power facilitates the circulation of his manuscripts far and wide, 
Kalidas cannot find happiness in his courtly life in Ujjayini. 
 In both plays, the playwrights interrogate the effects that postcolonial 
modernity has on the condition of the author who is writing from and for 
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a society in which various registers of modernity exist simultaneously. The 
author is faced with the arduous task of rendering this complex society 
into a readable whole. In Ebong Indrajit, the Writer’s poem, inspired by the 
lives of Amal, Vimal and Kamal, consists of strings of numbers echoing the 
mechanical nature of urban life. When Amal, Vimal and Kamal hear this 
poem, they cannot understand it and burst into laughter. In Ashadh ka ek 
din, the metropolis that holds the promise of the poet’s recognition, and thus 
stability in life, is also detrimental to the creation of poetry. Although Kalidas’s 
presence in the metropolis results in fame, fortune and a wider circulation 
of his books, his creativity stems from his previous life in the village. In 
the metropolis of Ujjayini, Kalidas is forced to concentrate on his career as 
a politician, rather than further his poetic ambitions. How does the writer 
keep writing within the contested terrains of postcolonial modernity? This is 
the question that Ebong Indrajit and Ashadh ka ek din attempt to answer by 
employing the character of the writer.
 The two plays differ in their use of authorship. While Ebong 
Indrajit concerns itself specifically with the act of authorship, the creation of 
literary work from ‘real’ life and the unsuitability of urban individuals and 
themes as subjects for writing plays; Ashadh ka ek din interrogates the entire 
phenomenon of authorship, from the creation of literature to its publication, 
circulation and reception, the need for state patronage, the aftereffects of fame 
on the community and the author’s own life, the meaningless exoticization 
of the provincial space, and the trials of the diasporic writer. Both plays trail 
the character of the author through a significant number of years in the real 
time of their lives as they create or attempt to create literary work, examining 
the process of creation. In Ebong Indrajit, the Writer continually attempts to 
capture the life of Indrajit in his writing, fails to do so and gets frustrated 
with this failure. The play focuses on the process by which a ‘real’ character is 
fictionalized in the Writer’s play, which is also the play Ebong Indrajit. 
 In Ashadh ka ek din, the figure of Kalidas, the representative writer of 
the play, faces a dilemma familiar to the modern Indian writer – the competing 
claims of the need for literary recognition for survival, and the preservation of 
artistic integrity. Kalidas’s fame brings hordes of courtiers from Ujjayini to the 
provincial space, courtiers who regard the space as an “idyllic retreat”, “a poetic 
source of inspiration” or “a second-rate cultural space” (A. Dharwadker21; 23). 
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In an effort to understand Kalidas’s poetry better, the metropolitans leave no 
stone unturned. The courtiers Anusvar, Anunasik, Rangini and Sangini, and 
princess Priyangumanjari arrive in Kalidas’s unnamed village to “carry away 
some of the atmosphere of this place” with them (Rakesh 147). Through the 
satirical characters Rangini and Sangini, Rakesh reveals the fallaciousness of 
their Orientalist enthusiasm. They misread Kalidas’s work, and when Mallika 
tries to explain the actual meaning of his lines they shut her down, thinking her 
incapable of understanding Kalidas’s poetry. This gesture of dismissal enacts 
the discriminatory attitude of metropolitans towards the poetic capability of 
those far away from the world of courtly pleasure and aesthetics. Enacting 
a similar satire of the incommensurability of the metropolitan and poetic 
sensibilities, Anunasik and Anusvar represent “bureaucratic inaction” in their 
effort to prepare the interior of Mallika’s home for the arrival of the princess 
of Ujjayini (A. Dharwadker23). For Matul as well, the palace at Ujjayini 
resembles a Kafkaesque urban labyrinth that he is happy to escape. The village 
which inspired Kalidas to compose poetry is deemed inadequate by the 
metropolitan characters, and their dismissal reveals the disconnect between the 
provincial and poetic, and metropolitan and modern world – a disconnect that 
the postcolonial modernist playwright has to also navigate. 
 When placed side by side, Ebong Indrajit and Ashadh ka ek din reveal 
some thematic and structural similarities. Both plays are centered around a 
relationship between two people (Kalidas and Mallika, and Indrajit and 
the Writer), where one pair (Indrajit and Kalidas) migrates to a relationally 
metropolitan location in order to achieve something. The journey results in 
new-found knowledge which ultimately results in a realization that is the 
beginning of a crisis. Kalidas and Indrajit are both ‘different,’ alienated from 
society, not sure of themselves, and in need of someone else to view them in 
their entirety. The Writer and Mallika perform this function at the beginning of 
the plays, but gradually their perceptions are brought into question by placing 
them, first, against the opinions of a third position outside their primary 
relationship; and second, by Kalidas and Indrajit themselves. While Ashadh 
ka ek din ends with Kalidas harboring a misconception about Mallika which 
prevents any future reconciliation, in Ebong Indrajit the Writer and Indrajit 
become one by recognizing each other as the “cursed spirits of Sisyphus” who 
had to keep on walking even if it was futile (Sircar 59). In both cases, literary 
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creation is problematized by the loss of the subject – while Indrajit has become 
Nirmal and is not a dramatic subject anymore, time has changed Mallika and 
she can no longer function as Kalidas’s muse. 
 The plays are also structured similarly – with an authorial figure 
who attempts to consummate the life of a character from outside, resulting 
in an embedded dual structure. Mallika and the Writer perform this authorial 
function as they come to know about the lives of Kalidas and Indrajit 
through others, but their attempts are breached by the unexpected behavior 
of the characters they are authoring. More than simply a fictional account 
of authoring, the plays also resonate with the real lives of their playwrights 
– reflecting the conditions of authorship in post-independence urban Indian 
theatre. Art and life come together, in these plays, in the self-reflexive authoring 
of the writer trying to create something that is significant to a contemporary 
audience. 
 The threshold between art and life and their connections are the 
subject of Mikhail Bakhtin’s book Art and Answerability. He says, “Art and 
Life are not one, but they must become united in myself – in the unit of 
my answerability” (2). Thus, Art and Life exist in a dialogic relationship and 
are connected through the self. Art is thus a self ’s interpretation of life. For 
Bakhtin, an aesthetic event can take place only when there are two participants 
present – two “noncoinciding consciousnesses” – the I and the other (Bakhtin 
22). The basic unit of communication in Bakhtin’s theory, the utterance, 
consists of the acts of speaking and listening simultaneously. An utterance 
enacts “addressivity,” i.e. it defines the position of an other who the speaker, the 
I, is responding to (Holquist 311). The I as the “contemplating figure” occupies 
a unique position in the world because this will always be accompanied by an 
“excess of seeing” with respect to the figure being contemplated – the other 
(Bakhtin 22). The I is open ended, treats the world as a “horizon of action,” is 
oriented towards a particular goal in the future, and projects spatially towards 
the “object of its intentionality”. In contrast, the other is bounded in space, 
located within a particular environment, and has a determined and unchanging 
fate (Kliger555; 556). The I/other relationship is characterized by the opposing 
drives of “striving to empathize” with one another and the “preservation of 
distance” in order to render a complete picture of the other (Zylko 68). One 
can only get a true, complete picture of oneself in the eyes of another. Thus, 
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when an artist is describing themselves, they take a position outside themselves 
in order to look at themselves from the standpoint of another. This kind of 
‘aesthetic seeing’ is a prerequisite for the creation of a character by an author, 
even one based on themselves.
 Bakhtin’s I/other relationship seems almost analogous to the 
relationship that exists between Mallika and Kalidas, and the Writer and 
Indrajit. While the others (Mallika and the Writer) are suspended in a bounded 
space and continue to embody an unchanging existence despite the passage of 
time, the Is (Kalidas and Indrajit) experience life head on, and move forward 
in time and space. In Ashadh ka ek din, the interior of Mallika’s home emerges 
as an authorial frame of reference within which Mallika encounters various 
perspectives on the life of Kalidas. Predominantly, the audience/reader gets 
to know about Kalidas as Mallika comes to know about the world outside 
her home. Although the interior of Mallika’s home shows signs of material 
deterioration as the play progresses in time, this space exists in “speculative 
time,” and things essentially stay the same (V. Dharwadker 211). At most, 
things inside the home exchange places and stand in for other things. Although 
the metropolis is named Ujjayini, the provincial space where Mallika lives is 
unnamed and “hypothetical,” and descriptions of this place do not coincide with 
any one location in India but refer to a general imaginary ‘classical India’ (V. 
Dharwadker211). Similarly, it is Indrajit who experiences life and moves about 
from place to place – across “Calcutta, Bhopal, Bombay, Jullunder, Meerut, 
Udaipur, Calcutta, London,” and the Writer attempts to write a play based on 
Indrajit’s experiences limited by the boundaries of what is presumably the city 
of Calcutta (Sircar 48). While Amal, Vimal, Kamal and Indrajit progress in 
time – grow up, get a job, get married etc., the Writer’s progress is measured 
only in terms of his writing – in terms of how much of the play was still left to 
write. 
 The Author, in Bakhtin’s conception, refers to the author-creator who 
is a “constituent in a work” and who is different from the “author-as-person, 
a constituent in the ethical, social event of life (Bakhtin 10). He says: “[i]t is 
not just the heroes created who break away from the process that created them 
and begin to lead a life of their own in the world, but the same is equally true 
for their actual author-creator” (8). The Author is the “uniquely form giving 
energy” whose perspective is presented to the audience/reader, and
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The author’s consciousness is the consciousness of a consciousness, 
that is, a consciousness that encompasses the consciousness and 
the world of a Hero—a consciousness that encompasses and 
consummates the consciousness of a Hero by supplying those 
moments which are in principle transgredient to the hero’s 
consciousness and which, if rendered immanent, would falsify this 
consciousness. (Bakhtin 12)

 In contrast, the Hero orients his actions towards the goals of his 
own lived life, predetermined not according to the rules of the real world, but 
according to the objectives of the Author. The Author sees and knows more 
than the Hero – about his life and about everything that exists in the Hero’s 
universe – by existing outside the hero with respect to space, time, value and 
meaning (Bakhtin 14). 
 According to Bakhtin, in narrative, the heroic mode entails 
experiencing the world as I or self, open to a future of possibilities and going 
out into the world, while the authorial mode entails a fixed position outside the 
progress of the Hero’s life, as other, observing from a distance and rendering 
the Hero’s life readable (Kliger 556). The Hero rises out of the Author’s need 
to understand himself and the Hero’s experiences help the Author answer 
questions about himself. In aesthetic activity, the first step that the Author 
takes is to project themselves into the Hero in order to experience life from 
within the Hero. After this, the Author creates a “consummating environment” 
for the Hero from their excess of seeing (Bakhtin 12). 
 In Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit, the authorial function is 
attributed to the others (Mallika and the Writer) while the heroic function 
is attributed to the Is (Indrajit and Kalidas). While the experiences of the Is 
provide matter for the others’ authoring, it is this authoring of the Hero by the 
Author that concerns the author-creators of these plays. Thus, in both plays 
what is dramatized is the authoring of a character – Indrajit in Ebong Indrajit 
and Kalidas in Ashadh ka ek din, and the eventual failure of this authoring. 
The author-creator, by aligning themselves with the Hero, is placed outside 
their authoring by the Author. This is followed by a return to the self, and 
the attempt to author the Hero-as-self (Kalidas, Indrajit) by the Author-as-
other (Mallika, the Writer) becomes the subject of the plays. By dramatizing 
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the process by which the Authors (Mallika and the Writer) view the Heroes 
(Kalidas and Indrajit) and the failure of this process with the passage of time, 
the playwrights draw attention to the crises that they face in their own acts of 
authorship within post-Independence Indian theatre. 
 In Bakhtin’s conception, the Author is placed outside the Hero, and 
can consequently grasp the Hero in their entirety, and it is this “surplus of 
knowledge” that creates a “crisis of authorship” (Kliger 577). In Ashadh ka ek 
din, Mallika encounters a number of sources of information on Kalidas’s life. 
From the beginning of the play, her unwavering faith in her “pure”, “tender” 
emotion for Kalidas is questioned (Rakesh 90). In Act 2, Mallika gets to know 
about Kalidas’s new life in Ujjayini from the characters who visit her home and 
tell her about him – Nikshep, Rangini, Sangini and princess Prinyangumanjari. 
Mallika does not recognize the person she hears about. His name is Matrugupta 
now, the princess tells her, not Kalidas, and he is the governor of Kashmir, 
not a poet. Mallika is not sure if she recognizes this person: “I’m unable to 
understand if you yourself are the same, or…?”, she asks herself, thinking of 
him (Rakesh 134). When Kalidas does not visit Mallika on his way to Kashmir, 
she is hurt but she still does not lose faith in his poetic ambition. In Act 3, 
when Matul tells her that he had heard that Kalidas had renounced everything 
and gone off to Kashi, Mallika’s “heart doesn’t accept it”. She clutches the book 
of blank pages that she had sewn for Kalidas over their years of separation, 
to fill with his words and tells herself he couldn’t have “reduced her life to 
meaninglessness” in this way. She had seen herself in him and had endured a 
life of deprivation so that he could go on creating. By renouncing his poetic 
ambition, Kalidas was depriving her of her “sense of power” (Rakesh 167; 168; 
169). For the first time, Mallika asks herself if she had known Kalidas at all. In 
questioning the validity of her own authoring of Kalidas, Mallika demonstrates 
Bakhtin’s notion of a crisis of authorship. 
 In Ebong Indrajit, the Writer explicitly mentions his crisis to Manasi 
and has been grappling with it since the beginning of the play. The Writer’s 
predicament is that when he finds a subject and begins writing about them, 
by the time he has finished, the writing becomes obsolete or irrelevant. In Act 
3, when Manasi asks the Writer if he had written anything, he tells her that 
he cannot write because Indrajit has left and his letters all say the same thing. 
Every time the Writer wrote some lines for Indrajit, he escaped this narrative, 
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saying that his lines were not real. The Writer is not able to write a play about 
someone who “sees life realistically and dreams about it romantically”. Near the 
end of the play, the Writer explains to the new Manasi, who is different from 
the previous character named Manasi and also Indrajit’s wife, that his play is 
circular – its beginning is its end. At this point in the play, the distinctions 
between the Writer and Indrajit are getting blurred, and the two characters 
explain the Writer’s play to the new Manasi. This play now consists of Amal, 
Vimal, and Kamal “chatting” in strings of inconsequential words denoting the 
mundanity of urban life. When Manasi asks the Writer if there was nothing 
to write about besides this, he says that there must be and asks the audience: 
“Don’t you think there is anything to talk about besides that? No? Then what 
should one write? A play with such stuff? Who will produce it? Who’ll see it?” 
(Sircar50; 53). 
 After critically analyzing the matter of his own plays, the Writer is 
conscious of the unsuitability of urban subjects for his plays and does not know 
what to do except ask the audience what they wanted so that he could write 
his play. By reaching out to the audience within the play, and also breaking the 
fourth wall in the real world of the performance of this play, the distinction 
between art and life is breached. Not only does the real world of audience 
during a performance of Ebong Indrajit enter into the stage, but the real world 
of the playwright’s predicament also enters into the world of the play, reaching 
out to audiences who are watching the play in performance. 
 In modernist narrative, according to Bakhtin, 

The very position of the author’s outsideness is shaken and is no 
longer considered essential: one contests the author’s right to be 
situated outside lived life and consummate it. All stable transgredient 
forms begin to disintegrate. (qtd. in Kliger 557) 

 Not only is the authority of the Author questioned, the Hero is 
also liberated from authorial constraints, taking on a life of his own. Thus, 
immediately after Mallika asks herself if she actually knew Kalidas, he himself 
arrives onstage and declares, “I’m not the person you’ve known in the past. 
I’m someone else”.  Kalidas now dons the vestige of the Author-as-self. He 
tells Mallika about the regression of his own life in the metropolis, contrary 
to what she had heard and inferred. He had not been able to find happiness 
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in that life and had longed to return to his “own proper domain” (Rakesh 170; 
175). Kalidas explains to Mallika how he had authored her into his work even 
in their separation, and that all the characters in his work were reincarnations 
of Mallika and himself. Mallika the Author now becomes the Hero in Kalidas’s 
work. While Mallika was authoring Kalidas into her blank epic and into 
representation onstage, Kalidas had been authoring Mallika in Ujjayini into 
his own work offstage. It is also Kalidas who brings forth those elusive facets 
of Mallika’s life that she has unknowingly woven into the blank pages that she 
sews together for him. Kalidas reads Mallika’s own authoring of herself in the 
blank pages she sews for him.
 Here lies the miseen abyme, or a copy of itself within itself, in Ashadh 
ka ek din. In the authoring of Mallika in his work, Kalidas embeds a copy of 
his version of the narrative of the play into his own poetry. With Mallika-as-
Author, the miseen abyme lies in the blank epic that she had sewn together for 
Kalidas – a daily record of the hardships she endured so that he could fulfill 
his poetic ambition. By referring to itself in the process of being written, Ebong 
Indrajit also houses a miseen abyme. In the Writer’s poems, which he creates 
from the mechanical lives of Amal, Vimal and Kamal, strings of numbers or 
words derived from their daily lives are repeated in no coherent order. Like this 
poem, literature based on urban life, like the play Ebong Indrajit, can only be 
meaningless and repetitive.
 The breakdown in the separation between the Author and Hero 
manifests itself in Ebong Indrajit as well. At the end of the play, Indrajit discards 
the name given to him by the Writer and becomes Nirmal. The boundary 
between the Writer and Indrajit, the Author and Hero, dissolves, leaving them 
interchangeable and undifferentiated. Thus, it is Indrajit who tells the Writer 
how to end the play – that its end is its beginning; and it is the Writer who 
tells Indrajit that just because he is ordinary did not mean that he is Nirmal. 
Despite facing a crisis of authorship, the Writer must keep on writing just like 
everyone else in the world must keep on living, walking and talking. The Writer 
identifies with Indrajit, saying that they are “the cursed spirits of Sisyphus” 
destined to keep walking, writing and living with the knowledge that all of 
it is futile (Sircar 59). With the Writer and Indrajit merging into one person, 
the boundary between the Author and the Hero is breached, exemplifying a 
crisis in authorship. In dramatizing the “traumatic, disorienting liberation of 
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the hero from authorial constraints,” both Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit 
exemplify Bakhtin’s diagnosis of the modernist disjunction in narrative (Kliger 
557). 
 A fundamental difference in the attitude towards modernity is 
revealed in the conclusion of these plays. To clarify their respective positions, 
it is pertinent to recall the question about the self that the playwrights were 
trying to answer in the first place – how does the writer keep writing within 
the contested terrains of postcolonial modernity? For Rakesh, the deprivations 
wrought by time cannot reconcile the present with the past. By resurrecting 
the figure of Kalidas, the playwright is proclaiming his irrefutable difference 
with writers of the previous generation. As Rakesh writes in his essay 
“Imaratentutane par” (“On the Collapse of Structures”),

In the clash between an emerging consciousness and a collapsing 
traditionalism, any talk of a compromise, of ‘taking the good and 
rejecting the bad in both’, seems pointless and unfounded. This is 
not a crisis of relative achievements, about what is good in one or the 
other, but of two radically opposite visions that cannot be reconciled 
under any circumstance. (qtd. in A. Dharwadker 12)

 Thus, it is this radically antagonistic form of authorship required 
by the writers of his time that Rakesh tries to construct in Ashadh ka ek din. 
In the separation of ways with Kalidas, Mallika symbolically dramatizes the 
unsuitability of all that Kalidas symbolizes for authorship in the present– the 
vivified classical Sanskrit literature that was being revived by contemporary 
cultural nationalist discourse. 
 For Rakesh, Western literature is also not an appropriate source 
of inspiration. In Act 2, princess Priyangumanjari, who had married Kalidas 
or Matrugupta as he was known in the metropolis of Ujjayini, visits the 
dilapidated home of Mallika and Ambika. She says she was visiting Kalidas’s 
former village and the source of his poetic inspiration in order to “carry away 
some of the atmosphere of this place” with her, and to savor its “unsullied 
beauty”. Seeing the dilapidated condition of the home, Priyangumanjari offers 
to restore it and asks Mallika to accompany them to the metropolis and get 
married to one of the courtiers. Mallika refuses this offer, saying that she did not 
find life in the village inconvenient. Ambika enters and informs the princess, 
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in a sardonic tone, that Mallika had no vision of home and family and was 
content in her world of “pure emotion” (Rakesh 144; 150). In refusing princess 
Priyangumanjari’s offer to rebuild her home and of marriage to a courtier, 
Mallika rejects the convenience brought to her by metropolitan subjects. This 
act can be read as an allegory of the postcolonial rejection of modernization 
– one flowing from a central to a peripheral location. With the recoding of 
Mallika as the Author within Rakesh’s play, Mallika’s refusal denotes the 
unsuitability of relationally metropolitan discourse to literature. If Mallika’s 
home is read as an allegory for Indian literature, princess Priyangumanjari’s 
offer of metropolitan reconstruction denotes an outside influence that 
could make Mallika’s home into a modern mansion, symbolizing literary 
modernization brought on by Western influences. In the play, Rakesh equates 
modernization and Westernization with metropolitan influence. As denoted 
by Mallika’s refusal of reconstruction, Rakesh finds this kind of modernization 
through Western influences unsuitable for Indian literature. 
 For Sircar, writing is a futile act, but the writer must keep writing. 
Postcolonial modernity renders subjects undramatic, yet the writer must keep 
searching, only to find that this leads to a void. The writer is no different 
from the middle-class urban youth of the time who were facing a crisis of 
values with the destruction of their hopes and dreams in a nation perceived as 
failing to come unto its own. For the modern writer in India, the creation of 
hierarchical center/periphery relationships within the institution of authorship 
is problematic, and the acceptance of state patronage means the compromising 
of artistic values. This is a significant conjecture considering that the 1960s was 
a formative period for the non-commercialization of urban theatre in India. 
In both plays, what is dramatized is the crisis of authorship brought on by 
postcolonial modernity.
 Analyzing Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit with authorship as 
a central trope reveals the connection between novelistic dialogism and the 
themes of the two plays. By employing the author as a character in their 
plays, the playwrights address the conditions of their own acts of authorship 
in post-independence urban theatre in India, particularly the competing 
claims of state patronage and audience reception with artistic integrity, and 
the detrimental effect of urban life on the poetic sensibility. Placed within the 
confines of a contested modernity, the playwrights struggle to make sense of 
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their own selves, self-reflexively analyzing their own acts of authorship. Like 
a conversation between two people who are facing each other, the author-
creators react to the utterance of their own selves. The author-creator self is 
split into two images facing each other and reflecting each other endlessly. In 
Ashadh ka ek din and Ebong Indrajit, art and life are reflected in each other. Not 
only are the plays expressions of the crisis that the postcolonial playwright 
faces, but they are also products of that same crisis. This is what results in the 
dualities of the embedded structures, the miseen abymes in the text, and the 
split in the persona of the author in these literal and performative renditions 
of postcolonial literary crisis. 
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ABSTRACT
 In times of re-emerging far-right tendencies in Germany, especially 
lately, the use of Fraktur typefaces has become a highly delicate issue. Attempts 
of incorporating Fraktur typically result in controversial debates regarding its 
alleged status as ‘the Nazi typeface’. Interestingly, perhaps even more passionate 
than the original outcry are the counter-reactions arguing that Fraktur is by no 
means a Nazi typeface, that its history goes back a lot further than the Third 
Reich, and that, therefore, labelling Fraktur as inherently fascist is unwarranted 
and ‘unhistorical’. In light of these debates, this paper seeks to argue that 
Fraktur is associated with Nationalism and Nazism not despite its considerable 
history in Germany prior to the Third Reich, but, at least partly, precisely as 
a result of a long and eventful typographical tradition in Germany that had 
already established Fraktur writing as a strong signifier of German cultural 
and national identity long before the Nazis. As this paper emphasizes, the 
interconnection between type and nation in Germany is remarkably tight-knit, 
arguably to a much greater degree than anywhere else in Europe. In order to 
decode the multi-layered ‘meaning’ of Fraktur in Germany and to understand 
why nowadays, Fraktur typefaces are so heavily associated with nationalist and 
fascist ideology, a historical investigation that reaches back much further than 
the Nazi years is indispensable.

Keywords: Semiotics, Typography, Graphic design, German history, National 
identity

INTRODUCTION: A CURRENT ISSUE
 In late 2017, a new heavy-duty vehicle for the special operations unit 
of the police force in the German state of Saxony was unveiled, which – under 
normal circumstances – could hardly be described as an extraordinary or even 
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noteworthy event. However, what sparked the public interest in this particular 
case had nothing to do with the vehicle’s innovations, but rather with its visual 
features. More specifically, a considerable outcry was caused by an embroidery 
design on the seats,  containing the crest of Saxony surrounded by two lions, 
a laurel leaf, bold vertical lines, and the words ‘Spezialeinsatzkommando 
Sachsen’ (German for ‘Special Operations Unit Saxony’), stitched in Fraktur. 
While the overall appearance of the arrangement was criticized for evoking 
associations with Nazi aesthetics and symbolism, it was specifically the chosen 
typeface that the public seemed to take most issue with (Dobush; Hölter).
 Even more recently, the retail chain C&A made headlines after 
launching a children’s sweater in black, red, and white (the colors of Nazi 
Germany), reading the word ‘Division’ (a term commonly used in the German 
far-right scene). What already provided plenty of potential for a public scandal 
was only worsened by the circumstance that the designers also chose to use 
a Fraktur typeface for the sweater (Spelsberg). Even the popular soccer club 
Fortuna Düsseldorf came under attack fora poster campaign that paid tribute 
to the town’s carnival tradition by citing lines from classic carnival songs. 
Needless to say, the attacks did not refer to the cited lines but rather to the 
use of Fraktur on the posters ( Janning). It is interesting to note that in each 
of those cases, perhaps even more passionate than the original outcry were 
those reactions arguing that Fraktur was by no means a Nazi typeface, that its 
history went back much further than the Third Reich, and that the accusations 
were therefore unwarranted and ‘unhistorical’.
 It is not the objective of my paper to investigate whether and to 
what extent the use of Fraktur in the three given examples in fact represented 
an intentional attempt to evoke Nazi symbolism.  That a controversial typeface 
such as Fraktur can be used to intentionally provoke certain associations is 
beyond question. Instead, it seems more intriguing to ask how the predominance 
of Nazi associations can be explained when, as pointed outrightly, the history 
of Blackletter writing in Germany spans more than at the very least five 
centuries. How did Fraktur become the ‘German’ typeface in the first place? 
And what exactly occurred during the Nazi years that seems to have spoiled its 
use irreversibly? How is it even possible that a typeface which has barely been 
used since 1945 keeps causing heated debates? Exploring those questions, this 
paper seeks to argue that Fraktur writing is associated with Nationalism and 
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National Socialism not despite its considerable history in Germany prior to the 
Third Reich, but at least partly precisely as a result of this long and eventful 
typographical tradition. In order to understand why in Germany nowadays, 
Fraktur typefaces are so heavily associated with nationalist and fascist ideology, 
a historical investigation that reaches back much further than the Nazi years is 
indispensable.

A ‘GERMAN’ TYPEFACE
 Early forms of Blackletter writing surfaced roughly in the middle of 
the 12th century, developing directly from the Carolingian Minuscule(Knight 
320; Lawson 16) and emerging from, as Michael S. Bird puts it, “a shift toward 
a greater emphasis upon angular elements in writing, a replacement of an earlier 
flowing cursive style by a more broken script-form” (12). The term ‘broken’ 
in this regard refers to the circumstance that the letters appear disjointed, 
or even fractured (hence the German term ‘Fraktur’), which creates a highly 
ornamental style (Ullman 119; Bird 13; Eskilson 94) that is sometimes even 
closely associated with the main features of Gothic architecture (hence the 
term ‘Gothic Script’, Ullman 121).  In comparison to most Roman types, letters 
in Fraktur typically stand closer to one another, which made the script popular 
among printers because it allowed for more economical printing (Lawson 
23; Luidl 18). However, this feature also creates a sense of compression that 
is often labeled as defective, degenerated, and hard to decipher, especially in 
comparison to roman typefaces (Shaw and Bain 12). Additional complexity is 
added by the great similarity between many Fraktur letter forms, such as S-G, 
U-A, B-V, I-J, K-R, C-E, r-x, t-k, n-y, and (long) s-f (Luidl 19). Not without 
reason, B.L. Ulmann concludes that “[a]t its best [Fraktur] is beautiful but hard 
to read: at its worst it is extremely ugly and illegible”(132).
 Yet Fraktur type also offers certain benefits that arguably played 
a decisive role in establishing its long-lasting dominance in the German-
speaking world. First of all, capital letters (which in German stand at the 
beginning of every noun) achieve greater homogeneity in Fraktur than they 
would in the roman type, which is considered to improve readability (Augst 
766; Eskilson 94). This is due to the circumstance that in roman script, 
upper- and lowercase letters have separate origins, whereas in Fraktur, both 
variants emerged from pen-writing (Luidl 18). In addition, Fraktur faces make 
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a distinction between the long and the short s, which not only reveals the 
linguistic roots of corresponding terms, but also helps to visibly separate long 
compound words that are characteristic for the German language (Luidl 19).
 Outside the German-speaking world, however, different variants of 
Fraktur type only gained significance throughout the European Renaissance, 
and were eventually all superseded by the roman type(Shaw 33). By the end 
of the 18th century, in most of Europe, Blackletter writing was only used for 
headings and liturgical printing, whereas roman letters were preferred in every 
other context(Lawson 24). While this situation alone arguably played a vital 
role in creating the perception of Fraktur as the ‘German’ type, an additional, 
political, factor evolved out of the historic tensions between Germany and 
France that climaxed during the Napoleonic Wars. The circumstance that 
in contrast to Germany, France had already switched to the roman type, 
transformed Fraktur from a typeface that was popular in Germany into a 
powerful symbol for German nationalism and resistance, long before the Third 
Reich (Heller, Design Literacy 109; Willberg 40-41; Loxley 103).
 However, it would be inaccurate to claim that Fraktur writing was 
holding an absolute monopoly in the German typographic landscape. On 
the contrary, since the 16th century, Fraktur and Antiqua faces had already 
been co-existing in the German-speaking countries. While Fraktur had 
not only become the main writing system in printing but also a symbol for 
German patriotism, the contrasting Antiqua was usually associated with 
internationalism, education, cosmopolitanism, and science (Augst 765). This 
perception resulted in the peculiar habit of setting foreign terms in Antiqua, 
even when the entire text was set in Fraktur (Newton 183; Augst 365; Jacobs). 
It can be concluded that the typographical developments in Germany at 
this time already clearly manifested a distinction between a tradition-based 
concept of ‘Germanness’ and the more ‘modern’ rest of Europe. As Yvonne 
Schwemer-Scheddin points out, by the nineteenth century Fraktur “stood for 
an adherence to the old cultural and political demarcations, whereas roman 
typefaces stood for enlightened Europeanness”(53). Given that at that time 
the yearning for a unified German nation state was stronger than arguably ever 
before, the appeal of a truly ‘German’ Fraktur tradition that functioned as a 
visible cultural and political marker, defining the German-speaking territories 
in opposition to the rest of Europe, appears perfectly obvious. Consequently, 
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by the beginning of the twentieth century, Fraktur had not only become a piece 
of German cultural tradition, but also a strong signifier of German national 
identity (Eskilson 94).
 At the beginning of the twentieth century then, industrial and artistic 
developments increasingly challenged the dominance of Fraktur writing in 
Germany. Trends inspired by Art Nouveau, German Expressionism, and the 
Constructivist movements represented popular alternatives for graphic artists 
and typographers (Eskilson 93,113,140,226,229). Consequently, Antiqua 
faces gained popularity within more sophisticated sections of the publication 
industry, whereas Fraktur remained the standard in newspaper printing, 
mainstream literature, and education (Eskilson 115). In 1911, a controversial 
petition was brought before the German Reichstag, demanding that the roman 
type not only be considered permissible for government communication but 
also be the first system taught in schools. Even though the Left insisted that this 
advance was primarily concerned with simplifying the acquisition of writing 
skills for children, the petition was perceived by the Conservative camp as a 
reckless attack on German typographical tradition (Newton 190-91). A first 
referendum in the Reichstag was taken on 4 May 1911, resulting in eighty-five 
votes in favor and eighty-two votes against the petition, which was declared an 
inconclusive outcome. A second and final vote was taken on 17 October 1911, 
when the advance was refused with a majority of 75%, manifesting Fraktur as 
the main standard writing system in Germany (Burke 39; Willberg 41; Augst 
766; Loxley 104).
 The Conservative camp, heavily hurt by the French victory in World 
War I and the repercussions of the Treaty of Versailles, did everything in 
its power to limit an opening of German typography towards international 
design trends. Most prominently, the Weimar Bauhaus was forced to close its 
gates at the end of 1924, pressured by a newly-elected regional government 
that regarded the Bauhaus engagement with International Constructivism as 
inherently socialist (Eskilson 236). A similar fate was suffered by Bauhaus artist 
Herbert Bayer and his strictly lower-case alphabet Universal. Even though 
the alphabet was widely praised for its features, Conservatives demonized his 
invention as ‘un-German’, pointing to the alphabet’s roman roots that, as they 
argued, were inseparably tied to Germany’s arch-enemy France (Eskilson 244).
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A NAZI INSTRUMENT
 A decisive turn of Fraktur tradition in Germany was, of course, 
brought about by the NSDAP’s seizure of control in 1933. The new regime, as 
Stephen Eskilson puts it, made immediate use of “violence and intimidation, 
complemented by aggressive control of the massive media and related 
culture”(278). In his words, the Nazi regime can even be described as “one 
of the most media-aware governments of the twentieth century”, especially 
considering the use of the mass media throughout the 1920s in order to 
manipulate public opinion(278). In this light, the commission of scientific 
research on the psychological effects of posters by the NSDAP comes as no 
surprise and only provides further proof that the Nazi leaders were fully aware 
of the potential that graphic design held for ideological manipulation (Heller, 
Iron Fists 16). 
 However, while the NSDAP had created all the necessary structural 
conditions to control graphic design production, there seemed to exist, 
in the words of Steven Heller, a “prolonged disagreement within the Nazi 
party regarding which style would best distinguish the new Germany from 
the old” (Iron Fists 49). Heller concludes that these tendencies “are indicative 
of the precarious balancing act of the Nazi regime as it selectively, and 
pragmatically, mixed styles and ideologies to reach different constituencies” 
(Iron Fists 281,283). Hitler himself made a remarkably blunt statement on 
his own typographical preferences during a political rally in 1934, harshly 
criticizing the use of “original-German Renaissance style” and ‘authentic 
gothic letters’ as misleadingly nostalgic, while also declaring that a “supposed 
gothic internalization” would not fit into an age of “steel and iron”, of “glass 
and concrete”(Newton 194; See also Heller, Iron Fists 53). 
 Despite Hitler’s obvious personal dislike of Fraktur writing however, 
it did not take the regime long to realize that typography, and especially 
the established German Fraktur tradition, could be used as an ideological 
instrument that would help to create a sense of German national identity 
based on Nazi ideology. As Sally Johnson points out, “language was not 
only an undeniably important conduit for Nationalist Socialist propaganda 
but an equally potent symbol of cultural heritage from the point of view of 
the new regime […], an important facet of which was the written form of 
the language” (29). Consequently, and notwithstanding the existing internal 
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differences of opinion, the regime propagated the notion that Fraktur writing 
was historically ‘pure’ and a symbol of German völkisch values (Heller, Iron Fists 
52).In an effort to further strengthen those claims, new Fraktur scripts bearing 
highly emotive Nationalist names such as Deutschland, National, or Tannenberg 
were commissioned and introduced to the public.
 This artificially exaggerated emphasis on a German typographical 
tradition allowed the Nazis to strategically revive the clear distinction between 
Fraktur writing as ‘German’ and Antiqua as ‘foreign’ or ‘un-German’ that had 
already been established prior to the twentieth century. Exploiting this scheme 
to its limits, and with the clear intention of distinctly labelling the Jewish 
population in Germany as unequal and unwanted, the regime also obligated 
all Jewish bookshops to set their publications in either Hebrew script or in 
Antiqua, which made them visibly distinguishable from the great majority of 
material printed in Fraktur (Newton 195; see also Heller, Design Literacy 108).
 In a surprising turn in 1941, however, Nazi official Martin Bormann – 
on behalf of Hitler himself – declared the absolute and immediate replacement 
of Fraktur writing in Germany in favor of Antiqua. More specifically, Bormann 
claimed:

It is false to regard or to describe the so-called gothic script as a 
German script. In reality the so-called gothic script consists of 
Schwabacher-Jewish letters. Just as they later took possession of 
newspapers, so the Jews living in Germany owned the printing offices 
at the introduction of printing and thus there came about the strong 
influx into Germany of Schwabacher-Jewish letters. (Willberg 48)

 This decision, of course, stands in complete opposition to the previous 
establishment of Fraktur writing as ‘German’ and Antiqua as ‘foreign’, and the 
classification of Fraktur script as ‘Jewish’ appears rather absurd. In fact, the 
printing business was opened to the Jewish population only in the nineteenth 
century, when Fraktur faces were already well established. The argument of 
a Jewish influence on the German tradition of Fraktur writing is, therefore, 
absolutely unfounded (Willberg 49). Revealing in this sense, and adding 
another layer of absurdity, is the circumstance that while the declaration’s main 
body is set in the roman type, the State letterhead on the top was still set in 
Fraktur (Mackay).
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 A more likely explanation for the regime’s drastic change of mind 
is revealed in the final paragraph, where Bormann states that “[b]y order of 
the Führer, Herr Reichsleiter Amann will first change over to the standard 
script those newspapers and magazines that already have a foreign distribution 
or whose foreign circulation is desired” (Willberg 48).  Among scholars 
there remains little doubt that the actual reason for the switch was not the 
disapproval of a (fictitious) Jewish infiltration of the type industry in Germany, 
but rather the circumstance that the majority of inhabitants in the newly-
occupied and non-German speaking territories simply were not able to read 
texts set in Fraktur (Augst 766; see also Johnson 29; Lawson 24; Loxley 112; 
Newton 196; Willberg 49; Eskilson 285–86). As Heller puts it, strikingly “[t]
he use of Fraktur was impeding the plan of world domination” (Iron Fists 55).

A SPOILED TYPEFACE
 Since the collapse of the Third Reich in 1945 then, the decline 
of Fraktur has advanced irresistibly. Between 1952 and 1990, a mere total 
of thirty-two books were printed in Fraktur in West Germany (Augst 766; 
Newton 200). If and to what extent this development is in fact a result of 
the Bormann declaration remains doubtful, especially given that, as Eskilson 
points out, the Nazis’ “late shift in style went largely unrecognized by later 
generations” (287). Arguably, during the four years between the declaration 
and the end of the Nazi regime, in a state of total war, the economic demands 
of a complete switch from Fraktur to Antiqua could hardly be answered in a 
timely manner. Thus, it seems more reasonable to attribute the rapid decline 
of Fraktur types in Germany after 1945 partly to the fact that the country was 
under Allied control and partly to the growing popularity of the International 
Typographic Style. Helvetica, for instance, quickly achieved global success 
and appeared to perfectly convey an anti-Nationalist, modern philosophy. 
As Schwemmer-Scheddin has pointed out, “it was the perfect type for an 
unheroic, economically practical democracy” that the German people were 
longing for after the war (59; see also Eskilson 302).
 Today, Fraktur writing in Germany has mostly vanished and is at 
most used to evoke a certain sense of rustic charm, tradition, and conservatism 
(Willberg 49; Jacobs). However, while the use of Fraktur faces seems acceptable 
for beer labels, traditional restaurants, bed and breakfasts, or newspaper heads 
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(Dobush), in any other context Fraktur writing appears to be perceived as 
inherently political. The stigma arising from associations with the Third Reich 
represents a remarkable burden, which leads Gerhard Augst to conclude that 
“an organization supporting the reintroduction of Fraktur is not likely to enjoy 
any success” (767). 
 Within the openly far-right Nationalist scene in Germany, however, 
Fraktur has certainly made a visible comeback (if we can assume that it was 
ever truly gone), serving as a visible vehicle for neo-Nazi ideologies and a form 
of neo-Nazi fetish (Schwemer-Scheddin 61; Heller, Design Literacy 109). 
In this regard, Heller suggests that “[s]ince German federal law forbids any 
display of the swastika, blackletter continues to serve a ritualistic and symbolic 
role for extremists” (Design Literacy 109). Interestingly, the same cannot be 
said for contemporary right-wing political parties in Germany, such as the far-
right AfD (Alternative for Germany) or the ultra-Nationalist NPD (National 
Democratic Party of Germany). Neither on their websites, nor on posters or 
any other kind of publicly available material, does Fraktur writing appear to be 
used. On the contrary, both parties have opted for sans-serif typefaces; the AfD 
logo is even set in Futura, the same type that the logo of the central-left Social 
Democratic Party of Germany is set in (Dobush). A possible explanation 
for this choice lies in the consideration that the use of Fraktur, as much as it 
would arguably appeal to a far-right voter base, might appear inappropriate 
for an institutionalized political movement that is bound to democratic and 
constitutional norms. In this regard, sans-serif faces serve the dual purpose 
of conveying the image of a future-oriented, modern party and of veiling the 
connections between twenty-first century far-right ideologies and Nazism.

CONCLUSION: A COMPLEX LEGACY
 As this study has emphasized, the interconnection between type and 
nation in Germany is remarkably tightknit, arguably to a much greater degree 
than anywhere else in Europe. Even before the years of Nazism, Fraktur writing 
had already become a powerful signifier in Germany: as a visible cultural marker 
that separated the German-speaking parts of Europe from the ones that had 
already implemented the roman type on a large scale; as a patriotic symbol for 
a German people yearning for the creation of a unified nation state; and even as 
a Nationalist symbol with the purpose of clearly distinguishing Germany from 
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its rival France. In this sense, Fraktur had ceased to be a ‘neutral’ symbol long 
before the Nazis’ rise to power, and it seems reasonable to argue that precisely 
because of those pre-existing connotations, Fraktur writing represented such 
an appealing and effective tool for the Nazi regime.
 However, it has also become evident that the NSDAP did not 
simply and passively take advantage of this circumstance. Rather, Fraktur 
script was actively imbued with fascist ideology and forced onto the German 
people when its popularity and use were highly contested (even within parts 
of the Nazi party).Especially considering the inconsistent and contradictory 
typographical policies implemented during the Third Reich, one can hardly 
label Fraktur as an intrinsically National Socialist typeface. Rather, it seems 
that the typeface primarily represented a means to an end in the pursuit 
of ethnic cleansing and territorial expansion. As Ali Fitzgerald describes it 
fittingly, “Fraktur declined in the early 20th century, then was resurrected by 
the National Socialists. Its Gothic sobriety was perfect to accompany Hitler’s 
Aryan supermen” (76).
 The exploitation of Fraktur writing as an ideological instrument by 
the Nazis seems to have caused a conflation of its previous meaning as a national 
– or Nationalist – symbol and its forcefully assigned function as a signifier 
of German fascism. Undeniably, this notion has survived up to the present. 
Consequently, and especially for Germans today, Fraktur writing appears to 
trigger fears of associating Germanness with Nazism. In this context, it should 
be considered that the Nazi regime not only instrumentalized Fraktur script 
and made it part of the Nazi ‘brand’, but in a European typographical landscape 
dominated by the roman type, the Nazis were also holding a quasi-monopoly 
on the use of Fraktur. As a result, the established equation of Fraktur with 
German culture and the German nation-state has been forcefully transformed 
into an equation of Fraktur with Nazi Germany.
 Today, the chances for Fraktur to gain a new meaning seem 
minimal, especially given the fact that since the collapse of the Nazi regime, 
Nationalist, patriotic, or even simply national symbols have had a remarkably 
difficult standing in Germany.  In this context, the fate of Fraktur writing can 
be compared to that of other symbols associated with Nazism (such as the 
swastika, the Iron Cross, or the eagle), which had held different meanings 
before the Third Reich and often still do outside Germany, but which were 
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deliberately infused with fascist ideology by the Nazis and, thereby, assigned 
a distinct meaning that is still dominating today. As Heller points out in this 
regard, “[t]he American designer Paul Rand once said that a corporate symbol 
– a logo – is no better or worse than the business it represents. The swastika is 
not intrinsically evil, but the Nazis put it to evil purposes […].The legacy of the 
Nazis’ branding campaign is its diabolical durability” (Iron Fists 75).
 Nonetheless, given that Fraktur writing had been perceived as 
a national and even Nationalist symbol long before the Third Reich, the 
question whether, and to what degree, today’s perception of the typeface would 
be different had the Nazis not actively exploited it for ideological reasons is 
intriguing, even though any definitive answer in this regard would of course 
be the product of speculation. Still, a more in-depth investigation into the 
degree to which the concept of Germanness associated with Fraktur writing 
before the Third Reich was indeed a purely cultural one, and to what extent 
ethnic considerations may have played a role already, might lead to valuable 
insights in this context. What the historical evidence gathered for this current 
study undeniably suggests is that the ‘meaning’ of Fraktur can neither be fully 
reduced to the Nazi years, nor exclusively to its long history before the Third 
Reich. Fraktur is the typeface of Germany’s history, culture, and all of its 
achievements, but it is also the typeface of deeply-rooted German Nationalist 
feelings that found an atrocious outlet in Nazism and the Holocaust. In this 
regard, it is not surprising to observe that public sensitivity in the matter seems 
to increase precisely at the same time that far-right tendencies in Germany are 
on the rise again.

NOTES
 1. Hölter’s article contains images of the seat design.
  2. Unless indicated otherwise, all translations are my own.
 3. At least in the first two cases however, the expressed scepticism 
seems appropriate. The sweater was immediately taken off the market, and the 
stitching on the police vehicle’s seats has since been removed as well. In the 
case of the poster campaign, the soccer club argued that the font had been 
taken directly from the carnival songbook the used lines had been cited from.
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 4. This observation provides an opportunity to point out that the 
terminology used to classify ‘broken script’ is remarkably inconsistent (Lawson 
16). For the purpose of this paper, I have decided to follow the German 
nomenclature by using the term ‘Fraktur’ (instead of ‘Blackletter’ or ‘Gothic 
Script’, for instance), because it inherently refers to the distinctly German 
tradition of broken-script typography this paper is concerned with.
 5. The most impressive physical proof of this observation is arguably 
the NSDAP Organisationsbuch (German for ‘organizational manual’), which 
not only included illustrations of the organizational and hierarchical structures 
within the Nazi system but also detailed imagery of uniform designs, flags, 
standards, symbols, as well as armour and other military equipment. As such, it 
appears appropriate for Heller to describe the Organisationsbuch as the Nazis’ 
graphics standards manual (Design Literacy 231).
 6. The original and complete passage in German can be found in 
Newton’s Deutsche Schrift: The Demise and Rise of German Black Letter, p.194.
 7. In fact, following Hitler’s remarks, the NSDAP government 
immediately halted the implementation of new typewriters with Fraktur 
faces that had only been acquired a few months prior (Newton 194). Yet, 
Hitler’s statement did not change the general order to print all official party 
communication and educational material Fraktur, which only reinforces a 
general impression of indecision and arbitrariness throughout this period.
 8. This English translation is taken from Willberg’s article and is not 
my own. An alternative English translation can be found in Heller, Iron Fists 
54.
 9. See note 6.
 10. Even the German Luftwaffe pilots admitted to difficulties in 
deciphering airplane markings set in Fraktur (Heller, Design Literacy 108; 
Heller, Iron Fists 55; Loxley 112). This revealing circumstance of course speaks 
volumes to the previous doctrine of positioning Fraktur as an intrinsically 
‘German’ typeface, but it also suggests that an isolated tradition of Fraktur 
writing could no longer be upheld in the face of international and technological 
developments for which roman type seemed to have proven itself as superior.
 11. Most recently for instance, the Christian Democratic Union’s 
proposal to display the German flag in front of public schools has drawn 
widespread criticism.
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BENJAMIN, BOREDOM, AND CINEMA: 
DIALECTICAL IMAGES OF EVERYDAY LIFE

Alexander Mcintosh, Western University

INTRODUCTION
 What would a cinematic representation of boredom tell us about 
boredom, its (post-)modern condition(s), and its subjectivity? Such an opus 
would be situated against continuity and narrative-driven Hollywood cinema: 
cultivating a critical boredom in slow films would stand in contrast to the 
imposed impression of rapidly cut action sequences, and shot, reverse-shot 
patterning of dialogue exchanges which make conventional, commercial 
cinema immediately legible and digestible. We would be confronted, rather 
than lead, by sustained auricular, spatio-temporal, and even haptically-
significate arrangements brought together in the cinema-medium. 
 A reflection on such an opus, andthe quality, depth, and variety 
of the boredom it depicts would be made possible. This is in contrast to a 
theory of cinema wherein the subject experiences fascinated relinquishment 
to the film, as commercial cinema would have it or, as critics of the “culture 
industry” describe it, in opining that “[c]ulture today is infecting everything 
with sameness. Film, radio and magazines form a system” (Horkheimer and 
Adorno 94) circumscribing expression and reflection. Most simply, an entry in 
this hypothetical cinema of boredom would, via its singularity, be antithetical 
to the formulaic predictability of the summertime multiplex blockbuster, for 
instance. Benjamin obviously saw considerably more redemptive potential in 
cinema, among other media:

By focusing on hidden details of familiar objects, by exploring 
commonplace milieus under the ingenious guidance of the camera, 
the film, on the one hand, extends our comprehension of the 
necessities that rule our lives; on the other hand, it manages to assure 
us of an immense and unexpected field of action. (Illuminations 236)

 While Classical Hollywood developed an event-oriented syntax of 
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continuity (Bordwell and Thompson 225-227) to furnish a familiar cinematic 
language, the above passage from Benjamin would be well-applied to 
cinematics of very long takes, especially of the familiar and mundane, to open 
these objects up as part of broader imaginaries for subjects – that immense and 
unexpected field of action’ derived from the ‘hidden details of familiar objects. 
This essay will adopt a perspective centered specifically on the key point that 
slowness isn’t just temporally-witnessed, but it fosters a depiction of boredom 
that attains and enables an affectively critical disposition and sensibility, a 
humanistic boredom which resonates past the film’s duration. 
 Thus, the slow gaze the viewer is afforded by a more static haptic-
optic apparatus might be able to penetrate the “[m]ystery of dustmotes 
playing in the sunlight. Dust and the ‘best room’” (Benjamin, Arcades Project 
103). Benjamin is inciting us, through descriptive imagery, to consider the 
power of boredom’s insight into the mysterious significance of the mundane, 
thus microcosmically refiguring Nietzschean eternal recurrence: our boredom 
potentially furnishes a critical sense of the significant within the mundanely 
recurring everyday. The static is subjected to a dialectical gaze that renders it 
dynamic: the “best room” – the domestic parlor as the seat of austere middle 
class aesthetics and equanimity –is stirred by the gaze that contemplates the 
lit-up dustmotes, amid the meaning of sunlight’s immanent, concrete presence 
which adorns the absence and abstraction this room functionally entails for 
most of its existence. A deliberately slow cinema of boredom, tacitly vibrant 
with temps morts and itself arguably boring (which may be a merit) – a cinema 
wherein both slowness and boredom are inextricably interwoven in their 
cinematic qualities – could articulate both an ethnography and a philosophy 
of the everyday, and allow us to consider more clearly our own relation to the 
time of everyday life, whether in its quickness, slowness or wholesale elision.

EARLY MODERNIST TREATMENTS OF BOREDOM AS AN 
AESTHETIC AND CRITICAL-HISTORICAL PHENOMENON
 Clarifying this cinematic modality of boredom is a somewhat 
difficult task as Benjamin’s writings on boredom (and film) are exceedingly 
insightful, but not strictly systematic. Benjamin was deeply conversant with 
certain key literary figures’ representations of boredom and other modern 
neuroses (for example those of Baudelaire), and while not explicitly treating 
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of certain other emblematic entries, he indeed worked in their shadows (e.g. 
Flaubert’s Madame Bovary). It will, therefore, be worthwhile to elaborate how, 
and from what grounds, Benjamin’s perspectives on boredom evolved, as one 
side of Benjamin’s thought can be privileged only insofar as one “fails to attend 
to another” (Highmore 60); my dialectical emphasis will attend to both the 
materialist and the mystical elements of Benjamin’s thought. 
 Thus, the aim is to cursorily develop here – by briefly running through 
a heritage of modernist literary-aesthetic depictions of boredom – a basis for 
a demonstration of cinema’s potential to capture, enable, and provoke such a 
continuity of the material and the mystical within the everyday. This will be 
demonstrated most especially through exploring deliberately slow depictions 
of everyday life, which exhaustively employ ‘boring’ modalities, in order to 
plumb the mysterious, unobserved and unacknowledged depths of everyday 
life in its ‘boredom’. As Salzani writes, “Benjamin utilized a number of terms 
almost as synonyms - Langeweile, ennui, taedium vitae - often in connection to 
Baudelairean spleen and melancholy, often also contradictorily” (127).
 Still, we can distinguish in Benjamin’s writing medieval acedia, from 
Renaissance melancholia, and these from modern, post-Industrial Revolution 
“ennui, Langeweile, and boredom” (Salzani 127). These epochal distinctions are 
likely as clear-cut as our knowledge of Benjamin’s own conception of boredom 
will get – but even lacking a straight definition, we know that, for Benjamin, 
the modern boredom is situated in relation to experience by a subject. Boredom 
has at least two sides, its inside and outside – “Boredom is always the external 
surface of unconscious events” but moreover “boredom is the threshold to 
great deeds” (Benjamin, Arcades Project 106; 105); boredom is not a simple 
matter, but rather complex. It is likewise further complexified by the concrete 
situations and idiosyncrasies of its subjects. What we have exactly to ward off 
in understanding is a vulgar “materialist rhetoric of reflection on subjective 
experience [that] occludes critical reflection on those conditions [of the 
possibility of boredom]” (Goodstein 27). 
 Boredom – as one shade of an entire spectrum of civilizational 
discontents differentially articulated throughout society – is the proverbial 
tip of the iceberg of deep and stringent critiques of society, informed by this 
continuum of dialectical discontents which seek their dissolution in ephemeral 
contentment. While boredom may be considered ‘symptomatic’ in an etiological 
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sense – Goodstein cites Rabinbach’s discussion of “the ambiguous utopian 
dream-image of the ‘human motor,’ of a ‘body without fatigue’”(144) – it is 
only when understood as liminality that boredom no longer presents itself as a 
threat, but an as-yet inchoate range of possibilities. 
 A deep engagement with the potential and significance of boredom 
of everyday life, aesthetically and critically, is enabled within and beyond the 
reception of boredom’s representation. When such a depiction of boredom 
(filmic or otherwise) is received and reflected on, one can therein glimpse 
both the roots and fruits of the depicted boredom and draw relations to their 
own experience of boredom. In the spatiotemporal process of apperceiving a 
representation, the viewer’s memories are provoked to recall the possibility 
of seeing boredom through to the pointed interrogation it gestures at with 
its skeptical gaze. It is through such a receptive space and time we recognize 
boredom as a possible dialectic gadfly rather than a mere pesky stasis or some 
social miasma.
 Boredom as a stifled mélange of dissatisfaction and desire is a 
longstanding literary familiarity. Though not the earliest, one of the most 
emblematic depictions of boredom was Gustave Flaubert’s 1857 novel Madame 
Bovary. This narrative pitch captures in its protagonist, Emma Bovary, the 
alterity of desire that belongs to the hedonic treadmill: the satisfaction of desire 
is always there, not here; then, not now – whether past- or future-oriented, 
boredom as a dialectic always has a reactionary and a progressive element. 
Her life spans a predictably tragic trajectory, rarely knowing its own ecstasies 
and mostly disgusted with the eternal ‘now’ – nothing defines her boredom so 
much as lack, namely, of a sufficiently sensuous bourgeois lifestyle, as depicted 
by the Parisian magazines. Thus, “Madame Bovary is both the subject and 
object of ennui - at once the tragic heroine and the pathetic scapegoat” that 
shouldered Flaubert’s social critique (Goodstein 106). 
 While Flaubert deftly outlined subtle forms and transfigurations 
of desires in modernity, we see here only a downward spiral with an almost 
ineluctable pull: Emma Bovary’s dialectics of desire is doomed to fail by 
Flaubert. Elsewhere, Hugo, poetically rendering similar sentiments, wrote,

All is gloomy. There is not an object that does not seem
To make signals of distress within the infinite;
And while, lugubrious and diffuse round about him,
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In the pallid smoke and in vast ennui.
The whirlwind of facts and things is engulfed,
This specter of life called man suffers. (qtd. in Kuhn 301)

 Such boredom can never grant more than ‘une promesse de bonheur’.
The artistic depiction of boredom in its own fullness would thus require coming 
to its threshold but not crossing it, as this would close off the open possibility 
of its dialectics. In other words, it is possible to artistically take up boredom as 
an open dialectics rather than an already-closed trajectory (take, for instance, 
the fatalistic side of Emma Bovary’s boredom as an example of the latter). 
Boredom must not be explored with scorn, but under a sustained gaze which 
isn’t a predominantly unsympathetic one. If boredom is worth considering 
diachronically –i.e. what boredom means from the interval between one 
instance of it, and another – it is because it is dynamic and moreover dialectical, 
even if only in potential. 
 To take such a matter as this boredom to be the subject and object 
of artistic depiction would require radical formal practices, concomitantly 
necessitating a radical expansion of the range of content. We must examine, 
as subject and object, what Kracauer called the “extraordinary radical boredom” 
(302) – which is asymptotic and always just past the horizon. One would see 
the privileging of the extraordinary over the ordinary reversed. In this sense, 
this depiction would move closer to an ethnography and away from event-
oriented narrativity: the actions it records are representative of regular rhythms 
of life, always giving tacit recognition to these rhythms even, or especially, in 
deviating from them.

BOREDOM IN CINEMA
 Benjamin asserts that film is the medium suited to such radical tasks 
in the context of the “age of technological reproducibility”. Film allows not 
just our self-presentation but also the “representation of [our] environment by 
means of this apparatus” (Benjamin, Selected Works, 4 265). The camera does not 
just facilitate a “deepening of apperception”. In addition to this, “[w]ith regard 
to the screen, the critical and receptive attitudes of the public coincide”. The 
mode of distraction is able to meet halfway the mode of immersive reflection: 
“The progressive reaction is characterized by the direct, intimate fusion of visual 
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and emotional enjoyment with the orientation of the expert”. This facilitates 
the “mutual penetration of art and science” (Benjamin, Illuminations 235; 234; 
236): from a commercial side, the pleasant and mildly, satisfyingly edifying 
nature or travel documentary, for instance. 
 But such interpenetration would be equally well typified in a less 
commercial, deliberately slow cinema. Echoing Benjamin on the potential of 
cinema to illuminate “hidden details of familiar objects”, etc., Bazin writes 
of cinema’s basic impulse: “an integral realism, a recreation of the world in 
its own image, an image unburdened by the freedom of interpretation of the 
artist or the irreversibility of time”(1: 21). Moreover, he writes of a cinematics 
focused not on narrativity but “the succession of concrete instances of life, 
no one of which can be said to be more important than another, for their 
ontological equality destroys drama at its very basis” (2: 10). He thus cites 
Umberto D as an exemplary instance of the famous neorealism of Vittorio de 
Sica, which meticulously depicts a young maid in the morning “doing her little 
chores: moving around the kitchen still half asleep, drowning the ants that 
have invaded the sink, grinding the coffee” (2: 81). 
 The dialectics of cinema asymptotically approaches the plane 
of mimesis-in-realism– mimesis-in-realism here meaning simply as a 
conscientiously real-time and continuous depiction by the actor of events, 
tasks, and/or reflections in the experience of a fictional subject – as the radical 
boredom does with its own resolution. In this way, a representation is brought 
about as the actor is essentially carrying out a character’s task or witnessing 
an event, and with all the attendant phenomenal granularity. Filmic dialectics 
can more or less approach this wholly mimetic realism, or readily exceed it, but 
can never even-handedly and statically inhabit this space of representation. 
Still, cinematic dialectics functions as an engine, offering input of matter for 
thought by an apperceiving subject which results in the output of reflection. 
 Engaged and engaging, the film is the product of many subjects in 
objective orchestration, and a receptive subject resumes the dialectic in their 
apperception. As Benjamin writes of the “dialectical method” and, specifically, 
the object it takes:

How it marks itself as higher actuality is determined by the image 
as which and in which it is comprehended. And this dialectical 
penetration and actualization of former contexts puts the truth of 
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all present action to the test.  (Arcades Project 392).
 
 The film is engaged by the viewer in the dialectics that opens up 
the objects of its images to an imaginary which brings past and present into a 
dynamic discourse. Benjamin’s dialectics exhibits an elliptical decenteredness 
from its thesis term, such that it enables us “to discover in the analysis of the 
small, individual moment the crystal of the total event.” This is a space and time 
of representation where “image is dialectics at a standstill” (Arcades Project 461; 
492), in regard to which, to speak of the timelessness – and simultaneously the 
timeliness – of art is in no sense merely rhetorical.
 Benjamin writes that “[b]efore the movie frame [the spectators] 
cannot [abandon themselves to their associations]. No sooner has his [sic] eye 
grasped a scene than it is already changed”, which he calls “the shock effect 
of the film” (Illuminations 238). Thus, an obvious hypothetical conclusion is 
that, if this rapid dynamic of cuts were slowed or radically stilled, then the 
film’s “shock effect” would be disrupted and something else might emerge. It 
is possible that this condition of the film pertains specifically to Benjamin’s 
experience with films of his own period – though not exhaustively so, he was 
well-versed in both the currents of Soviet cinema and the work of artists such 
as Chaplin (Selected Writings, 2). 
 But his observation of the general condition of film and its 
reception to be that of ‘shock effect’ – a concept pertaining to broader change 
in the structuring of experience under modernity, derived from Baudelaire 
(Illuminations 156) –is equally applicable in its negation as well as in its 
presence. It may thus be said of dialectics that transgression always gives a nod 
to the legitimacy of the rule it crosses, in the very challenging of this legitimacy, 
thus granting a margin of acceptability for anyone who might take up this 
antithetical term: for example, here, not a cinema that “shocks” with its many 
cuts, but a calm, placid, even boring, cinema. Despite commercial narrativity, 
our apperception might well be attuned to grasp the nuance of an unusually 
sustained and uncompromisingly understated representation.

BOREDOM, DIALECTICAL IMAGES, AND JEANNE DIELMAN
 I believe we find the model of such a film in Chantal Akerman’s 1975 
film Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai de Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles. With its “formal 
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over inscription” (Margulies 65) and the disquieting silences of its content, 
it represents a dialectics of experience over its 200 minutes by fastidiously 
representing, moment by moment, the most mundane and repetitive of 
tasks comprising the life of middle-aged widow Jeanne. Akerman’s film, as 
a depiction of boredom and itself transgressively ‘boring’, allows us to reflect 
both on boredom as a possibility, and on the temporality of representation 
and the representation of time, thus ultimately enabling a more critically self-
determined subject who opens him/herself, via boredom, to the plenitude of 
experience. 
 While it is true that we see a clear dialectics in “the degree to which 
Akerman’s work holds the figurative and the literal, the dramatic and the 
mundane, in stable poise” (Margulies 3-4), it is specifically the dialectics of 
the depiction of Jeanne’s boredom, as well as that of her boredom, and boredom 
itself, which I wish to explore – facilitated by the coterminous boundaries of 
these topics. Thus, I will also be bringing together Benjamin’s writings on film 
and dialectical images with those on boredom, such that this synthesis should 
demonstrate how film can depict and resonate with boredom’s fullness as the 
“warm grey fabric lined on the inside with the most lustrous and colourful of 
silks” (D2a,1) which he described. 
 The film’s formal structure, in contrast to conventional structure, 
reflects expectations of ‘boring’ experience: three hours for three days in a 
woman’s everyday life – almost an inconceivably unconventional subject 
matter for profit-driven commercial cinema. But the formal structure is not 
simplistic in its rigor: “one […] seldom sees any diegetic task performed 
in its entirety twice in the film” (Margulies 66). The rhythm of the editing 
and the framing of the camera bring out “hidden details of familiar objects” 
within “commonplace milieus”, and, in the words of Margulies, “real-time 
representation foregrounds the particularizing nature of the cinematic event” 
(66); for instance, Jeanne completing a task, in its entirety, in a single static-
frame shot, as when she prepares veal cutlets. Concrete reality is depicted in 
the subtlety of its moments, in contrast to the ellipses of Hollywood which 
programmatically elides such temps morts – which is not to say reality is never 
elided in this film.
 The film begins in medias res, finding Jeanne already at work boiling 
potatoes in the kitchen. She, as a subject, is the anchor of the experience of the 
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next three-and-some hours; there is only a handful of shots in the film without 
her: “Jeanne’s logic and movements soon becomes one of the film’s formal 
correlates, so that any disruption in the character’s system can be represented 
by a concurrent rupture in the editing pattern” (Margulies 68). A syntax is 
shared both by the film’s editing and by Jeanne’s practice: just as she always 
turns off a light, then exits a room, and we get a “post action lag of about six 
seconds before the cut” while the action is resumed in the next shot in medias 
res (Margulies 67) – likewise, the editing and framing obligatorily follow her 
through the house as she retraces her steps to turn off a light she anomalously 
left on. 
 Form, content and reception align in a synchrony of reflective co-
presence under Akerman’s precise determination “[t]o avoid cutting the 
woman in a hundred pieces, […] cutting the action in a hundred places, to look 
carefully and to be respectful” (quoted in Margulies 68). This integrity leads to 
a measured surplus of itself: Akerman also enacts in this film a hyper-realistic 
dialectics of realism and idealism, wherein “the sharpness of the depiction 
borders on the hallucinatory” (Margulies 73). The repetitive five-plus minutes 
shot evinces a hallucinatory, hypnotic quality that expands and contracts the 
signification of the image. Furthermore, it recalls what Benjamin writes of the 
“hashish-eater”, for whom “Versailles […] is not too large, nor eternity too 
long”; or who witnesses infinite recursions of “the idea” which “itself comes 
apart and opens the way to new stores of images” in executing this “constantly 
repeated mechanism” (On Hashish 49; 75). 
 Yet, just as there are orchestrated surpluses of reality, reality 
is sometimes preferentially elided in a way arguably reflecting Jeanne’s 
subjectivity, with her part-time work as a sex worker glossed-over: she takes 
a client’s coat, the bedroom door in the background, through which they 
enter; cut, to the same shot, but the light is lower with early evening, and they 
emerge as before. Nonetheless, this disruption of temporal and compositional 
similitude cannot but call attention to itself in its atmospheric resonance: “The 
stubborn linearity and homogeneity of Akerman’s treatment of every scene 
allows these unseen scenes to fuse with those of the housekeeping routines” 
(Margulies 68). Moreover, post-Oedipal undertones articulate themselves in 
the syntactical tagging of Jeanne’s taking the client’s coat and leading him 
through the apartment on a prefigured path, recognizable in the same series of 
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gestures with her son. Jeanne’s time, like that of everyday life, is permeated by 
itself, and the formal structure of the film calls attention to that point both in 
manifesting and futilely transgressing it. 
 This glimpse of overdetermination and overinscription vying with 
repression recalls the complexity of what Lefebvre terms the “moment”, the 
ephemeral “flash of insight into the range of historical possibilities that are 
embedded in the totality of being, but that cannot be disentangled from the 
activities of everyday life”: an “everyday utopianism” fringed with a “tragic 
consciousness” (Gardiner, “Henri Lefebvre…” 54). Conversely, the material 
reality of what Lefebvre called “commodity time” also always inheres in a 
singularly dialectic mode: “there are smaller rhythms within the larger ones, 
each big wave giving birth to tinier eddies and whorls” (qtd. in Gardiner, 
“Henri Lefebvre…” 43). Thus, Akerman has attained in the correspondences 
between the shots of Jeanne with a client, viz. those of her with her son, a 
representation of dialectical experience by dialectical imagery.
 Still, I think it is possible to reflect on Jeanne’s consciousness at 
a level more immediate than a set of correspondences among syntactically 
overinscribed form and content, i.e. not to mediate these correspondences 
through inference of parallels, but to reflect immediately on images 
(experience) projected on our reflective faculty, to which extent we attain a 
less mediated co-presence with Jeanne’s singular character: to reflect not on 
experiential-temporal structures, but on experience as such. 
 This experience is communicated, voluntarily and involuntarily, 
in the film as in social observation and interaction. One’s comportment 
and dress, even somatic factors (e.g. a propensity to blush as function of a 
biographically reinforced bashful personality), express themselves as functions 
of past and present experience. The condition of the receptivity of experience 
(and its variously scrutable outward signs) is a discussion (a ‘dialectics’) of 
past and present experience. Hence, while Benjamin rightly speaks of “[t]he 
replacement of older narration by information, of information by sensation” in 
the quasi-‘progress’ of socio-historical structuring of experience by modernity 
(Illuminations 159), I take this not as a strictly discrete, linear process, wherein 
the taking up of a later mode means the complete abolition of the prior; rather, 
they all inhere as part of a variously weighted continuum. 
 Thus, in Benjaminian terms, there exists experience as the “mask of 
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the adult” who “has always already experienced everything: youth, ideals, hope, 
woman”– and this past, passive experience is “Erlebnis” (Selected Writings, 1 3); 
whereas “Erfahrung” exists in contradistinction to it, yet also alongside it, as an 
active stance which is “experientially grounded” (Selected Writings, 1430), and 
which can be “accumulated, reflected upon, and communicated” (Highmore 
67).Admittedly, while modernity grants the urban shock-experience of 
Erlebnis undue pre-eminence, I would, nevertheless, not concede Erfahrung as 
an altogether abolished sort of experience. Our task is specifically to recall its 
value, which is obscured but persists, nonetheless.
 In any case, we certainly can read Erlebnis in Jeanne’s face at points in 
the film, as after she burns the potatoes on the second day and has just returned 
from getting some fresh ones – as the elevator ascends, her closed eyes betray 
the weariness caused by this ‘shock’ experience, and the sensorial assault of an 
unwanted outing of countless ritual actions. It is an ephemeral moment of 
recuperation – an acute reflection in a single day of the comparable, yet more 
obtuse, function which boredom comprises in the everyday. 
 Echoing Baudelaire and Benjamin, Simmel likewise describes a 
struggle against urban shock experience: “the person resists being levelled 
down and worn out by a socio-technological mechanism” (175). It is not a 
simple imposition, but a give-and-take of the individual as over against 
social exigencies, forms, and pressures. Urban life’s mental condition is 
characteristically one of “intensification of nervous stimulation” (Simmel 175). 
There is a dialectic at play here, insofar as “the particularity and incomparability, 
which ultimately every human being possesses, [is] somehow expressed in the 
working out of a way of life” (Simmel 182) – boredom becomes for many a 
habitual mode of self-preservation through inurement. 
 Against urban Erlebnis, one preserves one’s self both in, and in spite 
of, the flux of experience, hoping to elude “such an overwhelming fullness of 
crystallized and impersonalized spirit that the personality […] cannot maintain 
itself under its impact”(Simmel 184). This is typified most especially by the 
“blasé attitude”, wherein boredom becomes like a protective sheath: this attitude 
“consists in the blunting of discrimination” (Simmel 178) through a defense 
mechanism which is passively accumulated against the shock experiences of 
Erlebnis. Jeanne’s protective casing of bored Erlebnis is straining under pressure, 
and underneath is a conflicted orientation to experience – Erfahrung – that 
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would make some active break with these shocks, if only it could. Urban life, as 
an experience, is a negotiation of oneself against the flow of life demanded of 
and by the massed masses in urban centers. The few seconds’ footage of Jeanne 
– in the elevator, her eyes shut – reflects, in a most acute form, all these aspects 
of protective blunting of the self and its experience, and especially its attrition.
 Erfahrung, appropriately for this modern movie, only fringes one 
or two scenes. For example, Jeanne recounts to her son at his inquiry, just as 
she is about to shut off the light and leave for bedtime (an oneiric moment 
and topic of recollection and reflection),the poetic way the Americans came 
to liberate France, how they threw flowers to the soldiers, and her sister 
became quickly enamored of one of them. We could almost picture this 
martial husband-savior descending from the skies; whereas Jeanne’s courtship 
with her husband was prosaically brimming with ambivalence and reversals, 
of her family’s feelings and her own. Jeanne exemplifies here a bathetically 
minor miracle: what Baudelaire called “the miracle of a poetic prose” (qtd. in 
Benjamin, Illuminations 165). This is an example of experience that is deep and 
sharp, not shallow and blunted – and it is, moreover, extendedly conveyed and 
shared, in one of the most deeply human and social moments of the film. 
 Jeanne puts to use in this scene a seldom-evoked Erfahrung – 
like a rusty bicycle on a poorly-tended trail, the cyclist’s latent impulses of 
intuition are awkwardly obstructed by circumstance and setting. This degree 
of explicit communication and reflection on the past feels, in contrast to the 
rest of the film, conspicuous and almost transgressive. But it is an accumulated, 
communicated, and reflected experience all the same. Erfahrung is sickly – 
displaced as it has been by Erlebnis and their common relative, boredom – but 
it isn’t dead, as this scene may lead us to hope.
 The third day is the most severe break with the film, if only in 
content - but the radical change of content necessitates a radical change of its 
relationship to form in the last minutes of the film. Simply put, in a single long 
take Jeanne kills a client with a pair of scissors, after staring prolongedly into 
the mirrors of her vanity – reflecting on multiple angles of self – the recumbent 
client staring vacuously into space, visible in reflection over her shoulder. The 
scissors here act as a pointed caesura, critically tearing the ontology of her 
world and the film; utility will never have the same weighting in the order of 
things as before this radical break. 
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 Firstly, Jeanne’s act is a result of boredom, not boredom per se: 
as Batchelor observes, for Baudelaire, boredom was understood “more as 
oppression and inhibition than as violent or erotic abandon” (43). Taking 
Jeanne’s action as a culmination of boredom, Fromm offers an intuitive take 
on how eros and Thanatos come to inform and embody each other in a single 
action: “If we cannot cope with life by creating or if we cannot transcend life 
[...], we try to transcend it by destroying, and in the act of destruction we make 
ourselves superior to life” (83). 
 Jeanne sits at the dining room table afterwards, in the darkness, 
staring mostly blankly but with faint tinges of expression: a moment of “Spleen 
et idéal”, i.e., in the moment between Erfahrung and Erlebnis, “[t]he idéal 
supplies the power of remembrance; the spleen musters the multitude of the 
seconds against it.” Just as “the minutes cover a man [sic] like snowflakes”, 
there is a certain lucidity insofar as “[t]he spleen […]exposes the passing 
moment in all its nakedness’ (Benjamin, Illuminations 183; 184-5). Erlebnis is, 
in moments like these, scrutinized at its roots: hence the value of boredom, as 
that of a precursor to action and interrogation. We must find and share our own 
caesurae with Erlebnis. 
 We must make a conscientious, if not programmatic, break 
with vitiated and enervating experience comprising Erlebnis. At least one 
observation favors such a proposition, and that is Lefebvre’s observation 
that even “technocratic structuring” has its limits; the everyday is the locus 
of interaction of “sameness and creativity”, and, most important, “even in 
the most apparently trivial or degraded of human experiences, there reside 
latent emancipatory possibilities” (Gardiner, “Henri Lefebvre…” 46). This can 
be related to Jeanne’s range of experiences, from the few seconds’ thankful 
breathing-time in the elevator to Jeanne’s near-pure subjectivity as she reflects 
at the table, post-stabbing. 
 Lefebvre is careful to emphasize that he is not advocating a mere 
aestheticizing of boredom (Gardiner, “Henri Lefebvre…” 50), which has surely 
been done and re-done in hollow commercial contexts and will continue 
so ad infinitum under late capitalism – e.g., the mainstreaming of defanged 
grunge disaffection in Western pop culture throughout the 1990s – but he, 
instead, advocates a going-beyond the solipsism of “privatized life experience”. 
Lefebvre situates boredom in a space of the aleatory, which exists between the 
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poles of, on one hand, the pure, nihilistic boredom of empty repetition, and 
on the other, melancholic fatalism in the face of the full range of possibilities 
(Gardiner, “Henri Lefebvre…” 51; 53). The key feature of boredom is thus 
that it always contains an aleatory grain of revolt and redemption, ready to 
reconfigure the possible and the actual, by critiquing what is and striving after 
what could be.

CONCLUSION
 It could be argued that this discussion of boredom, and its place in 
(and beyond) film, pertains only to the industrial manufacturing economy of 
“commodity time” (Gardiner, “Henri Lefebvre…” 43). Indeed, the digitalized 
and financialized late capitalist emphasis on abstraction, conceptualization 
and information under late capitalism fosters a “deterritorialization” of the 
consumption/production nexus into more and more realms of subjectivity 
(Gardiner, “The Multitude…” 32-3) – e.g., the data-driven consumption 
process on a platform like Amazon self-referentially perpetuates production 
(subsequently recapitulating consumption) ad infinitum all around subjects. 
But such processes are as subject to formal and actual limits as are other 
technocratic processes. 
 While deterritorialization has outstripped the ability of workers 
“to rebuild their communities and invent new forms of solidarity and 
resistance” (Gardiner, “The Multitude…” 36), there is no reason to believe 
this is a terminal state of affairs. Certain elements of the Fordist ethos more 
and more clearly linger past their point of expiration (e.g. “necessary labour 
time”, Gardiner “The Multitude…”37), as the reserve army of labor grows. 
What Berardi called “the idea of imminent ‘collapse’, a ‘psychotic meme’” (qtd. 
in Gardiner, “The Multitude….” 40) could be articulated along capitalism’s 
channels of digital communication. The Internet ‘meme’ may well exceed both 
the authorial stamp and the algorithmic mesh by tapping into a collective, 
aleatory poetic process of shared imagery – drawn from a profane, mundane 
and emergent canon that is readily corrupted and upended. Just as Benjamin 
saw fit to account for the disrupted status of the aura (i.e., the heightened 
sense of mediacy and distance before the artistic original) viz. the work of art 
in the age of its technological (mass) reproducibility, we have now to account 
for the nature of auratic distance in the context of digital reproducibility. 
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 A popular creativity is germinating, facilitated by rapidly increasing 
camera quality of smart phones, the widely disseminated technological savvy 
of youths, and numerous platforms on which to share photo and video content. 
The dialectic of creation and reception between individuals and collective 
audiences – truly a ubiquitous and constant culture, at once homogenous in its 
universality and also cascading into recursive differences – exceeds processes 
of deterritorialization (though Internet memes are significantly amenable to 
quasi-spontaneous and ahistorical reactionary causes). Boredom and digitality 
synergize to enable a collective sensibility of aisthesis: “a corporeal disclosure of 
the sensible world through which intra- and interpersonal meaning and value is 
actively formulated” (Gardiner, “The Multitude…” 46). As a vehicle for shared, 
spontaneous and authentic expression of unease, Internet memes, especially 
among youths, may be unparalleled – despite corporations unctuously trying to 
cash in.
 But what of a cinema of boredom - the main topic of discussion - in 
a post-industrial communicational landscape? The main obstacle may be the 
heightened ephemerality of all manner of media; but the long take itself is 
not equivalent to a cinema of boredom – there is much fantastical imagery 
in the masterfully-long takes of both popular directors Cuarón and Iñárritu. 
The persistence of the long take, though, shows the sustainment of some 
remnant of tolerance for kinds of duratedness among viewers. I think a cinema 
of boredom, driven by a collective and revolutionary impulse, is equally-well 
possible in our digital, post-Fordist era. Specifically, it would entail sustained 
and subtle engagement with ephemera as such – this might well be done by 
chiffonniers of digital detritus, assembling dialectical constellations from the 
countless terabytes of video uploaded to YouTube each day: a kaleidoscopic 
engagement with the new ‘crowd’, wherein the shock of every movement is 
subsumed by the next, and finally, by the total movement wherein any one 
captured moment is rendered interstitial in a homogenizing ‘now’. Thus, as to 
the form and content of a revolutionary cinema of boredom in our digital age, I 
would ask and answer the rhetorical question with Nietzsche: “You say it is the 
good cause that hallows even war? I say to you: it is the good war that hallows 
every cause” (42).
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CODING AND DECODING INTER-FACES 
OF HUMANS, ANIMALS, AND MACHINES IN 
WILLIAM BLAKE’S SONGS OF INNOCENCE AND 

OF EXPERIENCE

Rajarshi Banerjee, Western University

ABSTRACT
 ‘Cipher’ is an arithmetical term, which literally means “zero”, 
“nought”, and entails the sense of “empty”. What this paper sets out to do is 
to closely read some selected poems from William Blake’s Songs of Innocence 
and of Experience (1794) in order to underscore the speakers’ attempts at – 
and failure in – identifying a unique, coherent, autonomous, and benevolent 
human face. Blake’s speakers, while on the one hand present certain faces (or, 
by extension, figures), swiftly debunk such images: a twofold process which 
condemns the human to either remain faceless or undergo violent defacement. 
De-ciphering Blake’s view of human faces/figures, I argue, is to follow his 
own struggle of perpetually forging and emptying-out of human faces. The 
Romantic quest for the human – specifically, Blake’s in the context of this 
paper – therefore, as I demonstrate, always remains an incomplete process 
which is dynamically hinged upon man’s relationship with his others. Hence – 
as demonstrated through the texts below – man never reaches the finitude of 
what he considers to be ‘human’, which remains perpetually in the making and 
never quite made.

Keywords: De-cipher, William Blake, Defacement, Disfiguration, 
Prosopopoeia, In/Human

INTRODUCTION
 The problem of recognizing – or even formulating – an inherently 
human face is at the heart of many of William Blake’s works. But perhaps it 
is never so conspicuously addressed anywhere than in his Songs of Innocence 
and of Experience (1794). This paper sets out to closely read some selected 
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texts1 from this collection in order to underscore the speakers’ attempts at – 
and failure in – identifying a unique, coherent, autonomous, and benevolent 
human face. Blake’s speakers, while on the one hand present certain faces (or, 
by extension, figures), swiftly debunk such images: a twofold process which 
condemns the human to either remain faceless or undergo violent defacement. 
Decoding Blake’s view of human faces/figures, I argue, is to follow his own 
struggle of perpetually forging and dismantling human faces.
 “All humanisms”, argues Tony Davies in Humanism, “have been 
imperial” (131), suggesting how exclusive and repressive/oppressive the 
question of human/humanity has always been. Man, therefore, is never a given 
entity but rather a conscious and deliberately exclusive construction.2 This 
paper demonstrates that Blake, as an exemplary Romantic poet, repeatedly 
undercuts the coherence and autonomy that supposedly defines the human 
figure. In the Romantic era, aspirations of recognizing and addressing the 
human – as an individual as well as a species – comprised what M. H. Abrams 
and Geoffrey G. Harpham called the “preference for the glory of the imperfect” 
(240), which is nothing but a marker of the undaunted Romantic quest defined 
by the presupposition of incompleteness. The Romantic quest for the human – 
specifically Blake’s quest, in the context of this paper – therefore, always remains 
an incomplete process which is dynamically hinged upon man’s relationship 
with his others. Forging a human face, as we see in Blake, is to always already 
debunk human autonomy because man is entangled with his nonhuman others 
– whether with other animals, or with inanimate technological machinery. As 
Davies points out, the concepts of both ‘identity’ and ‘individual’ underwent 
semantic reversals since the sixteenth century, now meaning quite the opposite 
of what in fact they originally meant – ‘sameness’ and ‘inseparable’ respectively 
(16). In other words, human identity or individuality was never a question of an 
isolated uniqueness, but rather one of acknowledging inseparable connection 
with so-called nonhuman others. Hence, as demonstrated through the texts 
below, man never reaches the finitude of what he considers to be ‘human’, 
which remains perpetually in-the-making and never quite made.

FACING THE HUMAN
 ‘Facing’, as I use the term, is double-edged here. Firstly, it refers to 
facing the human, as in encountering the human figure – or an attempt to 
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recognize the human through various encounters. Secondly, it highlights the 
very literal face-ing – or the process of making/forging a face. It is worth 
beginning with a poem which, although not a part of Songs, would set the 
perfect premise for this section of the paper. The comic representation of a bat, 
in Blake’s “Lo, the Bat” portrays the titular animal thus:

Lo, the bat with leathern wings,
Winking and blinking,
Winking and blinking,
Winking and blinking
Like Doctor Johnson. (lines 1-5)

 What neuropsychologists these days know as ‘pareidolia’ is the 
human mind’s ability/tendency to recognize patterns where they do not 
exist. Such pattern-recognition has always been a “universal tendency among 
mankind”, according to David Hume, which allows for finding “human faces 
in the moon, armies in the clouds” (qtd. in Guthrie 50). The tendency of 
finding patterns, not only in the inanimate natural world, but also finding 
human facial semblance in animals – or loosely thinking of it, finding human-
like features in animals – is what this poem is concerned with. The humanized 
face that the bat is endowed with – that of Doctor Johnson’s – remains on the 
condition that it keeps on repeatedly “[w]inking and blinking” like Johnson; 
or as long as the text repeats itself. Interestingly, in such a construction of a 
face, it is not only the bat that gets a humanized face; following suit, the face 
of Johnson– falling prey to the wit of Blake’s speaker – gets animalized.
 If the above poem is preoccupied with re-cognizing the animal in a 
human face, the following set of texts in this section – as I discuss below – is 
invested in exploring what in fact constitutes the human face or a human 
figure. The voice in Blake’s “The Divine Image” is an omniscient human one in 
search of a human aspect, molded upon the image of the divine which he calls 
“the human form divine”. The poem posits God as well as his child, Man, each 
as an incarnation of the four “virtues of delight”, namely, “Mercy, Pity, Peace 
and Love”. In constructing the identity of the divine as well as the human 
defined by the same virtues, both are presented as modelled after each other. 
An aspect-making technique is used in the poem, whereby the human face 
and each of the four virtues are depicted to be constitutive of one another:
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For Mercy has a human heart,
Pity a human face;
And Love, the human form divine,
And Peace, the human dress. (lines 9-12)

 Love is realized as “the human form divine” which later the voice 
associates with all of the four virtues, implying that Love cannot exist 
without the other three. Conversely, Mercy, Pity, and Peace are materialized 
into a human heart, a human face, and the human dress respectively. While 
Mercy and Pity comprise just “a” heart and “a” face among many others, Peace 
is presented as “the” human dress; the definite article rules out any other 
possibility of describing Peace. This not only suggests that Peace is merely a 
“dress” or a clothing/mask, i.e., not inherently a human feature, but also points 
to the fact that as being a deliberately constructed dress, it obscures the true 
face of humanity. It is to be noted that the voice that begins with ostensibly 
eulogizing the four virtues as the cornerstone of human identity gives way to 
a voice towards the end which denies plurality as it almost passes a verdict in 
saying that “all must love the human form / In heathen, turk or jew” (lines 
17-18). Contradictory in tone, the recognition of two voices divulges the 
contradiction at the heart of the human aspect. Being deeply divided within, 
the human figure paradoxically exhibits a fragmentation, a plurality, even as it 
endorses a unique human form.
 Apart from showing various aspects of the human, therefore, the 
text undercuts, complicates, and con-fuses the very voice that shows us this 
human figure. The weaving of such masked voices, according to Paul De Man, 
is what introduces the subject as an entanglement of ‘incorporated selves’, 
which “rightly awakens one’s suspicions” (928). This is what De Man calls 
“prosopopoeia”, which literally means ‘to confer a mask or a face’. Prosopopoeia 
is, in the words of Ned Lukacher, “the figure of the mask, of them asking of the 
voice, and of the voice as mask” (90). Prosopopoeia engages in fictionalizing 
the voice, and brings the idea of a unique subject under suspicion, as I will 
demonstrate below, and never reveals with clarity who is speaking. The pursuit 
of a single or singular voice proves to be futile; this, in turn, renders the human 
attempt in extracting a human/e figure – modelled upon a divine one – from 
the enmeshed ‘incorporated selves’, to be a futile effort.
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 “The Divine Image”, read alongside lines from a few other 
complementary poems, further complicates the human figure through 
the crowd of voices overlapping and overwhelming each other, making it 
impossible for the reader to determine a singular human image/form. For 
instance, the voice in “The Human Abstract” undercuts the voice in “The 
Divine Image”, by drawing attention to the constructed nature of the virtues:

Pity would be no more
If we did not make somebody Poor;
And Mercy no more could be,
If all were as happy as we.
And mutual fear brings peace
Till the selfish loves increase. (lines 1-6)

 The same virtues that are depicted in the earlier text to figure the 
human are the ones that are disfigured here by unveiling the causes behind 
the fabricated virtues. Humans are the ones who treat other humans with 
inhuman cruelty by making them poor and by oppressing them. Pity and 
mercy are just façades that disguise the in-humanity that lurks within the 
human. The mutual antipathy among humans is why the so-called peace needs 
to be imposed; and that has nothing to do with loving one another because 
love is, after all, based on selfishness. That, the speaker asserts, is the true face 
of humanity.
 In “A Divine Image”, similarly, the voice reverses the entire aspect 
of the human by disclosing that, “Cruelty”, “Jealousy”, “Terror”, and “Secrecy” 
are in fact what constitute a heart, a face, the form divine, and the dress, 
respectively. Therefore:

The Human Dress is forged Iron,
The Human Form a fiery Forge,
The Human Face a Furnace sealed,
The Human Heart its hungry Gorge. (lines 5-8)

 
 The heavy mechanical imagery of a smithy – and its harsh noise 
reflected in the hard alliterative consonants –, that define the construction 
of such a horrific human aspect, is completely opposite to the temperate 
mellowness of “The Divine Image”. The forged iron and the fiery forge that 
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symbolize the Human Form and Dress respectively in the above lines not 
only capture the very material basis of face-construction, but also allude to the 
forge-ry that is invariably behind the figuration of the human. The image of a 
sealed furnace and its hot molten contents inside suggest how fluid the human 
face is that can never be said to have a consistent shape of virtue; the human is 
marked by nothing but facelessness.
 The commingling of various voices, with various descriptions of 
the human aspect, implies that, even in his omniscience, the human speaker 
himself is fragmented within himself. If De Man argues that prosopopoeia 
deprives us of the shape and sense of the world (930), then Blake’s set of lines 
above marks the impossibility of tracing a singular face/voice and refuses to 
approve of any portrayal of the human without contrary self-reflexive voices 
caught in the midst of an endless prosopopoeia that and con-fuses the very 
notion of a coherent human being. Faced with such impossibility, unmasking 
remains the only way forward – which comprises my following section.

DE-FACING HUMANITY
 If the first section of this paper demonstrates the futility of forging 
a human face, this section underscores how Blake’s speakers de-face and dis-
figure the human image by un-masking human/e society and exposing the 
true nature of institutions. The “Chimney Sweeper” poems – both the one 
from Songs of Innocence, as well as its counterpart in the Songs of Experience 
(henceforth, referred to as Innocence and Experience, respectively) – bring out 
the stark reality of humanity that is embedded in social exclusion. If in “The 
Divine Image”, the human face is animalized, in the following instances we see 
how the face of a human society is itself depicted as disguised with the mask/
dress of morality. Stripping such an ostensibly human/e figure off the ‘clothes’ 
of human morality – as it were – the true horrific face of humanity is exposed.  
 “The Chimney Sweeper” in Innocence voices the physical nature of 
exclusion. Here, the child is sold by his father after his mother is dead. “So your 
chimneys I sweep, and in soot I sleep” (line 4), the child says, pointing out the 
very real and material condition of labor with the image of soot in which he 
sleeps even after his long day of oppressive work. The consolation he offers to 
Tom Dacre – another sweeper – is that with his white hair shaved, his “bare” 
head would not be spoilt with the soot (lines 5-8). Every condition is thought 
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of in terms of soot; and the consolation comes as if in a way of accepting and 
internalizing their bare head. Thus, on the one hand, the material soot itself 
becomes an imposed and inescapable dress for the children, robbing them 
of their innocent childhood. On the other hand, they are even disfigured 
physically as in the case of Tom who is forced to shave off his hair. Even 
in Tom’s sleep, his dream revolves around “thousands of sweepers […]/ […] 
locked up in coffins of black” (lines 11-12). 
 If the sweeper in Experience is clothed in the clothes of death – as 
I discuss below – the sweepers in Innocence are incarcerated in black coffins: 
the ‘black’ materiality of soot or death never evaded. The optimism in Innocence 
lets Tom dream of an angel releasing them from the blackness (lines9-12), 
and they run to “wash” (line 16) themselves up happily in the sunny river, as if 
to shed the imposed dress of misery. The “bags” left behind to be “naked and 
white” (line 17) suggests the baggage of corporeal misery that the sweeper 
dreams of shedding. Beyond the dream, once they “rose in the dark” (line 21), 
however, all that awaits them is the reality of their “bags” and their “brushes” 
(line 22). The obvious absurdity of glorifying “duty” as a means to avoid “harm” 
(line 24) – both abstract words – mocks the system that not only inflicts 
irreversible harm on the children, but also thrives upon their misery. If the 
children are depicted to be disfigured by human society here, the very society 
is itself shown to be garbed with a moral order that sustains itself through 
exploitation: a theme that is more explicitly presented in Experience.
 The speaker in “The Chimney Sweeper” from Experience presents 
the sweeper as “[a] little black thing among the snow” (line 1). Referring to 
the child as a “thing”, he denies him of any sort of personhood at all, let alone 
human attributes. A few interesting points follow thus. Firstly, as Barbara 
Smuts states, “personhood connotes a way of being in relation to others, and 
thus no one other than the subject can give it or take it away” (qtd. in Mulhall 
124). In violently taking personhood away, the speaker robs the child of any 
relationship to others. Secondly, “[a] person”, according to David Sztybel, “is 
that-which-experiences” and, therefore, “personal experiences” endorse the 
personhood of humans and of animals undeniably (246-248). So, calling the 
child a ‘thing’ readily dehumanizes the human. 
 Moreover, situating this black thing against the white snow, the 
sweeper is portrayed as an anomaly among the natural order. What follows, 
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therefore, is an attempt to trace the genealogy of this anomaly: “Where are 
thy father and mother, say?” (line 3). The sweeper replies that his parents have 
gone to pray in the church, which suggests that the very act of abandoning him 
as a sweeper and denying him his childhood is also the act of institutionally 
excluding him from church. The child speaker continues: “Because I was 
happy upon the heath / And smiled among the winter’s snow” (lines 5-6), 
he was “clothed” in the clothes of death. Being “clothed” with death’s clothes 
prominently reveals two things: firstly, it suggests how the sweeper did not have 
a say in the imposition of being clothed; and secondly, clothing itself implies 
that this guise of death is a very corporeal one.
 Owing to his singing and dancing, he says, his parents “think they 
have done me no injury” (line 10). The very statement that they ‘think’ makes 
it obvious that they think wrongly. He is of course badly injured, and “injury” 
itself draws the attention to the physical and bodily nature of the burden that 
society has imposed on the child. The parents, like every other member of 
the society, “are gone to praise God and his priest and king” (line 11), while 
the child is “taught […] to sing the notes of woe” (line 8). The priest and the 
king, representing the church and the crown that the sweeper has no access to, 
“make up a heaven of [the children’s] misery” (line 12). This statement, apart 
from pointing out that heaven is made out of romanticizing the misery of the 
abandoned, reveals that it is their misery and their abandonment that render 
the making of heaven possible. In other words, the child’s voice is a testament 
to the true horrors of humanity. As in the previous poem, this poem unmasks 
human society and its institutions, by stripping off the façade of benevolence.
 The speaker of William Blake’s “London” is one who journeys 
through what is being mapped – as opposed to the stationary viewer of a 
prospect at a vantage point. It is a poem about mapping, but here, mapping is 
not cartographical; it is embodied in nature³. The speaker “wander[s]” through 
the “chartered streets” along the “chartered Thames” as he “marks” not the 
cityscape of London, but rather the “weakness” and “woe” in each “face” he 
meets (lines 1-4). The abstract notions of weakness and woe are quantified 
as physical “marks” on the “face” of each citizen. The “mind-forged manacles” 
(line 8) that the speaker hears, represent the corporealized manifestation of the 
intangible mind which not only forges the shackles that represent London, but 
is also confined by it. What is remarkable here is that such a mapping through 
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visual “mark[ing]” now shifts to an aural marking of the “cry” of Man and that 
of the infant, along with every “voice” and “ban” (lines 5-7). The aspect, here, 
does not remain constrained to any one kind of sensory perception: woeful 
weakness and banned voices dismantle and deface the face of humanity both 
through visual and auditory lattices of cognition. 
 The chimney sweeper’s loud “cry” in “London” is juxtaposed with 
the “sigh” of the hapless soldier in the third stanza, which is an acrostic; the 
first letters of each line spells the word “HEAR”. The aural coordinates, 
although continuing, is here translated into visuality. The cry “appalls” the 
church (line 10), which itself comprises corporeal imagery – appalling literally 
means to grow pale, thus appropriating the cry into pallor. The soldier’s sigh, 
too, is materialized into blood which runs “down palace walls” (lines  11-12). 
Unlike these cries and sighs, the “youthful Harlot’s curse” (lines 13-14) need 
not be concretized visually, because its impact is clear in the way it “[b]lasts” 
(line 15) the infant’s ear. The curse also “blights with plague the Marriage 
hearse” (line 16), which juxtaposes marriage with death, thus, bringing 
the embodied mapping of London to a climax. The image of blighting, or 
infecting something with plague, is of a pathological kind. The degeneration of 
London as well as the defacement of its institutions (the church and marriage) 
manifest themselves literally in a terribly diseased body: disfigured and dying.
 Both sections in this paper have examined how the human face/
figure is eroded and pared away by Blake’s staunch criticism of anthropocentric 
exclusivity. That brings me to the last section where I explore how, in Blake’s 
view, the human figure does not remain autonomous at all, because it has 
never been such. Rather, the human has always been entangled with what he 
attempts to distinguish as the non-human.

HUMAN AT THE INTER-FACE
 Discounting coherence and autonomy of the human figure, Blake’s 
speakers in this section of the paper, I propose, posit the human as enmeshed 
with the nonhuman. Lacking a unique organic face or a figure, therefore, the 
human is always already at the interface with machinery or with animals: dis-
organ-ized to the core. The poor children in William Blake’s “Holy Thursday” 
(from Innocence) symbolize a systematic reduction of the human, like that in 
the case of disciplined factory workers inseparable from their synchronously 
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organized workings of industrial machinery. 
 Although figuring in the poem’s first line as bearing their “innocent 
faces clean” (line 1), “[t]he children walking two and two in red and blue and 
green” (line 2) reveals the ordered regimented manner of their march. The 
onomatopoeic resonance of synchronized mechanical parts is unmistakable 
in the phrase “hum of multitudes” (line 7), that equates the children with 
large scale industrial machinery. Such a multitude does not only disfigure the 
human by upholding the inhuman rooted in the so-called humane piety, but 
also incorporates the animal – like the very first poem discussed in this paper 
– by rendering the children as “multitudes of lambs” (line 7). The cacophonic 
“harmonious thunderings” (line 10) – which amplify the human-animal-
technology assemblage – blows up, as it were, on the clean innocent ‘faces’ that 
this poem starts with.
 In Blake’s “The Lamb” the human speaker can name the creature 
and its creator with ease and certainty. In “The Tyger”, however, the inability to 
classify the animal or trace its genealogy is the major source of human anxiety. 
In this poem, the apprehension is clearly reflected as the awestruck speaker 
asks, “[w]hat immortal hand or eye / Could frame thy fearful symmetry?” (lines 
3-4), and “[d]id he who made the Lamb make thee?” (line 20). Here, ‘framing’ 
is used both in the sense of creating as well as containing. Tracing the origin 
of the Tyger not only involves creating a taxonomical ‘frame’-work but also 
objectifies the creature to be conveniently classified and contained within such 
a label. 
 Attributes like “dread feet” (line 12), “deadly terrors” (line 16), and 
“fearful symmetry” (line 4) bestow the animal with a monstrosity. Owing to 
its “ontological liminality” the monster, according to Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, 
questions “binary thinking” and is a “harbinger of category crisis” (6). Eluding 
simple binary distinctions of man/animal, tamed/wild, organic/inorganic, 
Blake’s Tyger is represented as a monster that belongs to the “forests of the 
night” (line 2) or the “distant deeps or skies” (line 5). Cohen says that the 
monsters “can be pushed to the farthest margins of geography and discourse” 
but they always return and “ask us to reevaluate our cultural assumptions” that 
make them monstrous in the first place (20). Escaping classification, being 
feared as a monster, and being cast out farthest distances, the Tyger does make 
the speaker re-evaluate the binary distinctions which are never adequate, as 
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discussed below.
 The speaker in the poem cannot even think of the Tyger as a whole, 
as the creature is described metonymically through only its disjointed organs 
(“eyes”, “heart”, “feet”, “brain”), rendering it to be machine-like, automaton-
like. The furnace where the Tyger’s parts are forged and assembled – where the 
heart is beaten into animation – is also organ-ized by its parts (the hammer, 
the chain, the anvil). If the animal and the technological are amalgamated 
here, the demarcating line that separates the human from either animals or 
mechanical parts also starts to erode. Erica Fudge, in her book, Animal, points 
out that humans have often established their humanity by pitting themselves 
against the animal which is “both like and not like [them]” (9). The anxiety 
of the speaker in “The Tyger” is not only towards the fearful symmetry of the 
Tyger, but towards a lurking similarity between himself and the beast. This 
recognition is marked by the shift from the distinction – between the shoulder 
of the creator and the heart of the Tyger – to the ambivalence of “dread”-fully 
fungible hand and feet:

And what shoulder and what art
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
And when the heart began to beat,
What dread hand and what dread feet? (lines 9-12)

 While the “shoulder” clearly belongs to the creator/artist who 
conceives of the animal, and “thy heart” belongs to the Tyger, the ambivalent 
syntax of the lines does not clearly state whose hand and feet are spoken of. If 
they are the Tyger’s, then the animal is anthropomorphized with a human limb 
(hand); and if they belong to the human, then the “dread”-fulness signifies 
his own monstrosity which equates him with the creature. The “twist” of the 
sinews, entails a subliminal pun, as it is also a twist that disrupts and reverses the 
human observer and the animal subject by indistinguishably interchanging the 
“hand” and “feet” of man and beast. According to Cary Wolfe, the nonhuman 
animal is never “other-than-human”, but an “infra-human” (17); which is 
to say, as observed in the poem, the Tyger is already always constitutive of 
the human. The rendition of dismembered animal/human anatomical parts 
also resists the coherence of a whole organism, and, therefore, exemplifies 
what Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari call body-without-organs which “is 
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opposed not to the organs but to that organization of the organs called the 
organism” (158). 
 The imagery of the furnace along with the metonymical 
representations of the animal and the human parallel to mechanical parts in 
the poem facilitate the disintegration of any organ-ized category, implying that 
the relations between the organic and the mechanical are always in flux. The 
Tyger, thus, represents the cyborg marked by its commitment, using Haraway’s 
words, to “partiality, irony, intimacy, and perversity” and being “wary of holism, 
but needy for connection” (9). Therefore, the fiery industrial setting – with 
its violent cacophonic tones of the hammer, the anvil, and the chain – that 
forges the “fearful symmetry” of the beast is quite ironically depicted in perfect 
harmonious (sym)metrical verse. Such symmetry (i.e., in its etymological 
sense of sharing common/interrelated parts) is referred to as ‘fearful’ precisely 
because the anthropocentric voice of the speaker finds it difficult to define the 
human as distinct from animals and/or machines. 
 Acknowledging that human existence is always already entangled 
with the construct of the Tyger in the poem, the only way left for the speaker to 
think of his humanity, as Blake suggests via the accompanying illustration (see 
fig. 1), is through recognizing himself in the animal. Far from being monstrous, 
the anthropomorphized Tyger in the illustration bears a human face mirroring 
the smile of the creator/artist.
 

Fig. 1. The Tyger, Copy A Plate 37. William Blake. 1794.
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 The question in the poem, “Did he smile his work to see?” (line19), 
subtly points to this recognition of a human aspect in the Tyger’s. The syntactic 
arrangement of the question reveals how the ‘work’ (i.e., the constructed Tyger) 
is smiled into existence; or in other words, how a human smile is inscribed onto 
the Tyger. Giorgio Agamben argues that the human does not possess a face, 
and must shape it at his own discretion (29). According to him, the humanist 
discovery of man is that he lacks himself, and therefore, “must recognize 
himself in a non-man in order to be human” (30; 27). Following from that, I 
argue, the suggestion through Blake’s illustration is, perhaps, that in order to 
recognize his own human face, the artist/creator of the poem humanizes the 
Tyger with a smile4. What is fearful here, then, is the unmistakable symmetry 
that seamlessly and irrevocably equates the animal’s face with the human’s. 
The constant attempt of creating and sustaining a clear distinction between 
the human and the animal, therefore, remains an irreconcilable struggle, 
whereby the human face – or a humane one – can only be forged by/through 
the nonhuman animal.

CONCLUSION
 The poems, thus, represent the construction, deconstruction and 
reconstruction of such faces in the futile effort of recognizing the distinction 
between the self and the other. Noting the reinstated anthropocentric drive 
behind such an ethical stance, Slavoj Žižek argues that the most ethical way 
of facing the other is through the suspicion, recognition and embracement of 
the “[o]therness of a human being reduced to inhumanity” (160). The speakers’ 
rendition of the human figure, as we have seen above, as well as the futility in 
trying to inscribe/describe a face, refers precisely to such an inhumanity within 
his “faceless monster” (Žižek 185). What is at play in all these songs is similar 
to what Derrida calls “prosopagnosia”, or the impulse to find “resemblances 
between faces, to recognize them, and then to recognize them no longer” 
(qtd. in Lukacher 93). The speakers in their quest of recognizing what they 
call the ‘human’ come to the verge of recognition only to be presented with 
an incomplete, fragmented, disfigured image. Not being able to recognize 
himself, the human is always in the perpetual struggle to face and de-face 
himself.
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NOTES
 1. According to Michel Foucault, ‘man’ is a recent invention (422). 
If man was born in the Renaissance, he grew out of his infancy, according 
to Immanuel Kant, during the age of Enlightenment (qtd. in Davies 119) 
as his position at the center of the universe became unquestionable. By the 
time humanism reaches the Romantic age, the individuality and identity of 
man became a major preoccupation (Day 4). Traditionally, studies of English 
Romanticism focusing on the question of the human revolves around the quest 
for the human self, or a human identity, as pitted against the nonhuman world 
or nature. Even if the human is embedded in nature, the binary trope of ‘man/
nature’ retains the individualistic dualism in order to establish human identity. 
However, Blake strongly suggests – as demonstrated in this paper – that such 
deterministic innateness of ‘man’ is merely an illusion constructed by man himself.
 2. For this study, eight songs are selected from the Songs of Innocence 
and of Experience (henceforth referred to as Songs). All of these texts, in some 
way or the other, depict Blake’s struggle with recognizing and debunking faces 
of human/ity.
 3. The “thematic of surveillance” that Pramod Nayar explores in his 
discussion of this poem–similar to what I call ‘mapping’ in this discussion – 
works on visual, aural, as well as bodily/corporeal level (328).
 4. For related ideas on the ethics and politics of face recognition 
and the loci of faciality, see Cary Wolfe’s brief discussion of Emmanuel 
Levinas, Jacques Derrida, and Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in What is 
Posthumanism? U of Minnesota P, 2010, pp.147-148.
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THE MURDER SHE RE-WROTE: IN THE CUT, 
FROM SUSANNA MOORE’S NOVEL TO JANE 

CAMPION’S FILM ADAPTATION

Luigi De Angelis Soriano, Western University

ABSTRACT
 The erotic novel In the Cut, by Susanna Moore, and its film 
adaptation, by Jane Campion, share plot lines, characters, and a femme-centric 
nature. Simultaneously, they represent distinctive authorial visions and reveal 
differences inherent to their intermedial relation. This essay examines the 
interaction between the book and its adaptation through selected passages 
and scenes. The selection shows the literary devices employed by the novel 
to evoke the main character’s inner life and the cinematic techniques that 
suggest it in the film. Also, this essay highlights the importance of sexual 
explicitness to produce meanings in both works. Finally, this article explains 
how the gendered artistic visions of Moore and Campion, as well as Meg 
Ryan’s unusual presence in the film, subvert the generic conventions of the 
erotic noir thriller. 

Keywords: adaptation, intermediality, Jane Campion, Susanna Moore, Meg 
Ryan, In the Cut, women’s cinema, women’s literature, noir, erotic thriller, 
sexuality 

INTRODUCTION
 When it comes to analyzing In the Cut, the interstices between the 
1995 novel by Susanna Moore and the 2003 film adaptation by Jane Campion 
become lush green fields where sensations, words, and bodies grow in meaning 
and produce an array of thoughts. Discreet and radical alterations take place 
in the transition of the plot from book to film; nonetheless, the dynamic 
feels fluent. Moore and Campion assert their own styles; simultaneously, in a 
general sense, they often share a sort of “female vision.” The novel and the film 
exist within the terms of their respective artistic forms; however, they agree on 
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embracing a tantalizing carnality. Both works are stand-alone creations, while 
they also suggest fruitful reciprocity. This is not surprising, considering that the 
script of the film was co-written by Campion and Moore (with the additional 
collaboration of Stavros Kazantzidis). 
 Robert Stam refers to theoretical ideas from Julia Kristeva’s 
intertextuality, Gérard Genette’s transtextuality, and Mikhail Bakhtin’s 
dialogism in order to highlight the “endless permutation of textualities” as a 
starting point to rethink the phenomenon of film adaptations (8). According 
to Stam, the relationship of the novel with the film is an “amorous exchange 
of textual fluids” that involves the “linguistic energy” of literature and the 
“audio-visual-kinetic-performative energy” of film. Therefore, in order to 
analyze adaptations in a productive manner, Stam replaces the pervasive 
focus on “fidelity” with an interest in “transfers of creative energy,” “readings,” 
“interpretations,” among other concepts that promise richer lines of analysis 
(46). Within this intellectual development, In the Cut constitutes a fertile field 
to examine the interactions between literary and filmic text.  
 The plot lines of both the book and the film can be summarized in 
common terms. Frannie Avery1 is a college professor of creative writing in New 
York City. She lives by herself in a small apartment located in the underbelly 
of lower Manhattan. One day, by accident, the protagonist witnesses an intense 
sexual encounter between a man and a woman. She is able to attain some 
physical details of the participants, but not a consistent image that could lead 
her to their accurate identification. Later on, the inert body of the unidentified 
woman is found, showing signs of a cruel murder. Suddenly, Frannie finds 
herself in the midst of a police investigation conducted by Detective Malloy, 
which marks the beginning of a dark erotic adventure. 
 Within the universe of In the Cut, Frannie devotes part of her time to 
the compilation of urban slang for a dictionary she plans to edit. Like a girl who 
picks flowers along the green fields, this cultivated loner often walks through 
bleak streets gathering words such as yams, coop and meow. As a strategy aimed 
to provide clarity to this essay, I emulate Frannie’s word-searching proclivity 
by grasping key terms that contribute to an effective presentation of this 
relationship. Organized in couplets, the following paragraphs gravitate around 

1. In the novel the main character remains unnamed. Frannie Avery, her name from the 

film adaptation, is employed in this the essay to refer to the character.
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these terms: words and images; gender and genre. 

WORDS AND IMAGES
 Literature and film are artistic expressions that rely on words and 
images; however, the degree of explicitness concerning the use of one or 
another differs depending on the medium. In the Cut, as a novel and film, 
offers rich material to analyze how these elements interact and modulate 
the respective artistic creations. This section concentrates on how words and 
images relate to the point of view and sexual explicitness of In the Cut, as both 
literary and filmic text. 
 One of the most entertaining aspects of Susanna Moore’s novel is 
that the reader is able to know in detail the protagonist’s thoughts. Narrated 
in first person voice and constantly applying literary devices such as stream 
of consciousness and interior monologue, these passages reveal the central 
character as a fully realized woman with a complex inner life and a wry sense 
of humor. From the earliest paragraphs, her thoughts friskily build her own 
detailed characterization. The following excerpt, in which she refers to her 
students, constitutes an example: 

Some of them admitted that before completing the Virginia Woolf 
assignment they’d smoked a little dope and it had helped. They 
make these confessions to me in a shyly flirtatious way, as if they 
were trying to seduce me. Which of course, they are. Not sexually, 
but almost sexually. It would be sexual if they knew any better. And 
some day they will. Know better. (Moore 4)

 This passage represents the self-consciousness of the novel regarding 
its narrative style and, more importantly, provides key information about the 
protagonist. By referencing Virginia Woolf, the main character offers a meta 
connection–after all, she works long hours in “a room of her own”–and also 
alludes to the device that defines crucial portions of her narrative. Moreover, 
the rest of the passage engages the reader in a casual manner, revealing the 
woman’s openness towards her students, as well as the quirky and laid-back 
approach to her own sexual appeal. There is an underlying cockiness in the 
way she recognizes the flirtatious tendencies of her pupils; yet, there is some 
warmth in the way she highlights their ingenuousness. 
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 In the novel, the protagonist’s inner reflections on language are 
embedded in an irreverent zest. Her observations are often sexual, frank, and 
mordant. For instance, after a passage in which she narrates a fiery sexual 
encounter with Malloy, she immediately goes back to her interest in urban 
slang and thinks: “I’ve been using stand-up blow job incorrectly. I thought 
it meant that the man was standing during the act, or that it was so good it 
deserved an ovation. But it means getting a blow job from a girl who is short” 
(Moore 121). This type of transition provides nuance to the story and reveals 
more layers about a character for whom an intellectual understanding of words 
means making sense, living, even surviving. The fact that her incisive remarks 
take place as thoughts and not as dialogue confirms her position as a loner with 
a peculiar inner life.
 For the film adaptation, Jane Campion refuses to employ the 
voice-over device. Instead, the filmmaker asserts Frannie’s centrality and 
characterization through an emphatic gaze. Alexia Bowler connects literary 
modernism and Hélène Cixous’s theory on the écriture feminine with Campion’s 
“articulation of selfhood and subjectivity.” Concerning modernist literature, 
Bowler explains, “Frannie, like the flâneur of modernist novels such as James 
Joyce’s Ulysses (1922) and Virginia Woolf ’s Mrs Dalloway (1925), is an observer 
of all of humanity’s interactions and of the life of the city.” Connecting the idea 
of modernist literature and the écriture feminine, she expresses that “Campion’s 
film also has affinities with a cinematic modernist aesthetic which attempts 
to find new modes of expression –the mix of poetic realism and cinema vérité 
contributes to the film’s sense of fragmentation, its looseness of plot and non-
linearity” (105).
 The filmmaker’s intimate cinematic eye consistently foregrounds 
the main character’s physicality and shows images from her point of view. For 
example, every time Frannie commutes, the viewer is able to observe literary 
passages exhibited in the subway (this is described in the novel too). The 
fonts are beautifully presented, accompanied by a blur cinematic effect that 
insinuates Frannie’s mental processes. In one of these scenes, she reads a line 
from A Song of My Song, a poem of the Seneca people: “It’s off in the distance. 
It came into the room. It’s here in the circle.” Her voice is audible, and her tone 
suggests an emotional connection with the text. The camera produces a delicate 
gaze, taking its time to register her liquid eyes in awe, as well as her trembling 
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hands. Immediately, the viewer experiences an illusion of first person. There is 
an anguished young bride wearing a voluptuous wedding dress, waiting for the 
metro in company of, presumably, her relatives. The camera shows Frannie’s 
face conveying the sensual yearning that this nearly surreal image evokes.
 The film adaptation takes a path that sacrifices the amusing flow 
of words from the darkly humorous original text. However, Campion’s 
characterization of Frannie Avery is vivid in its own terms and within the 
possibilities offered by the cinematographic format. According to Bowler, the 
filmmaker utilizes the technique of “haptic visuality”–described as a way to 
provide “a densely textured and ‘tactile’ filmic encounter, taking account of the 
embodied experience”–to replace the traditional male gaze with an invitation 
to the protagonist’s “sensory world,” in which the viewer is able to accompany 
her through a series of sensuous and emotional experiences (106).
 Furthermore, Campion shows a generous amount of trust in her 
leading lady. Meg Ryan–a popular comedienne, but underrated dramatic 
actress–utilizes the expressiveness of her face and body, communicating in 
a potent manner Frannie’s unspoken thoughts, desires, and feelings.  For 
instance, an early scene shows her in an appointment with Cornelius, one of 
her students, in a bar discussing a writing assignment. He explains to her that 
as a writer he can assume different points of view: “You know I got vision. 
You know I got Africa vision. You know I got... bitch vision.” The student’s 
utterances are provocative and the camera lingers for a while on his full lips 
to imply sensuality; however, it immediately places the interest on Ryan’s 
reaction to the word “bitch,” and the result is compelling. The mouth unable 
to complete the grin, the delight in her eyes, the way she instinctively looks 
down, all of them are hints of a performance abundant in soft touches that 
are illuminating when it comes to bring to life a complex character, both 
intelligent and doubtful, cocky and shaky. 
 Campion expresses Frannie’s inner life through the visual 
representation of literary elements and a special emphasis on revelatory 
moments. For example, after a scene where she reads in the metro the phrase 
“under a ticket of kisses,” from a poem by García Lorca, the camera shows 
her writing the excerpt in a notebook, reading it aloud, reflecting on it, and 
watching with fascination the torso of a person who approaches wearing a 
t-shirt with the word “kisses” printed several times on it. Tincknell observes, 
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“In the Cut is saturated with visual signs of the verbal, reflecting Frannie Avery’s 
professional interest in slang and the misuse of language” (36-7). According to 
Tincknell, the interior voice of the heroine does not disappear, but it is “[i]
ntermittent not monologic, more frequently employed to express wonder than 
to rehearse cynicism.” Her conclusion is that Campion does not “replicate” 
Frannie’s inner world, but “evokes” it (43).  
 Moore’s passages open the possibility to know the main character 
through her consistent narration in first person and frequent flows of thoughts. 
Campion’s scenes are aesthetically composed in ways that piece together a 
whole world for the protagonist’s journey as a loner in search of sexual and 
romantic satisfaction. Additionally, her camera emphasizes her leading actress, 
capturing a performance that suggests pure feelings and brings a sense of 
fulfillment. To sum up, Moore’s reliance on words and Campion’s reliance on 
images provide distinctive portrayals of a complex woman that are autonomous 
in their own contexts, while complementary and reciprocal at the same time. 
 An aspect in which book and film coincide is their sexual explicitness. 
In the Cut, as literary and filmic text, does not merely portrays sexual intercourse 
in an overt manner to generate some interest in the reader/viewer or to make 
the action progress. On the contrary, its raw sexuality is an integral part of 
the whole project in terms of a deeper understanding of the characters and 
the story. The novel and the movie depend on the stirring carnality of these 
representations in order to convey in expressive manner the heroine’s voyage 
through the streams of corporal desire and romantic fantasy. 
 In the novel, there is a passage in which the protagonist describes 
how Malloy provides her pleasure during their first sexual encounter. The 
following is an excerpt that exemplifies Moore’s uninhibited writing style: 

He put his tongue inside of me, in my vagina, in my ass, and then he 
lifted my hips and turned me so that I was on my back, my legs over 
the side of the bed, bent at the knee, and he kneeled on the floor, his 
fingers inside of me, too, hooked deep inside, the way a man carries 
something hooked on a finger over his shoulder, and he sucked my 
clitoris into his mouth. (Moore 78-9)

 This example shows how Moore sustains the narrative through 
the protagonist’s thoughts. The ideas seem haphazardly incorporated, and 
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the pauses marked by the commas evoke an intermittence that results in a 
credible flow of thoughts recalling an intense sexual experience. Frannie lives 
the intimacy with Malloy in her own flesh and the repetition of the possessive 
adjective “my” highlights this particular experience: “my vagina,” “my ass,” “my 
hips,” “my clitoris.” Moore’s explicit language situates the prominence of these 
sensations in the body of the heroine. When interpreting Michiko Kakutani’s 
review of the novel, David Richard indicates “that language has a palpable 
force, reflected through both the literary allusion and reflexivity that structures 
the narrative” (151). In a similar fashion, Richard confirms the ability of the 
novel to describe the protagonist’s “voyeurism and pleasure” and also “her 
tactile experience” (155). 
 Still narrated in the first person voice from the main character’s 
perspective, the next paragraphs are not a flow of thoughts but a detailed 
dialogue between Frannie and Malloy. This dialogue starts because the woman, 
fascinated by the man’s sexual performance, asks who taught him the arts of 
pleasure. Then, with an anecdotical tone and the structure of a short story, 
Malloy goes back to the time when he was an inexperienced 15-year-old guy 
working for a butcher shop. “The first time I ate a broad, it was the Chicken 
Lady” (Moore 80), he says remembering his sexual episodes with an older 
married woman. The following excerpt embodies the importance of explicit 
language to bring the story to life:

She said, did I want her to show me what women like. I said yes. It 
was hard to get my hand inside of her. She had a meaty, fat pussy. 
You had to go all the way down to the bottom of her snatch to get 
your finger in. It was so strange once you got your finger in, it was 
like sticking your finger in the ocean. If she was sitting on me, I used 
to think she pissed on me. Hot liquid on my balls. (Moore 81)

 This passage is part of a lengthier account that explains Malloy’s 
sexual proficiency, but certainly reaches more productive goals. The words 
are mostly crude and, in this sense, they reaffirm the sexual openness of 
the whole project. These words convey the carnality of the moment; they 
are straightforward (“hot liquid on my balls”), but there is also chance for 
figurative speech (“the ocean”). Although the one who tells the story is Malloy, 
constantly described as a manly man, the ultimate field of pleasure is mostly 
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vaginal, always experimental, decidedly feminine. This is confirmed by the line 
in which Malloy reveals with ease: “I asked her if women liked to have their 
asses licked and she said yes. She asked me if men liked to have their asses 
licked and I said no, and she licked me, and yes, I liked it” (Moore 81). 
 Campion embraces the strength of the erotic passages of the novel 
and brings them to life in her motion picture. In fact, the two excerpts used 
as examples above are faithfully recreated by the filmmaker. The scene in 
which Malloy (Mark Ruffalo) performs cunnilingus on Frannie conveys the 
same sensations that the passage of the novel does. While Ruffalo simulates 
convincingly the sexual act, Meg Ryan expresses Frannie’s feelings through a face 
submerged in ecstasy. The camera registers these reactions and also gazes gently 
and shakily at her naked body in its entirety. The tangled hands of the lovers, 
the emphasis on the woman’s feet, Campion’s attention to details highlights 
Frannie’s experience through her body. Though explicit, the scene preserves 
some restraint. The sexual activity is simulated and the cinematographer (Dion 
Beebe) works with shades and light, avoiding the aesthetics of a porn flick. 
Unlike Moore and the fictional characters of her novel, Campion has to deal 
with the conventions of a rating system and the typical contractual provisions 
and ethical concerns involved in working with actors. 
 For the adaptation of the fragment in which Malloy recalls her sexual 
experiences with an older woman, Campion preserves a substantial part of the 
dialogue from the novel. Meg Ryan and Mark Ruffalo do full frontal nudity 
in this scene. The camera follows them in a casual way and the performers act 
with naturalness. The anecdote remains as tantalizing as it is told in the book, 
the language is explicit, the bodies of the woman and the man are both exposed 
before the eyes of the viewer; nonetheless, the way in which the elements are 
combined suggests matter-of-factness rather than the usually over the top 
and objectifying style of prototypical erotic thrillers with similar storylines. 
This combination of elements insinuates an approach that seeks to achieve 
transparency in the representation of sexual pleasure instead of sensationalism. 
 According to Kathleen McHugh, Jane Campion’s work regarding 
sexual relations can be perceived as divisive or even disturbing by the audience: 
“The films that make up her oeuvre explore characters’ agency, sexual desire, 
and drive for self-expression–forces that set them at odds with each other, 
with the environment, and also, particularly in the case of female characters, 
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with themselves” (2). Campion’s films have represented sexuality onscreen 
in ways that, as McHugh implies, can be seen as exercises of self-discovery 
and free expression. Some examples are the controversial erotic exchanges 
between Holly Hunter and Harvey Keitel in The Piano (1993), and the sharp 
interactions between Kate Winslet and Harvey Keitel in Holy Smoke! (1999). 
In both cases, the sexual frankness of the representation emphasizes female 
experience and motivates discussions on male/female relations. This attitude 
is consistently observed in the film In the Cut, whose original source offers an 
equally vivid representation of female sexuality.

GENDER AND GENRE
 Cultural production has a strong bond with gender construction. 
Barry Grant explains that film genres were “built upon gendered assumptions” 
from a white, male, and heterosexual perspective. According to Grant, “[g]
enerally, the action genres –adventure, war, gangster, detective, horror, science 
fiction and, of course, the western –were addressed to a male audience, while 
musicals and romantic melodramas (also known as ‘weepies’) were marketed 
as ‘women’s films’” (80). Although this notion has been challenged, it is 
appropriate to keep in mind that the genre system still has an impact on the 
way culture is produced, stories are told, and reality is represented. In the Cut, 
in both the novel and film formats, is a good example of the ways in which 
gendered visions transcend the limits of genre.
 Enough elements in the plot and the development of In the Cut 
suggest that it is a noir thriller. Hodgkins argues that the novel is, according 
to the generic conventions, “positively suffused with sexuality and violence, 
and written in a language that is both cool and cutting.” However, it operates 
“in a distinctly self-aware and revisionist fashion consciously reworking the 
tradition’s familiar generic markers in order to critically revisit [...] the ‘noir 
vision’ of hard-boiled crime stories from the 1930s and 1940s” (47–8). For 
instance, Hodgkins notes that Moore evokes the economic prose of noir 
novelists such as James M. Cain and Cornell Woolrich while, simultaneously, 
putting a woman in the center of the narrative and foregrounding female 
desire in a way that transgresses the conventions of the genre (51–2). The 
film works in a similar way, as McPhee notes, “[b]y making use of generic 
material as a framework, the film poses questions about the investment, male 
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and female, of spectatorial pleasure and fantasy in imagery of sex and violence, 
specifically the horrendous violence done to female bodies” (116). 
 According to Tincknell, Campion’s film In the Cut “embraces the tacit 
misogyny of film noir in order to expose it” (70). This is applicable to Susanna 
Moore’s novel too. For instance, in one scene from the film, Frannie talks to 
her students about To the Lighthouse, by Virginia Woolf, in order to explain the 
stream of consciousness literary device. A student immediately protests saying, 
“[n]othing happens in that book,” while another one adds: “Yeah, one old lady 
dies.” Sarcastically, Frannie asks: “And how many ladies have to die to make 
it good?” The student playfully responds: “At least three.” In the book there is 
a fragment with similar content. In an early stream of consciousness episode 
from the novel, the protagonist thinks about an assignment for her students: “I 
considered giving them Naipul to read, A Bend in the River or Guerrillas, but I 
decided that they would be so sensibly outraged by the beating, murdering and 
dismemberment of women that they might not be able to see the intelligence 
in the books” (Moore 3). The ironic component of these excerpts is that in 
the film three women die and in the book, near the end, there is an accurate 
description of the beating, murdering and dismemberment of a woman.
 Campion and Moore are conscious of the ubiquitousness of violence 
against women in literature and film. Filmmaker and writer ironize about this 
situation and present this type of violence from a female point of view. In the 
Cut is formally connected with many elements of noir; however, in essence it is 
a character study of a woman facing fear, learning about her sexual desire, and 
making sense of her world through her passion for literature. Certainly, these 
ingredients modify the formula, producing a story that takes an unexpected 
direction. 
 In the final scene of the film, Frannie survives the attack of the 
mysterious murderer. In this strange sequence, she confronts him, memories 
from a story of her mother come to her mind (this is an exclusive invention 
for the film, intermittent bits of a dreamlike sequence that is a metaphor for 
a disturbing story of the protagonist’s parents), and, ultimately, she is able to 
kill her attacker. Uplifting music accompanies her while she walks barefoot 
and covered by blood to join her lover. In the final passage of the novel, the 
central character does not survive. While she is suffering the attack, the event 
is described in detail in the first person voice. The passage leaves a taste of 
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distress in the reader. Campion explains this change: “While Susanna and I 
really love each other we’re different people. I’m an optimist and a survivor 
(...) but she is kind of a sadder person, more fatalistic” (qtd. in Verhoeven 64). 
However, as radically different as they are, the endings of both novel and film 
challenge preconceived notions of the noir thriller: in the film for its romantic, 
albeit ambiguous, candid turn; in the book for giving the female victim the 
opportunity to speak during her own killing. 
 McHugh reinforces the idea that In the Cut reworks the notion 
of genre from a gender perspective. She explains, “Campion strategically 
incorporates fragments of poetry, literature by women, and melodramatic and 
romantic tropes that duplicate elements of the thriller” (132-3). Pertinently, 
McHugh also remarks that “[t]he film does not generate suspense in the lead 
up to or the murders of any of the women […]. Instead of such generically 
graphic material, the film implements pictorial and verbal senses of the word 
‘graphic’” (133). The film and the novel are in love with words; thus they present 
pieces of literature with fervor and beauty. This idea from the novelist and 
the filmmaker emphasizes Frannie’s inner journey rather than the murders, 
providing the keys to the reader/viewer in order to interpret the material as 
something more, and often distinct, than what its generic framework indicates. 
 Another aspect that plays an important role is the characterization of 
the heroine of the story. Frannie is a divorced, middle-aged, English professor. 
Her interest in the underbelly of the city is limited to academics since she 
passionately devotes her time to the collection of slang. As a character, she 
has nothing to do with the typical female stereotypes found in most erotic 
noir thrillers. She is not a prostitute with the heart of gold, a gangster moll, 
or a femme fatale of any sort. She barely resembles the stereotype of the 
naive potential victim; however, she is not naive enough, and ultimately the 
character has many other layers that define her better than the mere fact that 
she is exposed to an abstract sense of danger during the whole running time of 
the film. Frannie’s complexity and multidimensionality makes her an atypical 
protagonist for a noir thriller. This element marks another way in which the 
material defies the standards of the genre and states its interest in themes that 
are rarely part of the conventional milieu. 
 In the film, the idea of a main character slightly out of place of 
its generic environment is reinforced by Campion’s casting choice. In a 
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movie whose style and plot require a leading lady of certain edge, perhaps 
obvious casting choices would have been Julianne Moore or Gillian Anderson. 
Instead, the protagonist is Meg Ryan, an actress who built a successful career 
mainly through commercial romantic comedies. Her clean, sweet, moderate, 
and almost virginal persona onscreen projected her as the ideal of old-school 
American virtue that many women wanted to imitate and many men wanted 
to have as a girlfriend or wife. This risky casting decision is the ultimate touch 
of subversion for a project that constantly questions and juggles with the 
elements of the genre it supposedly belongs to. As Richard (157) and Bowler 
(97) suggest, the presence of Ryan in the film demystifies Hollywood’s idea of 
romance. 
 It is clear that Moore and Campion play crucial roles in order to 
challenge preconceived generic notions of noir; nonetheless, Meg Ryan 
completes this experience and becomes equally important. Mick LaSalle, in 
his film review, provides some lines that are worthy of mention. He asserts that 
“Ryan is both an actress and a mystery, and the film benefits from our not quite 
knowing what to make of her.” He further adds, “[h]er serene neurotic energy 
and repressed anger are so convincing it’s hard to know if we’re watching the 
actress or the role. It’s the best work Ryan has ever done” (LaSalle “Sordid sex 
in the city”). Indeed, Ryan’s casting proves to be not merely provoking, but, in 
fact, inspired and effective. She makes Frannie volatile and fascinating in a way 
that epitomizes the vivid reconfiguration of a genre before the viewers’ eyes.

CONCLUSIONS
 In the Cut, novel and film adaptation, exemplifies the differences 
between literature and cinema regarding the use of words and images. In the 
novel, Susanna Moore relies on the first person voice to convey the personal 
journey of the protagonist, expressing with freedom her flows of thoughts. In 
the film adaptation, Jane Campion employs cinematic resources in order to 
convey Frannie’s rich inner life, relying on the visual representation of words 
and bodies, and trusting in the expressiveness of Meg Ryan, her leading lady. 
The filmmaker engages the viewer through a rich sensorial experience filled 
with imagery.
 Sexual explicitness is a characteristic that both the novel and the film 
share. Moore’s book utilizes words to overtly convey the raw sexuality of her 
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literary project. Through images, Campion’s film reproduces this erotic energy 
with similar frankness. The sexual explicit content is not gratuitous; in both 
works, it adds intensity and meaning to areas that the story explores: sexual 
fantasies, pleasure, self-discovery, and the experience from the woman’s body. 
 The novel and the film share some conventions associated to the 
erotic noir thriller. Nonetheless, Moore and Campion subvert them in order 
to produce distinctive works. The generic conventions provide an intriguing 
framework, but do not limit the content of the story. The puzzling presence 
of Meg Ryan–widely identified with Hollywood romantic comedies and an 
almost angelic onscreen persona–epitomizes, in the film, the subversive nature 
of the project, challenging the viewers’ expectations and providing a mysterious 
quality to the central character. 
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SAKHI:
QUEERING FEMALE RELATIONS IN AMRITA 

SHER-GIL’S ART

Shamini Kothari, Ashoka University

“We have never been queer, yet queerness exists for us as an ideality that can be 
distilled from the past and used to imagine a future. The future is queerness’s 

domain.”
Cruising Utopia - Jose Esteban Muñoz

QUEERING THE FEMINIST ARCHIVE
 ‘What makes a work of art queer’ is perhaps a less interesting 
question than ‘How to queer art’. The process of queering is active, a verb, a 
process and a political project. It is an act of building an archive, often where 
there is none. This essay is an attempt to queer the relationship between 
women in Amrita Sher-Gil’s art. 
 Amrita Sher-Gil was an Indo-Hungarian painter and is considered 
a pioneer of the modern art movement in India. She was at the forefront 
of the Bengal Renaissance1 movement and often combines precolonial styles 
of Indian art along with Western post-impressionism. Sher-Gil belongs to 
the archive of modernist and feminist art history, but, as I will show through 
this essay, these archives limit the potential for multiple interpretations and 
make invisible intimacies between the women. Through a queer reading, I aim 
to intervene and trouble the various dominant readings of Sher-Gil’s work, 
ones that do not address the intimacy between the women but focus on their 
unhappy, painful lives. These are largely feminist readings, and while they are 
important they stifle and close more porous interpretations that are queer in 
the sense that they have a “potentiality that cannot be articulated” ( Jagose 2). 
The paintings I choose to focus on in this essay are Bride’s Toilet (1937), Two 
Girls (1939) and Women Resting on a Charpoy (1940) along with references to 
certain other works. 
 For this paper, I borrow David Getsy’s definition of queer:
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Outlaw sensibilities, self-made kinships, chosen lineages, utopic 
futurity, exilic commitment, and rage at institutions that police the 
borders of the normal —these are among the attitudes that make up 
‘queer’ in its contemporary usage. (12)

 An important idea to point out is that of ‘self-made kinships’ which 
comes with an idea of intimacy. I would like to further build on the link 
between queerness and intimacy with the help of Lauren Berlant who states:

Rethinking intimacy calls out not only for redescription but for 
transformative analyses of the rhetorical and material conditions that 
enable hegemonic fantasies to thrive in the minds and on the bodies 
of subjects while, at the same time, attachments are developing that 
might redirect the different routes taken by history and biography. 
(268)

 
 In certain contexts, these intimacies and forms of kinship do not 
have a name, a language of their own, but are present and performative. They 
play out in domestic spheres, interior spaces, barely visible but charged on the 
surface. They take recourse of metaphors and hide behind other dominant 
norms. They are realized often through a furtive glance, the brush of a hand, 
intimate rituals performed together or erotic encounters in secret. Therefore, 
in this essay, I also propose the word ‘sakhi’ to encapsulate the relationships 
between the women in Amrita Sher-Gil’s paintings. 
 Although the word sakhi is not a pre-requisite term to art history 
but instead finds itself in Urdhu Rekhti poetry, Bhakti poetry and some parts 
of medieval literature. Sakhi literally means ‘a female friend, companion, lover’, 
and is a term of endearment women often use for their female friends and 
especially for their closest friend. Sakhi, therefore, embodies both the platonic 
and the erotic within queer lives amongst women in India. It does not replace 
queer, for here queer is used as a disciplinary framework and a mode of reading 
and intervention while simultaneously addressing its limitations. 
 I, therefore, suggest that Sakhi is queer, sakhi supplements queer, 
and sakhi queers, but it is context-specific. The universalization of queer has 
also meant that often it tends to glide over differences. Yet queer politics has 
critical capacity in the postcolonial for it is based on a politics that speaks back 
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to social norms, and negotiates (sometimes ruptures) what has come to be 
known as heteronormativity or ‘compulsory heterosexuality’ that eventually 
makes visible the violence of socio-legal categorizations employed through the 
colonial project. 
 Queer kinship in India is often elusive. It is even more subtle amongst 
women but easier in some other ways. Hetero-patriarchy, as we know, dictates 
that women must get married to men; they are not allowed to have sexual 
desires and their place is always in the home. In effect, this means that women 
have to constantly negotiate boundaries of self, subjectivity and sexuality. 
Within this oppressive hetero-patriarchy, they find intimacy in friendship, in 
being sisters-in-law and sometimes in more hierarchical relationships such 
as mother/daughter, aunt/niece or domestic help/employer. Since female 
friendships and intimacies are often deemed as ‘natural’ under patriarchy, the 
queer dimension in these relationships is simultaneously realized and invisible. 
This is why it is important to draw out these intimacies through what Gayatri 
Gopinath terms “scavenger methodology” that looks for queer lives in “the 
most unlikely of places – the ‘home’ being one such key location” (Impossible 
Desires 22). Queer lives have to be understood within their context, and this 
means introducing, or in this essay re-introducing, a language that is able to 
encapsulate both the in/visible and the il/legible. This project also gestures 
towards a vocabulary that can articulate the ambiguity of these relationships.
 My methodology involves locating the various critical intersections 
of Sher-Gil’s oeuvre; drawing connections between discourses around queer 
lives in India and the representation of female relationships; and finally, 
articulating the effect of such a reading. Through this reading, I will intervene 
in a critical canon, make visible tensions between feminist and queer readings, 
and, most important of all, attempt to enliven the women that Sher-Gil 
represented with such complexity. 

A TRYST WITH MODERNITY
 Amrita Sher-Gil (1913-41) is one of India’s most acclaimed modern 
artists. She paved the way for several female artists and laid the grounds for 
a new modernism. She is widely written about as an artist where most of the 
works focus on her biography or make use of it to read her art. She has also 
been hailed as a feminist icon for her representation of the “deprived” and for 
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representing women “not as victims but as real individuals who yearned for 
a world, outside their four walls--- a world they were capable of inhabiting” 
(Dalmia xiv); and to some extent these are the representations I wish to 
complicate and challenge. 
 Sher-Gil arrived at the art scene in India after her training at the 
École des Beaux Arts in Paris, in 1934. She was born in Budapest to a Sikh 
aristocrat father and a Hungarian mother in 1913. She had already created quite 
a name for herself in the art circles in Paris and soon “spearheaded the path 
of modernity in Indian art by imbuing her work with aspects of both Western 
and Eastern traditions” (Dalmia xiv).Her work was unique and steered away 
from the Modernist traditions in India at the time, represented in the works of 
painters such as Nandalal Bose, Rabindranath Tagore, Mukul Dey and various 
others largely clubbed under what was known as The Bengal School of art. 
Sher-Gil stood out among her contemporaries whose nationalism, as Khullar 
points out, “was invested in a return to the (pre-colonial) past, rather than in 
visions of the (postcolonial) future” (13).
 It is extremely difficult to define Sher-Gil’s art. She experimented 
with various styles from the West and East. “She perceived an essential kinship 
of Renoir and Bruegel with Mughal artists, of Gaugin with Basohli painting, 
and of Rubens with the artists of Mattancheri murals” (Khullar 155).This 
mélange of styles was the expression of her modernity that was the ability 
to go beyond borders of the national and the global. She chose to render this 
modernity through oil paintings, her preferred technique. Sher-Gil’s work 
stood at the cusp of modernity – a complex space of negotiation between the 
colonial and the post-colonial, tradition and modernity, and the East and West. 
Her influences were pre-colonial, her subjects both contemporary and rural, 
her style influenced by the School of Paris, one could argue there was already 
something queer about her art. 
 She mostly painted women and especially rural women in domestic/
interior spaces. While she painted the everyday, her women were incredibly 
complex, and there is a great detachment through which they seem to see the 
world, quite like Sher-Gil’s rendering of them. There is a fascinating tension 
between the stern formalist techniques of her paintings and the sensual, 
evocative mood that they create. The art historian, Karl Khandalavala reflects 
on this quality of her art:
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In the silent haunted faces that gazed out of her canvases, in the 
fierce interaction of colour which expressed her longings but which 
she sternly organized, in the relentless austerity of form which alone 
could reveal elemental truth, she saw, even if imperfectly, a vision 
of life – not of hope, peace and fortitude, but of stark inevitability 
which has crystallized into a religion. (qtd. in Dalmia 199)

 Her well–known paintings embodied a stillness of domestic life, 
a closed off space, and represented lives that were inaccessible in everyday 
encounters. Sher-Gil’s initial works (in Paris) were mostly self-portraits, nude 
studies or single portraits. In India, she paints scenarios, moments, encounters, 
and is often deeply invested in the existence of everyday subjects. While 
her Primitivist style and obsession with the ‘rural subjects’ is problematic 
from the perspective of caste/class especially,2 Sher-Gil’s art is subversive in 
the context of colonial patriarchal representations of women. She borrows 
stylistically from Gaugin but instead of the “symbols of ripe sexuality and 
tropical tranquility” (Khullar 44) in his Tahitian portraits, she paints herself 
as a Tahitian in Self-Portrait as a Tahitian. By marking the borders of how the 
West exoticizes the East onto her own body, Sher-Gil navigates the complex 
terrain between sexuality, post-colonialism and modernity. This allows for 
multiple interpretations; beyond the biographical, beyond a single-identity 
perspective. To read Sher-Gil and encounter her work is to simultaneously see 
threads of the Nation, modernity, sensuality, erotics and the fetishization of 
the other. The joy of her work is precisely this multiplicity. 

THE SAKHI-NESS OF SHER-GIL’S ART

“Love need not take an explicitly sexual form, but it is nearly always expressed 
in language of poetic excess and metaphoric power.”

Same-Sex Love in India - Ruth Vanita

 Languages in India do not have exact translations for identity 
markers such as gay, lesbian, etc., and, therefore, to some extent one can claim 
that there are no words in the vernacular for homosexual relationships. This is 
also because such a static, legible categorization of identities is fundamentally 
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a colonial project. There are instead approximations, variations, diversions or 
metaphors to depict the gaps between these identities. The question then is 
how one draws out these intimacies in cultural texts, and what vocabulary we 
can use to understand them.
 Giti Thadani’s book Sakhiyani is arguably the first to examine this 
chasm between language and lesbian life in India. She examines Hindu epics 
and ancient art to understand lesbian desire in Sanskrit, and by doing so 
builds a whole new archive, and provides an early postcolonial framework to 
understand sexuality in India. The archive that she examines reveals and makes 
legible the lesbian subject and female desire that have since been “masculinized, 
appropriated or subsumed within dominant male traditions” (Thadani 77). 
Ancient sculptures representing two female deities in an erotic stance would 
be inserted with a lingam.3 This violent act of heteronormativity and andro-
centrism meant that same-sex intimacy between women lay outside of the 
imagination of the Nation, and the lesbian, in the contemporary sense, becomes 
an ‘impossible subject’ (Gopinath, Impossible Desires 22). Thadani writes:

This absence represents itself above all through language. Words 
such as bhagini, sakhi, jami have lost their former sexual, cosmo-
social meanings and are simply translated as ‘sister’ and ‘woman 
friend’. (77)

 This intimate friend occupies the space of the unavailable lover; 
she is accessible and shares the same intellect and interests as that of her 
friend. Thus, there is an aspect of sameness that brings the two friends closer. 
Unlike western narratives where the friend occupies almost a secondary role 
or is simply an onlooker, the sakhi plays a far more important role in Indian 
narratives (Dasgupta 655-56).
 Women still refer to their friends as sakhis after marriage. In 
fact, there are rituals conducted in the ‘becoming’ of a sakhi, a promise, a 
commitment of lifelong friendship and affection. “The sakhi bond in many 
ways imitates or echoes some of the social and emotional aspects of the marital 
bond. Like marriage, the sakhi relationship is considered unique, deeply 
intimate, and entailing specific rule and obligations” (Pintchman 57-58). This 
ritual of becoming sakhi involves the exchange of various sweets and other 
food items. The ritual is performed by a slow exchange where one woman eats 
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a small part of the sweet and her ‘friend’ bites into the same piece after her. 
This goes back and forth, making promises of a life together regardless of the 
relationships they share with the men in their lives. As one can tell, this ritual 
is charged with eroticism and intimacy, and it involves an active rejection of 
the ‘opposite sex’, even within larger structures of heteronormativity. In her 
analysis of same-sex desire in Urdu Rekhti poetry,4 Ruth Vanita looks at how 
Rekhti sexualizes the sakhi and makes it explicit:

The Sakhi is an omnipresent figure in Hindu bridal mysticism—she 
functions as witness, go-between, and confidante for the heroine, 
who represents the human spirit yearning for god. The heroine of 
the heterosexual romance characteristically addresses her laments 
regarding separation from her divine male lover, to her woman 
friend. (42)

 
 The sakhi is, therefore, rarely the center of attention; she is always 
on the margin but crucial. Several paintings from Rajasthan miniatures (figure 
1) to Basohli paintings (figure 2) that Sher-Gil is influenced by, represent the 
god Krishna with his consort Radha and her sakhis. These works are highly 
homoerotic, and this eroticism is hidden in the idea of “play” represented 
through the Sringar Rasa.5  The sakhi was, therefore, an accessory to a 
heterosexual relationship but never the central figure. 
 When women would flirt it was subsumed under friendship, when 
their love was consummated she would still be read as a virgin, and finally, 
since marriage was never a choice for these women, there was no threat to 
monogamy. What is interesting then about the prevalence of sakhi is that 
she disrupts compulsory heterosexuality by her existence. She represents the 
leakages of queer intimacy; the ever-present friend and confidante who haunts 
heteronormative structures through her access to the heroine/central woman. 
It is impossible to see an image of a wedding as simply heterosexual once 
the sakhi has been made visible. Her oblique presence gestures towards the 
possibility of an alternative, the potential for queerness. 
 Sher-Gil’s women are not part of a clearly defined LGBT+ spectrum 
but neither are they heterosexual in the Western sense, for that vocabulary is 
limited, inflected with colonial epistemic projects, and also more importantly, 
anachronistic if applied today. It falls short of the tension and ambiguity 
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in these representations and often for how queer life is lived in India. The 
sensuality of the women, their repressed sexuality and sparks of intimacy have 
often been read as an oppressed silence due to patriarchy, poverty and trauma. 
 The word sakhi is able to combine both the queer dimension and the 
feminist perspective and it embodies the tension between them. Sakhi moves 
away from Western categories of sexuality and makes visible more amorphous 
forms of kinship and intimacy that these paintings represent, but it also takes 
into account larger structures of patriarchy that limit these women to perform 
their sexuality and gender in this specific way. To mobilize sakhi as a term 
with queer capacity allows an entire archive of art to ‘come out’, and develops 
new ways of seeing, but perhaps more radically, it allows for the potential of 
everyday life to be queered. 

QUEER SHADOWS IN BRIDE’S TOILET
 Sher-Gil’s painting Bride’s Toilet (figure 3) explicates some of the 
discussions around ‘sakhi’ made above. It is part of her South Indian trilogy 
of which the other two paintings are titled Brahmacharis and South Indian 
Villagers Going to Market, all completed in the year 1937.All the pictures in this 
series were everyday scenarios she was inspired by during her visit to South 
India and then were later painted with the help of live models in her studio 
in Shimla. “The South India trilogy was an exercise in bridging the worlds of 
imagination and experience to represent India in the form of the masses rather 
than as an exalted mother goddess” (Khullar 57).
 These paintings were said to have been inspired by the ornamental 
forms of Ajanta (Khullar 20). It is important to note that the Ajanta-Ellora 
sculptures (figure 4) are known to be representative of the most erotic art in 
India, especially in the pre-colonial era. These sculptures are also often used as 
‘evidence’ of homosexual desire/relations in contemporary debates surrounding 
homosexuality in India.
 The painting Brides Toilet represents a seemingly melancholic bride 
getting ready before her wedding, with two maids to her side helping her get 
dressed by applying oil to her hair while two children witness this ritual. The 
bride’s enigmatic expression is striking, and she seems to be looking away 
from the woman sitting in front of her. Yet it is clear that the focus of the 
painting is not the bride but the sakhis that surround her. There is a kind of 
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stillness to the painting, as if something is interrupted. “The two terracotta 
pitchers in the foreground of Bride’s Toilet, which mimic the rounded forms 
of the women’s bodies, function as visual metaphors for femininity” (Khullar 
131-32).This painting, along with several of her other works, is often read as 
another example of the melancholy and oppression present within the lives 
of rural women, and while the painting does embody a kind of melancholic 
atmosphere, there is something queer about the fact that “the sakhis dressing 
the bride carry none of the happy air of bidai⁶  instead there is pain at parting” 
(Maddox 457-58).
 Through the depiction of heteronormative rituals that are specific 
to women, the painting draws the viewer to also peek at intimacies played 
out on the surface that are often inaccessible. Same-sex desire or intimacy 
amongst women is played out in the everyday, in mundane, domestic activities 
often in negotiation with larger, oppressive patriarchal structures (such as 
marriage for example). If homoerotic or homo-social encounters for gay men 
are encountered in the public, it is in the domestic realm that queer intimacies 
are expressed for women, an idea that I explore further in the essay.
 Looking at Bride’s Toilet, one cannot deny that this space is rife 
with differences and hierarchies. The two maids are clearly dark skinned as 
compared to the bride, revealing differences in class and caste. This consistent 
play of dark and light is constitutive of primitive forms of art. But unlike 
Gaugin, it is not a colonial lens through which these figures are represented. 
Instead, Sher-Gil’s understanding of primitivism was reflected in how she saw 
negotiations between cultures. Her work is, therefore, wedged in a complex 
space between the West and the East, and the “orientalist” eye is evident 
in all her works. But her art is a product of a time where the relationship 
between some of these categories were being resignified by post-colonial and 
feminist frameworks. These complex negotiations are made explicit in the next 
painting, Two Girls (1939). 

GIRLS, INTERRUPTED: EROTIC ENCOUNTERS IN TWO GIRLS
 One of her other works, Two Girls (1939) (figure 5), painted when 
she returned to Hungary to marry Victor Egan, is “one of her largest” and 
“most enigmatic” works (“Amrita Sher-Gil…”). The painting represents two 
girls, one clearly fair and presumably European for she has blue eyes, and the 
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other, a dark-skinned girl in a white bed-sheet or blanket that she is holding 
onto. The latter has one of her arms crossing over her breasts and the other 
almost hiding her pubis. The fair-skinned girl is standing in a strong posture 
with a strong, steady gaze that seems to be directionless but unwavering with 
almond-like eyes, typical in the style of Modigliani. The dark-skinned girl is 
sitting on a chair, seems to be looking in another direction and has a far more 
vulnerable posture.
 It is easy to miss that the European girl has her arm around the other 
girl because her hand almost merges into the dark skin. Both women are in the 
nude. There is no escaping the body in this painting, and its erotic nature is not 
a subtext. To the point that “[s]ince the 1970s, [it] has been described as being 
emblematic of Amrita Sher-Gil’s much written about bisexuality”(“Amrita 
Sher-Gil…”). This is a limited reading, for it relies on the biographical and 
does not address the complex intersections of race and queer desire in the work 
itself.  The painting can be attributed to her bi-cultural lineage or her bisexuality, 
but the aim of this essay is to also move beyond the autobiographical because 
female artists are often not offered a space of imagination that is not eventually 
excavated from their lives. 
 The painting instead reminds one of Las Dos Fridas or Two Fridas by 
Frida Kahlo who Sher-Gil has often been compared to. Both these paintings 
contain within them a psychic breakdown, a split-self or doubleness that is 
often tied to discourses of sexuality. They also represent a complex negotiation 
with the multiple identity positions one occupies, but the starkness between 
the bodies in Two Girls creates an unease that Kahlo’s portrait does not in the 
same way. “While the protective and intimate posturing appears as a secret 
pact, the intrusion of a dark shape on the proper right of the picture plane 
threatens the pact (of completeness of self/identity) between the two girls, 
whose relationship is rendered fraught” (Pilcher 59-60).
 Sher-Gil’s painting, therefore, represents the presence of same-
sex intimacy and yet reveals its incompleteness and impossibility. Two Girls 
produces the same effect as the Bride’s Toilet in the sense of something 
interrupted. The charged eroticism, despite the severe power differences in 
the painting, gestures towards a futurity brimming with potential but which 
has not yet arrived (Muñoz1). The relationship between the two girls in the 
painting may be too radical for it to be realized in the present, but it does 
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exist—however fleeting. 

THE NATION AND QUEER DOMESTICITIES IN WOMEN 
RESTING ON A CHARPOY
 It is crucial to talk about the role of domesticity and interiority 
in Sher-Gil’s work and in the making of queer intimacies amongst women. 
Domestic spaces have often figured in art and literature by women as an 
archive of memories, or to borrow Ann Cvetkovich’s phrase, “an archive of 
feelings” (2) of living under colonial modernity. 
 The frequency with which women writers of different nations have 
made use of home to stage their dramas of remembrance is a sign of how 
influential the cult of domesticity and its material exigencies have been for 
inhabitants of structurally gendered locations like the patriarchal household 
(Burton 6). The home is also the site for homosociality and homoerotic 
expression amongst women. Sher-Gil’s representation of women is often 
within these interior spaces – toilets, bedrooms, zenanas⁷ and certain parts of 
villages. The site of the home or the realm of the domestic is tied to the project 
of the Nation, especially during modernism in India. The project of nations 
is tied to the bodies of women and the threat of modernity to the patriarchal 
conventions of domesticity. This was also pivotal to the British colonial project 
as Partha Chatterjee explains in the separation of home (ghar)/outside (bahir) 
which were relegated to women/men:

The home in its essence must remain unaffected by the profane 
activities of the material world – and woman is its representation. 
And so one gets an identification of social roles by gender to 
correspond with the separation of world space into ghar and bahir. 
(238)

 But the nation is not only gendered, it is also heterosexual since it 
“depends on the family as a reproductive unit through which the stability of 
gender roles and hierarchies is preserved” (Gopinath, “Nostalgia, Desire…” 
469). Queer subjects are, therefore, left out of the imagination of the Nation 
completely, and non-heterosexual women become the most invisible subjects. 
One of the ways to address this is to constantly disrupt the boundaries of 
compulsory heterosexuality, resignify the meaning of spaces, and reclaim 
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terminology. Therefore, the representations of women in Sher-Gil’s works 
offer two major readings: the feminist readings that have concentrated on 
the oppressed lives of rural women, their lack of agency and repressed sexual 
desire because of the fact that they are relegated to the home and need to 
perform domesticity; and a queer reading that argues instead that this push 
to domesticity is reworked and resignified as a space of sexual exploration and 
eroticism which is subversive to the patriarchal, heteronormative project of 
the Nation. Both these readings are equally necessary and have a dialectical 
relationship with each other as queer theory and feminist theory often do. 
These interiors were not liberating spaces for an authentic self to be performed 
freely of any limitations, but they were rather “spaces where private desire 
and public self were integrated, where one’s experience could be invoked and 
unified” (Hatt 2).The painting Bride’s Toilet explicated this affective interiority, 
but perhaps a painting that does so even more is Women Resting on a Charpoy 
(1940) (figure 6). 
 This painting, unlike Sher-Gil’s previous works, is inspired by the 
Basohli, Rajput and Mughal miniature traditions. The painting was completed 
a year before she died, and it is here that she reaches her apogee (Dalmia 149).
The atmosphere in the painting is stifling, claustrophobic and reminiscent of 
hot, Indian summer afternoons. A woman lies sprawling on a cot as her sakhi 
fans her. There are the same rounded pots around, now a trope in Sher-Gil’s 
work. The blood red salwarkameez that the woman is wearing stands out and 
so does her sindhoor⁸ signifying, again, a space that is haunted by the symbolic 
presence of heterosexuality, of the norm, but never represented. The woman lies 
listless but in an erotic stance where one has to reckon with the body again. 
The repression of the woman’s sexuality and its unfulfillment lingers and is, 
therefore, what makes the work erotically charged. 
 The sakhi sits by her side, facial expressions barely visible – a 
constant presence without a clear identity. The sense of the erotic in Two Girls 
is delivered in the symbolic space in Women Resting on a Charpoy. Here, the 
queer is subtext, almost under the covers and diffused in the surroundings. As 
Vaundhara Dalmia points out, 

On the one hand Amrita has subverted the horizontal nude woman 
of western perception; the maid by her side is a sympathetic 
companion, one of her own kind. On the other hand the woman is 
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the antithesis of the nayika⁹ of the miniature tradition. (150)

 Both women in this painting share a similar kind of frustration and 
repression that adds to the overall sweltering mood of the work. Again, we 
are ushered towards an imagination of futurity with a frustrated present, a 
consistent theme in Sher-Gil’s work.

A QUEER LEGACY
 Some archives are built by recording history while others are created 
in order to make up for history. The field of gender and sexuality studies has 
often seen feminism and queer studies in a complex, dialectical relationship 
with each other. Furthermore, literature in queer theory itself tends to 
circulate with reference to European and Anglo-American linguistic markers. 
Betraying Audre Lorde’s infamous quote about the limits of the Master’s tools 
in dismantling the Master’s house, this paper has both used queer and rejected 
queer. 
 In fact, the postcolonial intervention in this paper has had less 
to do with a South Asian archive or birthing imagination of queerness in a 
“third world country.” It has rather pointed out the idea that language itself in 
reference to gender/sexuality does not exist as an approximation to LGBTQ+, 
but instead, deconstructs and does away with identity politics in this sense. 
Amrita Sher- Gil’s work in galleries wedged between biographical readings 
and feminist readings deaden the scope of her work. 
 The intersections of the post-colonialism, sexuality, gender, nation 
and race are all pivotal to the understanding of modernism and to the birth 
of the queer subject in India. Amrita Sher-Gil, therefore, provides the perfect 
canvas for some of these intersections to be explored. Perhaps the stifling 
mood and frustration that one sees in her art is just another way to negotiate 
with metaphors of the closet. To use queerness in this context and feed it with 
a new imagination while simultaneously critiquing it, is to remove the frame 
of the paintings and make the women speak to each other. It is to say that 
heterosexuality may haunt the specter of the Nation; it may relegate women to 
the domestic realm; but it cannot control their sexuality entirely, because the 
work of queer archiving will infuse it with new possibilities. This intervention, 
therefore, hopes to make hegemonic notions of queerness and the idea of the 
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Nation incredibly anxious. 
 A word like sakhi that has been appropriated in patriarchal-religious 
discourses needs to be reclaimed for this archive to truly address negotiations 
between the queer and postcolonial. Sakhi also has the capacity to speak back 
to the same nationalist discourses that make it difficult for queer citizens to 
move beyond the colonial law. This paper has thus aimed to resurrect intimate 
ghosts wedged in galleries and to bring them to a contemporary, dynamic and 
alive realm. 

NOTES
 1. The Bengali Renaissance “was a cultural, social, intellectual 
and artistic movement in Bengal region in the eastern part of the Indian 
subcontinent during the period of the British Indian Empire, from the 
nineteenth century to the early twentieth century dominated by Bengalis.” 
Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_Renaissance
 2. Further discussion on this point is beyond the scope of the paper.
 3. The phallic emblem used to represent the God Shiva. It is 
considered sacred and signifies masculine power.
 4. Rekhti is Urdu poetry written mostly by men, in “women’s 
language,” and with female personae.  
  5. “[O]ne of the nine rasas, usually translated as erotic love, romantic 
love, or as attraction or beauty. Rasa means ‘flavour’,” or ‘essence’ “and the theory 
of rasa is the primary concept behind classical Indian arts”. It takes many forms 
and often is in reference “to the relationship between the individual and the 
divine.” Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sringara
 6. The wedding ceremony that marks the departure of the bride into 
a new home
 7. Zenana literally means “pertaining to women”. It refers to the part 
of the house allocated to women or a ‘woman’s quarter’. The zenana has also 
been reclaimed and resignified by scholars and activists as a queer, homo-social 
space where women express desire and intimacy. 
 8. Vermillion applied on the head by women signifying marriage
 9. Refers to the heroine in the famous Sanskrit treatise on performing 
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arts – Natya Shastra. There are considered to be eight nayikas and they represent 
eight different states in relationship to the hero.

APPENDIX

Fig 1 - Folio from a Rasikapriya: ‘To play the game as women long’. 
Malwa, circa 1660. Opaque watercolor with gold on wasli. (22.8 x 
16.7cm). The private collection of the Swiss artist Dr. Alice Boner (1889-
1981)

Source: “Indian Miniature Painting”. 2009. Indianminiaturepaintings.
Co.Uk. (http://www.indianminiaturepaintings.co.uk/Malwa_
Rasikapriya_000623-01.html.)
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Fig. 2 - Krishna Stealing the Clothes of Cowherdesses, Illustration to the 
Bhagavata Purana, Tira-Sujanpur, Early 18th century.

Source: “Fourteen Basohli Paintings - 50 Watts”. 2017. 50Watts.Com. 
(http://50watts.com/Fourteen-Basohli-Paintings.)
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Fig. 3 - Sher-Gil, Amrita. 1937. Bride’s Toilet. Oil on canvas. New Delhi: National 
Gallery of Modern Art.

Source: “Bride’s Toilet, 1937 - Amrita Sher-Gil”. 2017. Www.Wikiart.Org. 
Accessed May 10. (https://www.wikiart.org/en/amrita-sher-gil/bride-s-
toilet-1937).

Fig 4: Erotic detail from Vishvanath Temple in Khajuraho.

Source: “Khajuraho-Vishvanath Temple”. 2017. Commons.Wikimedia.
Org. Accessed May 11. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Khajuraho-Vishvanath_Temple_erotic_detal4.jpg.
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Fig 5: Sher-Gil, Amrita. 1939. Two Girls. Oil on canvas. New Delhi: 
Private collection of Vivan and Navina Sundaram.

Source: Dalmia, Yashodhara. Amrita Sher-Gil. 1st ed. Haryana, India: 
Penguin Books
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Fig 6 - Sher-Gil, Amrita. 1940. Women Resting On A Charpoy. Oil on 
Canvas. New Delhi: National Gallery of Modern Art.

Source: 2013. Women Of Art History. http://womenofarthistory.tumblr.
com/post/70325363278/woman-resting-on-charpoy-amrita-sher-gil-1940.
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APPENDIX

CALL FOR PAPERS FOR THE CURRENT ISSUE
The Scattered Pelican, Winter 2020

 
CODING/DECODING/RECODING

   ‘Coding/Decoding/Recoding’ provides a space to present scholarship that 
translates, remediates, reimagines, or revisits bodies of thought, borders, and 
identities. We are looking for papers illustrating practices that unsettle the 
conventions of how scholarship is practiced and how histories are written. 
This includes matters of semiotics, hermeneutics, translation, representation, 
signification, subversion and transgression. This topic is a stimulus to highlight 
the necessity of renegotiating hierarchical structures, the urgency of rereading 
and reframing canonical texts, and the possibility of creating strategies for 
trans-disciplinary communication and collaboration. We seek scholarship that 
revises its own disciplinary standards or that seeks to produce new ones, as well 
as scholarship that treats spaces, bodies, thoughts, and histories as texts that 
can be coded, decoded or recoded anew in order to further our understandings 
of their significance (both historical and contemporary).
 We encourage submissions representative of a wide variety of topics 
in the Arts and Humanities and affiliated disciplines including but not limited 
to:

• Negotiating methodological differences between disciplines or 
paradigms

• Problems of meaning-making in translation studies
• Hermeneutic approaches to texts
• Manipulation of texts-- linguistic, visual, or otherwise
• Contemporary and/or de-colonial constructions of gender
• New approaches to historiography
• Articulating affect and non-normative experience
• Code-switching
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 Related fields of interest may include but are not limited to: 
Comparative literature, Cultural studies, Digital Humanities, Disability 
Studies, Environmental Studies, Film Studies, History, Linguistics, Literary 
Studies, Philosophy, Postcolonial Studies, Queer and gender studies, Media 
studies, Theory & Criticism, Visual Arts, Translation Studies.  
 
 This year, we are accepting submissions only in English. Maximum 
length of the papers: 5000 words. The word count must be inclusive of the 
Works Cited and endnotes, and all texts must follow the MLA style (8th 
edition). To maintain the integrity of the anonymous peer-review process, 
please ensure all identifying marks and personal information is removed from 
your submission. 




